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EXPERIMENTAL STUDY  OF A PROPORTIONAL 
FLUID AM. LIFIER 

by 
Cyrille Pavlin 

Societe  BERTIN  & Cie,  PLAISIR  (S.&.O.)  FRANCE 

ABSTRACT 

An amplifier has  been  designed and tested which applies  the 
principle of the  lever to aerodynamic jet deflection.    The device 
yields good performances as   a mass  flow amplifier and provides   facili- 
ties   for matching impedances between stages.     It  can operate  as  a 
differential pressure  sensor. 

INTRODUCTION 

The  fluid amplifier that we  studied has  a unique control region 
shape.    The leading idea was  to avoid momentum control since this  causes 
difficulties as  the size of the  device  decreases.     If the  control Jet 
velocity is to be similar to that of the power Jet, the  ratio of the 
control slot width to the power Jet width will be the same as  the flow 
gain  ratio, neglecting boundary layers.    The effect of the boundary 
layer is to reduce the velocity,   requiring a compensating change in 
control Jet size.    Fabrication problems become increasingly difficult if 
this  approach is  followed. 

Therefore,  we tried to  find another type of interaction using the 
pressure effect   as a means  of bending the power Jet.    In order that the 
pressure may rise with  a small amount of control  flow,  the power Jet 
has  to be enclosed between two walls  downstream of the  injection region. 
These walls are   convergent,   so that they act  like  an aerodynamic lever 
to increase the Jet deflection. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE DEVICE 

The power  flow rectangular channel emerges between the control 
ports, the  offset downstream walls of which  are progressively  converging 
towards the power Jet.     They are  limited by  sharp edges  sufficiently 
close to the power Jet as to give only  a narrow outlet to the  control 
flow, which must push back  the power Jet against the opposite edge  in 
order to exit       (Fig.   1, 2).* 

The other parts  of the  amplifier are rather standard;     after a 
certain path length in a constant pressure medium,  the power Jet is 
diverted between two active  caannels,   adjacent or separated by  a bleed 
l^ne.    We  generally preferred this last arrangement because the inner 
spxitters  of the active channels being located at the maximum slope  of 
velocity profile,  the mass   flow rate  in both channels  is  small when the 
flow gain  is maximum. 

•Figures appear on pages 11 through 15. 



Flow patterns  in the  injection region are shown with no control 
flow  (Fig.   3)  and with  control flow (Fig.   k), 

POWER JET SHAPK 

Without control  flow (Fig.   3) 

The control ports  being closed, the power Jet has no deflection 
and passes  at an equal  distance from the wall edges  of the control 
capacities.    Pesidual air in the capacities  is carried out by viscous 
effects.     If the edges,  initially removed are progressively moved towards 
the Jet,  air is ejected from the capacities where a vacuum appears  at 
first.     But  from a certain distance to the Jet, vacuum begins to decrease 
and then gives place to an overpressure.     In  figure 5 the pressure in the 
capacities  is plotted against e/w 

e  :   distance between the edges 
w  :   the main Jet  channel width 

for a given geometry. 

With control flow  (Fig.   k) 

With a non-zero control  flow,  pressure rices on both sides of the 
power Jet  in the  control capacities, no matter  from which side the  control 
flow originates.    However,  a slight unbalanced pressure  arises on the fed 
control side bending the main  flow towards the opposite wall in the 
capacity.     The power flow, when impinging the wall,   is strongly repelled 
with a marked angle from its  initial direction, because of the convergent 
shape of the wall. 

As  a result,  unlike most  fluid amplifiers the r iwer Jet is deflscted 
towards  the input  control side. 

The main purpose of such  a design is  to give, with a very simple 
geometry, a substantially better flow gain than that obtained with 
conventional fluid amplifiers. 

MECHANISM OF DEVIATION 

The power Jet spreads by turbulent mixing in the control capacities 
with a velocity distribution decayin ■ with the distance from the Jet 
center line. 

With no control flow, the mean streamline which grazes the wall 
edge  comes necessarily  from an edge of the free power Jet issuing inside 
the control  capacities.     It obeys KORST's escaping criterion:     its total 
pressure is Just equal to the surrounding static pressure outside the 
coni rol capacities.    In other words, the dynamic pressure on that 
streamline Just balances  the pressure difference between the capacity 
and downstream.    In the  steady state, air entrainment from the 
capacities  reaches equilibrium when the pressure in the capacities 
agrees with the above condition. 



When the power jgt is strongly deflected, or when the wall edges are 
very close to the Jet, a narrow local overpressure strip exists on one or 
both sides of the Jet, Just at the extremity of the convergent walls.  In 
the first case, the overpressure produces the jet deflection.  KORST's 
escaping criterion is stil] applicable, but to the maximum value of the 
overpressure.  This explains the pressure rise in one control capacity 
when the other one is fed. 

The importance of the overpressure strip in the deflection mechanism 
is clearly shown by the poor gain of an amplifier, the control capacities 
of which are limited by spoilers, as can be seen in Fig. 5-Suppression of 
the "aerodynamic lever" leads to a large reduction of gain. 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

Experimental models 

Experimental work was undertaken with two homothetic models in order 
to test somewhat the seeding effects. 

The general features of the amplifier an» outlined in Fig. 2. The 
channel width w is about 0.15 cm (0.06 inch) in the larger model, with 
an aspect ratio of 6.7« The other model is reduced in a ratio of about 
3. Edge distance e is variable. 

The receiver position is movable and was adjusted for best operating 
conditions. 

Tests were carried out with low dynamic pressure (3 psi at most). 

Performances 

General features 

The amplifier appears to be sensitive to control flow without 
threshold until the output flow reaches a maximum in connection with 
the power Jet position Just in front of the receiver. 

Stability appears rather good urless the flow gain be very high, as 
observed by other experimenter!. 

Mass flow gain 

Let us call q0i and q02 the mass flows through the active outputs, 
qcl and qC2 the control mass flows.  We define mass flow gain as the 
ratio of the change in output to the change in input control. 

G = 
qcl " «* 

The gain, with e/w optimum,  is usually between 10 and 100. 
reduction tends to improve the performance. 

A scale 

7 
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Dynamic response 

Until now, we have proceeded only to limited dynamic   tests.     We 
did not measure the gain,  but only the phase  shift between the input 
and the output on the smaller model.    Harmonic control input signals 
were  applied using a pneumatic oscillator.    Th<. dynamic measurements 
of output response to control flow fluctuation were  carried out using a 
two-charnel constant temperature hot-wire anemometer arrangement. 
Simultaneous  readings of input control and output stream velocity 
fluctuations were recorded on  a dual-trace oscilloscope.     The pictures. 
Fig.   'i .   in which are superimposed the  input signal and successively the 
left output,  the bleed and the right output,   show that for 80 cps 
harmonic input,  the lag between the output and the input is  about  3 ms. 
This  lag can be separated in two parts:     the  transport lag in the 
receivers  and the specific lag of the  amplifier (power Jet settlement 
in the capacities). 

Amplifier output  impedance 

To get a high sensitivity,  a slight Jet  deflection must induce a 
large difference between the mass  flow received in the active channels. 
Therefore the splitters of the receiver should cut the Jet  stream in a 
region where the transverse    pressure gradient  is maximum. 

In this  zone,  the Jet  dynamic pressure is  low and the high 
transverse velocity gradient is unfavorable to  a good Jet pressure 
recovery.    As  a result,  the pressure recovery always  remains small 
compared to the Jet dynamic pressure.     The device    is a mass   f1ow 
amplifier. 

Input impedance 

The  input  impedance is, by definition, the ratio of the change in 
input pressure to the  change  in  control mass  flow. 

AP 

c ba 
^c 

This depends on geometric dimensions;    therefore, we prefer to 
characterize the input of an amplifier by the change  in input pressure 
divided by the  dynamic pressure of the power Jet stream for full 
deflection.    This change is usually small because the power Jet entrains 
the  control flow almost equally in both the deflected and the undeflected 
positions. 

Impedance matching a two-sta£e  cascade 

An  amplifier suitably controlled by a preceding stage must have its 
control  flow uniquely fed by the power flow of the first stage.    In 
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particular, when the power Jet of the  first stage does not  feed one 
active  channel,  the mass   flow through  this  channel must be effectively 
zero. 

"Ulis can be realized only in twc ways: 

1) If a difference exists between the ambient pressure in the  first 
stage  and the pressure  in the control capacities  of the second stage, 
the pneumatic resistance of the Junction channel must be as high as 
possible. 

2) If there  is no pressure difference, the resistance of the 
Junction channel may be low. 

The first solution which cives a high input impedance must be 
rejected because, as we saw above, the output impedance of such an 
amplifier is low. 

'Die second one can be realized by two means: 

a) If the ambient pressure in the two amplifiers is the same, 
the gap,  (e), between edges of the convergent walls in the second stage 
must be adjusted so as to ma'.e the pressure  in the  capacity equal to 
ambient pressure.     In general,  this  is possible because the pressure 
in the control capacities  can be adjusted to a level higher or lower 
than ambient. 

b) If the gap between wall edges  is optimized for the maximum 
gain,  the pressure in the control capacities  is  fixed generally to a 
value  lower than  the outside pressure.    We can lower the level of the 
ambient pressure  in the  first stage by separating this  zone  from the 
atmosphere  and by suitably loading the bleed. 

We could verify that two amplifiers having mass flow gains of 50 
and 10 with outputs to atmosphere    gave a mass  flow gain of 500 when 
staged (Fig.  6). 

Channel decoupling 

Th" 3-channel receiver, with central vent, has an interesting 
characteristic;    when both active channels are  fed,  a load change of 
one of them modifies only very slightly the mass   flow through the other 
one.     This  decoupling may be  advantageous in practice. 

Differential sensor operation 

The Jet bending    inside        the  control capacities  is always very 
small,  the deflection angle being determined by the overpressure  zones 
existing at the exit of the  convergent edges.     The result is that  the 



pressure difference between the Jet sides  in the amplifier is also 
small.    Then if we  Join the control  capacities to two reservoirs by 
very low loss pipes, we can detect a slight pressure difference be- 
tween them.    The  control flow is blown or sucked according as  the 
mean level pressure  in the reservoirs  is higher or lower than the 
pressure in the  control capacities without control  flow.    This  device 
is very sensitive to differential pressure  (Ap ^ 1 mm H2O)  and,   in a 
relatively wide region,  insensitive to the mean value of the pressure 
(*1*00 mm H2O). 

The output signal  is a mass  flow change which can be amplified 
in a pure fluid regulating system. 

In such an  application it  appears  that the power Jet behaves like 
a fluid membrane;  the  function of which is  read by a differential flow. 

CONCLUSION 

It has been shown that  introducing 3mall geometrical differences 
in a conventional  amplifier yields a new type amplifier having quite 
different operating characteristics.     In the new device, momentum 
balance plays a minor role and mass flow is actually controlled 
through viscosity effects, so that it is probable that it will operate 
successfully even in tiny modules.    Moreover,  the behavior of the device 
is very sensitive to slight  changes in convergent wall shape,  so that a 
large range of operation possibilities  including bistable    can be 
contemplated.    The  rather good dynamic  characteristics are  felt to be 
due to the simplicity of its design.     For the present it must be 
considered that the  device acts as a mass   flow amplifier, providing a 
gain in the range  10-100,  inclusive. 

10 
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»J ABSTRACT 
H 

A selected bistable fluid Jet amplifier is presented which exhibits 
low receiver-interaction region coupling and which Iso has reasonable 
receiver power recoveries and control signal pressures and flows. The 
receivers are specifically designed to handle load reverse flow such as 
might be delivered by a piston. If the control signal pressure is in- 
creased approximately 50 percent above that necessary to switch the power 
Jet into an unblocked receiver, the Jet may be switched into a receiver 
pressurized at 40 percent of supply. 

INTRODUCTION 

In 1959 and 1960, Diamond Ordnance Fuze Laboratories (now HDL) 
introduced a series of fluid signal processing devices which were called 
fluid amplifiers or fluid interaction devices. Unlike the more conven- 
tional fluid signal processing devices available at that time, fluid in- 
teraction devices possessed no moving mechanical parts and relied instead 
on the interaction of streams of fluid for their operation. Their sim- 
plicity, ruggedness, and lack of moving parts made them appear quite reli- 
able and suitable for use in extreme environments.  Potential applications 
included the use of fluid interaction devices as control components in th? 
vicinity of a nuclear rocket engine, on Jet engine inlet and engine con- 
trols, and in hot gas servosystems. Considerable interest was aroused in 
their application and a number of companies and government agencies became 
active in the field. 

Unfortunately, the practical development of useful fluid amplifier 
circuits proved more difficult than had originally been supposed. The 
fluid amplifiers of that time were often unstable or noir/ when their re- 
ceivers were blocked, and load-amplifier interactions occurred which were 
not well understood and degraded system performance. A particular load- 
amplifier interaction effect which proved quite troublesome was the cou- 
pling between a fluid Jet amplifier and a blocked, highly capacitive load 
such as a piston or a bellows.  In practical servosystems, however, bellowr 
or pis con loads are quite common and their destabilizing effects on fluid 
Jet amplifiers tended to hinder the development of fluid amplifier servo- 
systems. 

lfl m X-5212C 



This paper presents a NASA developed, bistable flJld Jet amplifier 
which was specifically designed to handle such loads and the reverse flow 
which they can deliver into the receivers of the amplifier. The design 
presented is still in the developmental stage and needs improvement; how- 
ever, it iö capable of driving a capacitive or reverse flowing load at 
high speed and with much smaller control signals than would be required 
of more conventional fluid Jet amplifiers under similar loading conditions. 
It is the purpose of this paper to furnish the designer with an  amplifier 
design which, although In need of refinement, will enable him to apply 
fluid Jet amplifiers in systems where load-amplifier interactions have 
been heretofore troublesome. 

DEVELOIWENT OF A FLUID JET AMPLIFIER CAPABLE 

OF HANDLING RECEIVEP REVERSE FLOW 

Description of the Problem 

Figure 1 shows a fluid Jet amplifier of conve- tlonal design driving 
a dead-ended, highly capacitive load such as a piston.  In figure 1(a) the 
amplifier has been driving the load for a sufficiently long time for all 
transient effects to die out.  If, as shown in figure 1(b), the power Jet 
is switched to the right hand receiver, the volume load will start to dis- 
charge.  The discharge flow forms a reverse flowing Jet which impinges on 
the power Jet in the vicinity of the interaction region.  S^nce the reverse 
flow initially has a stagnation pressure equal to the maximum static pres- 
sure that the amplifier can develop when driving a blocked load, its momen- 
tum will keep the main power Jet of the amplifier firmly attached to the 
right-hand wall.  In addition, the flow delivered by the reverse flowing 
Jet prombly upsets the flow geometry of the Interaction region in much the 
same manner as application of a control signal. Thus, to switch the main 
power Jet back into the reverse flowing receiver, shown In figure l(c^, a 
control signal much larger than normal must be applied. 

Figures 2 and 3 show typical control pressures and flows required to 
switch a fluid Jet amplifer of the design shown in figure 1 into a reverse 
flowing receiver.  As can be seen, the required control pressures and flows 
rise sharply as a function of the reverse flowing supply pressure of the 
receiver p_/p-.  Since this particular fluid Jet amplifier design could 
develop a blocked receiver pressure of 55 percent of the amplifier supply 
pressure, unduly high control signals are required to assure that it will 
switch into a highly capacitive load.  Otherwise, time must be allowed for 
the load to discharge to an acceptably low pressure before switching. These 
restrictions of control signal levels and switching speed considerably limit 
the usefulness of conventionally designed fluid Jet amplifiers as power 
/alves for piston or bellows loads. 

19 



Design Approaches 

Two conflicting requirements had to be fulfilled to develop a fluid 
Jet amplifier which could handle receiver reverse flow. First, the re- 
ceiver reverse flow had to be diverted away from the interaction region 
and, preferably, a quiet ambient atmosphere supplied to the interaction 
region. Second, the receiver had to develop satisfactory pressure and flow 
recoveries during normal, forward-flowing operation.  Both changes in am- 
plifier geometry and the interaction of flow fields could be used to accom- 
plish this task. The  former approach was chosen, primarily because of the 
lack of flow visualization equipment at the time of the amplifier develop- 
ment. 

The resultant amplifier design is shown in figure 4. Figure 5 shows 
an expanded view of the interaction region and inlet portion of the re- 
ceivers. As can be seen, the receivers in the NASA Model 7 design are 
pointed away from the interaction region and reverse flow exiting from them 
will flow out the vents Vj. The  entrance to the vent V, is widened 
slightly so that the extra flow entrained by the reverse flowing receiver 
let will be captured and diverted away from instead of into the interaction 
region. A separate vent Vy is used to provide entrainment flow to the 

Interaction region.  The baffle wall between Vg and V3 prevents re- 
ceiver spillover flow or reverse flow from interfering with the entrain- 
ment flow.  All vents are connected to atmosphere. 

The interaction region (fig. 5) differs somewhat from conventional 
practice. A set of control port restrictions eure used to prevent control 
flow from entering the interaction region.  These control port restrictions 
have zero offset and are machined in the same pass as the main power nozzle. 
The use of zeio offset enables small machining errors to be reif-canceling. 
Another benefit is that the control flow required by the control port during 
absence of a control signal is reduced. 

Figure 6 shows hypothetical ilow patterns in the amplifier receivers 
during operation. In figure 6(a) the amplifl.er is c1 'iving a conventional 
orifice load.  One portion of the flow is delivered to the load while the 
other pert is exhausted through the vent Vj. Because the baffle wall iso- 
lates the Interaction region from the flow going out through the vent VT , 
the receiver may be completely blocked with little or no noise occurring" 
on its output. 

Figure 6(b) shows operation of the amplifier when one of its receivers 
is reverse flowing.  Because the receiver is directed away from the interac- 
tion region, the load reverse flow is dumped out through the vent V,. 
Thus, little interference with the interaction region occurs, and  the main 
power Jet may be switched into the reverse flowing receiver by means of a 
small control signal. 

20 
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EXfERIMEirTAL PERFORMANCE OF NASA MODEL 7 AMPLIFIER 

Equipment and Test Procedures 

A series of static tests were conducted on the NASA Model 7 amplifier 
to determine its performance under various loading conditions.  I^rnamic 
performance, although important, was not evaluated at this time. 

The amplifier (fig. 7) was machined out of an acrylic block by a 
pantagraph engraving machine.  Ine power throat section was 0.101 centi- 
meter (0.040 in.) wide by 0.152 centimeter (0.O^J in.) deep.  Wall surface 
roughness was estimated as being equal or less them 0.0005 centimeter 
(0.0002 in.) in the vicinity of the power nozzle and interaction region. 
No particular effort was made to trim the amplifier for symmetrical perfor- 
mance other than exercising suitable care in machining the entire unit.  It 
should be pointed out, however, that the performance of the interaction re- 
gion is very sensitive to small manufacturing errors, and much difficulty 
was experienced in trying to machine additional units which yielded the 
same performance, 

Meab^rements of amplifier triggering pressures and flows as a function 
of receiver loading were conducted with the test setup shown schematically 
in figure 3. A servopressure controller was used to maintain either con- 
stant positive or negative pressures on one of the two receivers of the 
amplifier, regardless of the flow through the rece'.ver.  Total error in 
receiver pressure by thio method was nu greater than 2 percent of the 
nominal value.  The other receiver was optionally loaded with a needle 
valve or left open to atmosphere.  The point of triggering was determined 
by observing the point at which the trace on the X-Y recorder plot made a 
sudden break from the previously smooth curve. 

Control port cross-flow characteristics vere measured with the test 
setup shown in figure 9.  The servopressure controller was again used to 
maintain atmospheric pressure at the amplifier control port at which the 
flow was being measured.  Thus, a flow resistor with a linear pressure 
drop-mass flow characteristic coald be used to measure control port cross- 
flow without changing the ambient pressure supp1led to the control port. 

Receiver characteristics were measured with the setup shown schemati- 
cally in figure 10.  The servopressure controller was again used to maintain 

, pressure upstream of the linear flow element constant but at a negative 
pressure equal to the amplifier supply pressure of 6,88x10' newtona per 
meter squared (1.0 psig).  Thus, measurexents of receiver flow could be made 
at sutambient pressures. 

All tests of the Model 7 amplifier were conducted at a supply pressure 
of 6.88xl03 newtona-per meter sqi.\red (1.0 psig) and a temperature of 
298° K (75° F). 

a 



Sources and Magnitudes of Error 

Combined nonlinearity ana hysteresis of the pressure transducers and 
the readout devices were estimated as 1 percenc full scale. The nonlinear- 
ity of the linear flow elementF was also approximately 1 percent of full 
scale. The transducers, readout device, and the flow element, if applica- 
ble, ^ere calibrated as a single unit and in terms of the variable being 
measured.  Estimated calibration accuracy was 1 percent of full scale for 
pressure measurements and 3 percent of full scale for flow measurements. 
Reeding error, which occurred when switching pressures and flows were read 
off the X-Y recorder plots, was approximetely 0.2 to 0.3 percent of supply 
pressures and flows to the power nozzle. Total instrumentation and reading 
error for switchirg pressures and flows is estimated as being equal or less 
than 0.4 percent of the amplifier supply pressure and 0.5 percent cf its 
supply flow, respectively.  Total instrunentation error for control port 
crocs-flow cnaracteristics is estimated as 0.2 percent of the supply pres- 
sure and 0.3 perceat of the supply flow, respectively. Total instrumenta- 
tion and calibration error for the receiver output characteristics Is esti- 
mated as 2  percent of supply pressure and 1 percent of supply flow. 

A set of errors was apparently caused by nonrepeatable variations in 
the internal f]ow pattern of the amplifier.  The lack of repeataMlity 
varied from a minlcur« for receiver and control port cross-flow characteris- 
tics to a maximum when the omplifier was switching into a reverse flowing 
receiver.  In some cases, two distinct triggering pressures were observed. 
In the other cases, the lack of repeatability is included in the reading 
error previously discussed. 

A variation in performance characteristics was noted from one ampli- 
fier tc the other. This lack of reproducibllity was apparently caused by 
machining errors and varied from a minimum for receiver pressure flow char- 
acteristics to a maximum *rhen control port characteristics were measured. 
Not enough amplifiers were machined and tested at the time of writing of 
this report to establish meaningful figures for the observed performance 
variations; however, preliminary observations Indicated that, for carefully 
machined units, variations in triggering pressures and flow of approximately 
±5P percent or more of the nominal values could be expected. The particular 
errors in machining which caused these performance variations have not been 
determined. No.'.zle and Interaction region wall roughness appear to be major 
contributors. It was loond that any given fluid Jet amplifier could be 
trimmed for symmetrical performance by shaving a small amount of material 
off the portion rf the control port restriction which was in contact with 
the main power stream.  By this procedure, amplifiers could be made with 
performance characteristics approximately equal to the amplifier reported 
in this paper. No experiments were perform', i to find the sensitivity of 
amplifier performance to variations resulting from photoetching type proc 
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DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

Although some coupling between the rece^.er ^rd the interaction still 
exists in the NASA Model 7 amplifier Cfigs. 11 and 12), it is much smaller 
than the coupling prtiseTit in an amplifier of more conventional design.  A 
control pressure of cnly 9 percent o^ supply pressure was required to switch 
the particular amplifier tested into a receiver pressurized at 100 percent 
of supply pressure. The more conventional unit, on the other hand, is 
practically inoperable after the reverse flowing receiver pressure is above 
40 percent of the supply pressure to the main power nozzle.  If the receiver 
pressure into which the main power Jet is flowing is increased, the Jet at- 
tachment becomes more stable and harder tc switch (fig. 13).  This behavior 
exists for receiver p-eesures up to 100 percent of supply and is not typical 
of amplifiers of the type shewn in figure 1. 

Figure 14 shows the effects of a "worst possible case" in which the 
receiver on which the power Jet is attached is blocked and the opposite 
receiver is reverse flowed.  As can be seen, a control pressure of 15 per- 
cent of supply pressure is  adequate to switch the amplifier into a reverse 
flowing receiver pressurized at 100 percent of supply.  In practical situa- 
tions, it is quite doubtful if such a combination of receiver flows and 
pressures could be achieved by a damped, second order load such as a piston. 

Unfortunately, although the N^SA Model 7 fluid Jet amplifier has been 
made relatively insensitive to the effects of receiver return flow, its 
switching characteristics are strongly affected by a negatively pressurized 
receiver.  Figure 15 shows that a negative receiver pressure of only 15 to 
20 percent of supply pressure is sufficient to cause the Jet to switch into 
that receiver.  This triggering ser.bltivity to negative receiver pressure 
will become important when the amplifier is used to drive a piston.  If the 
amplifier is driving the piston ar.i the piston velocity builds up to a max- 
imum value, the piston could consume a flow of approximately 110 percent of 
the flow supplied to the mair Jet power nozzle (fig. 16).  However, if the 
amplifier is switched to the other side to decelerate the piston, the ciston 
will, for a short period of time, continue to draw the same amount of flow 
out of the receiver. The experimental receiver performance curves shown in 
figure 16 indicate that a flew of 100 percent of supply out of a receiver 
will cause a negative pressure of 40 percent of supply if the main power 
Jet is directed towards the other receiver. This negative receiver pressure 
is sufficient to cause the main power Jet to switch back and again acceler- 
ate the piston to maximum velocity. 

Fortunately, this reverse switching may be avoided if a steady pressure 
is maintained on the amplifier control ports.  Figure 17 shows the control 
port pressures and flows required to switch the main power Jet away from a 
negatively pressurized receiver and the minimum pressures end flows to keep 
the Jet from switching back (called reverse switching in the figures).  As 
is shown in figure 17, If the negative receiver pressure is less than 
50 percent of supply, the control pressures and flows necessary to switch 
the Jet away from a negatively pressurized receiver are more than enough tp 
keep it away. A negative recei"er pressure of 50 percent of supply will 
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correspond to a flow greater than the amplifier was capable of delivering 
to the piston load and aence is not likely to be encountered in a non- 
resonant load.  Consequently, if tne driver stage used to drive the Model 7 
amplifier maintains continuous pressures and flows in the amplifier control 
ports, the Model 7 (amplifier would not be expected to switch because of the 
negative receiver pressures created by piston deceleration. 

Figure 17 also shows the presence of two distinct triggering pressures. 
The preüsure at which the amplifier would switch appeared to be a function 
of how  rapidly the control signal was applied. 

A combination of receiver loads ret investigated was a negative re- 
ceiver pressure on the side o;. which the Jet was attached and a positive 
pressure (hence implying reverse flow) on the side toward which the jet 
was being switcned. However, omission of this combination of loads is not 
expectel to be serious since both are not likely to occur at the same time. 
If a piston lead is being driven by the amplifier, maximum receiver pres- 
sure will be developed only when the piston is moving very slowly and hence 
drawing very little flow. Coiversely, maximum flow will be drawn by the 
piston only when the pressure differential across it is a minimum.  Hence 
the conditions of most difficult switching are probably given by either 
figxres 11 and 12, or figure I?, 

The control port cross-flow characteristics of the amplifier are shown 
In figure 18.  As is seen, flew entrainment into the control port is low 
during the absence of a control signal. Control port cross flow does not 
start to become significant until a control pressure in excess of 5 percent 
of supply is applied to the opposite control port. A control port pressure 
of 10 percent of supply, which is sufficient to cause the amplifier to 
switch under practically any piston load, causes a control port cross flow 
of only 4 percent of supply.  Tnis value of cross flow is quite low and can 
probably be handled without difficulty by most passive or active fluid logic 
elements of conventional design fcf., fig. 1). 

CON:LJSION6 

It is cuncluded that a bistable fluid Jet amplifier with reasonable 
receiver presste ard flov recoveries can be made which exhibits greatly 
reduced jensitivity to receiver loading effects.     The design is particularly 
gool at handli'ig receiver reverse flow,  such as might be delivered by a 
piston and bellows,  and should fir.d application for such loads.    At the 
supply pressure ■'■estec  (1,0 pslg), application of continuous  control pres- 
sures aid flows of 15 and 10 percent of supply,  respectively,  are sufficient 
to enable the amplifier tested to drive a piston load under most conceivable 
modes of operation. 

Tne design is not ye^ optimized, and it is concluded that the perform- 
ance of the interaction region is sensitive to small manufacturing errcrs. 
Any particular amplifier may be trimned to give symmetrical  performance. 
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after which it will continue to give reproducible results.  However, a new 
interaction region design must be developed which will give the necessary 
Jet deflection angles, have short length, and exhibit reduced performance 
sensitivity to the manufacturing process. One possibility is the more 
conventional interaction region shown in figure 1. 

The design presented In this paper Is basically Incompressible and 
will not work well at supply pressures approaching critical or greater. 
Work should be done to develop an amplifier with a supersonic nozzle which 
can operate at more useful supply pressures. 

NOMENCLATURE 

D^  width of main power nozzle, m (in.) 

h   height of channels in fluid Jet amplifier, m (in.) 

A   mass rate of flow, kg/sec (Ib^sec) 

p   pressure, N/B2 (lbf/in.
2)  gage 

Subscripts: 

c   control 

r   receivers 

6        supply conditions 

v   vent 

Superscript: 

0   angle, deg 
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DEVELOPMENT OF A PURE FLUID NORGATE 

And A 

NORLOGIC BINARY TO DECIMAL CONVERTER 

by 

T. W. BERMEL     &     W. R. BROWN 

of 

CORNING GLASS WORKS 

ABSTRACT: 

A review of the empirical approach to the design and fabri- 

cation of an active,  two-input,  pure fluid OR-NOR Gate is 

presented.    Performance criteria and testing methods for 

this device are discussed relative to a discrete standard 

breadboard-type component. 

The breadboard assembly of a binary to decimal converter 

using these gates is reviewed and finally the reduction of 

this breadboard circuit to a three-dimensional circuit module 

is discussed. 
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INTRODUCTION 

An active,  two input,  pure fluid OK-NOR Gate is a digital logic element with 

a supply pressure input,  OR and NOR outputs,  and two control pressure 

inputs.    A unit having a constant supply pressure will normally generate a 

pressure signal from the NOR leg.    If,  however,  a sufficient control flow is 

transported to either,   or both,   control channel inputs,   the output signal will 

switch to the OR leg.    When all control signals terminate the output will 

return to the NOR leg. 

As non-bled fluid amplifiers must be properly sized to function in a system, 

thus rendering them difficult if not impossible to breadboard,   only OR-NOR 

Gate designs incorporating bli-eds at the interaction area are investigated. 

Closed,   or non-bled,   systems must be uniquely designed to accommodate 

specific flows and characteristics of interconnected components,  therefore 

by incorporating bleeds in fluid element design,   units of the same size and 

utilizing a common power source can be combined into functional systems. 

Possibly the most difficult facet of designing and fabricating breadboard units, 

whether they be pure fluid elements or any other device utilized in logic or 

control circuits,   is establishing and meeting certain minimum standards. 

The major desirable operating characteristics of an OR-NOR Gate are: 

a) Fan-out capability,   i.e.   the ability to drive several 

units. 

b) Load insensitivity,   i. e.   switch points remain constant 

as load is changed. 
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c) Operation over a broad range of supply pressures. 

d) Balanced control switching characteristics. 

e) Complete shutoff in the inactive output. 

f) Fast response. 

A number of devices were fabricated for each of the designs discussed and 

only typical curves are shown.     Most of the data accumulated during this 

study have been omitted from this paper for the sake of clarity.    Although 

substantial flow-pressure and operating range information was accumulated, 

it was found that these characteristics changed only slightly as the designs 

were changed.    The recovery pressure vs.   switch pressure relationship was 

most indicative of design parameter variations,  therefore only these curves 

are presented. 

All devices were fabricated in Fotoceram glass ceramic and cover plates of 

the same material were thermally fused to the ttched images. 

PARAMETER STUDY  —— — ——_—«.— 

It was decided that a bistable element could be altered to function as a two- 

input OR-NOR Gate by      (a) geometrically biasing the power stream to a 

given attachment wall,   such that in the absence of a control signal the stream 

ivould normally attach to that wall,   and    (b) installing a two-input control 

configuration adjacent to the given wall.    The method of geometrically biasing 

a bistable unit is shown in Figure  1. 
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A program was initiated to increase the control width dimension "A",and 

adjacent wall setback, dimension    B  ,  thereby increasing the tendency of 

the power jet to attach to the opposite wall. 

The first design study is shown in Figure 2,     The design of the two-input 

control configuration was completely arbitrary,   and the OR wall offset 

dimension "A",  was varied in an attempt to establish an optimum bias 

operating condition.     The effect of bleed area,  dimension "B",   on recovery 

pressure was also investigated at this time. 

When designs 1 thru 9 were tested it was found that none of the elements 

exhibited bistability unless a substintial control differential existed.   It then 

became quite obvious that the ratio of control width to wall length was too 

great to allow bistable operation.    In an effort to obtain data on recovery and 

switching characteristics the bottom control channel was blocked,  thus reducing 

the effective control area on the NOR side causing all of the units to biai    » the 

proper wall and function as inverters.    Typical switch curves for the top 

control of each design are shown in Figure 3. 

The following conclusions were drawn from thene curves: 

a) The NOR side control area was too large (proportioning 

occurred when no control signal was present). 

b) The greater the OR side attachment wall offset, 

dimension "A", Figure 2, the higher the switch 

pressure and the greater the tendency to proportion 
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from the "set" w»il to the opposite wall during 

■ witching. 

c) The bleed design did not appear to be efficient 

in removing all of the excess flow at high loads. 

Note,   Figure 3.   that all of the units "flood out" at 

the various loads.    It can also be noted that the . 020" 

wide bleeds caused extreme flood-out at high loads 

while there is little difference between the . 030" and 

.040" wide bleeds. 

Design #10,   Figure 4,  was then initiated,   with the bleed design being 

patterned after designs discussed in a pap   r by R. W. Warren entitled "Bistable 

Fluid Amplifiers' ,   and a two-input control again arbitrarily chosen.    A typica1 

switch curve is shown in Figure 5.    The data indicated: 

a) Fairly good load stability,  i. e.   no "flood-out" and 

relatively load insensitive. 

b) Upper control switch pressure was high and far out 

of balance with lower. 

c) The hysteresis loop was extremely large. 

From these data it was apparent that adequate venting had been achieved, but 

that the control imbalance and the large hysteresis loop required further 

study.    The switch pressures,  in particular that of the upper control,  were 

high enough to severely limit "fan-out"; and the return pressvres were low 

enough to indicate that minor variations in manufacturing techniques or slight 
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flow "«pill-over" of interconnected unit« could result in bittability.    It 

was decided to adjust both attachment wall locations through the ranges 

shown for designs II to 14,   in Figure 6,  in order to establish what effect, if 

any,  the relative distances between the attachment walls had on the switching 

and return pressures.    All four designs yielded approximately the same 

switching characteristics,   as sho vn by the typical curve presented in Figure 

7.    It was concluded that the distance between walls has little effect on the 

switch points of this particular bistable device design and no further study 

is contemplated in this particular area    at this time. 

The most undesirable feature of design 10 is obviously the relatively high 

pressure required in the upper control in order to effect switching.    The 

switch pressure level of the lower noszle,  although not optimum,  was felt 

to be adequate, and for this reason it was decided to concentrate effort on 

bringing the upper control into balance with the lower,  rather than decreasing 

the average of the two. 

In an attempt to    how visually the interaction of the control flows with the 

power stream flow,  an experiment was conducted utilising a double size image 

of design 10 with a transparent glass coverplate attached over the image.    A 

container filled with smoke was then inserted in the exterior control line and 

a control flow passed through the container to the upper and lower controls 

respectively.    Switching of the power stream by each control was observed. 

Figure 8 depicts the smoke residue formed on the transparent coverplate with 

vortex currents also inserted to illustrate what was believed to have been 
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taking place in the critical areas.    Thia vortex action doe« not appreciably 

effect the lower control but greatly effects the upper by apparently increasing 

the effective resistance at the point of impact with the power stream and 

allowing a relatively large amount of "waste now    to pass out the inactive 

bottom control.    In an attempt to minimize the effect of this phenomena three 

new designs were processed. 

Design 15,   Figure 9,   moved the intersection of the two controls closer to the 

power stream in the belief that such a move would tend to balance the switch- 

ing points.    However,  as noted on the curve in Figu'e 10,  the upper control 

pressure actually increased,  and it would appear that the closer the lower 

control channel to the vortex region, the more efficient it becomes in venting 

the control flow from the upper channel, hence the higher the pressure re- 

quired to obtain enough flow to switch the power stream.    Design 16,   Figure 11, 

decreased the angle of approach between the top control channel and the power 

stream.    From the curve in Figure 12    it is obvious that the controls were 

balanced rather well but that both switching points increased, indicating that the 

effective resistance due to the vortex phenomena in this design effected the lower 

control as well as the upper. The third design, #17,   Figure 13, was made in an 

attempt to decrease the effective resistance of the control opening by removing 

a small amount of material from the corner between the control opening and 

the attachment wall.        It wa« reasoned that this would decrease the resistance at 

the point of impact of the power stream and control stream by streamlining 

the flow at this point.    The curve shown in Figure 14 not only indicates that 

the desired results of balancing the controls were attained but also suggests 
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that the return pressure is increased thus decreasing the hysteresis loop. 

INTERCONNECTION 

Having achieved what was felt to be a reasonably stable device for use in 

breadboard circuits,  proof of its ultimate potential required fabrication of 

a reasonably complex multi-layer,  diffusion bonded circuit.    Although the 

interconnection of fluid devices introduces many unique problems,   most 

of these problems can be avoided if the circuit is designed well within the 

operating capabilities of the basic devices used,   or conversely,  if the circuit 

design is such that the devices included are required to operate under any 

marginal conditions,   unexpected pressure inconsistencies combined with 

marginally performing gates might well result in errat.c operation. 

In order to establish the validity of this reasoning it was decided to design 

the circuit well within the capabilities of the NORgate,   while,  in effect, 

making no effort to design around potential interconnection problems.    With 

this in mind, the following design parameters were established: 

^ ^an"out  ■ although the gate,  as designed,  could 

generally be expected to actuate six similar devices, 

fan-out was limited to four, to assure stable operation. 

2) Complexity - the circuit should have a minimum of 

ten gates in a minimum of ten plates. 

3) Size - all gates would have . 010" wide   power nozzles, 

and the plates would be designed to have vertical 

symmetry, thereby Eimplifying artwork preparation 
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and venting. 

4) External connections - there would be no test taps,   and 

as many devices as possible would vent into common 

sumps,  thereby minimizing external porting.    In 

addition,  all devices would be fed from a common supply 

port. 

5) Components - only two input OR-NOR gates would be in- 

cluded in the circuit in order to avoid malfunctions not 

directly attributable to the component being tested. 

At the time this test was being formulated several circuits were being 

developed,  and from these,  the one selected as being most readily adapt- 

able to the previously stated conditions was the binary to decimal converter. 

Bl?iARY_ 19 Jl^M^L^ONVERTER LOGIC RESIGN 

There are,  of course,  many ba«ic logic designs which will accomplish the 

conversion from a binary number to a decimal number,   one of whicL is that 

shown in Figure 15.    This particular design was chosen because it utilizes 

only two input OR-NOR Gates with a maximum fan-out of four.    The eighteen 

gates included could easily be laid out on ten plates. 

The design is obviously negative nor logic,  with the eleven gates in line 

representing the ten decimal numbers,  plus a reset,  and the seven gates in 

line connected to represent the four possible combinations from the one and 

two counters,  and the three combinations required from the four and eight 

counters. 
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Figure 16 

Figure 16 ihows the converter as breadboarded prior to final aesign, with 

the counter below the  manifold and the converter above,   while Figure  17 

shows the same  layout with the converter pre Juced in module form.    The 

counter part of the circuit was not included xn the block to avoid other than 

nor logic. 

Figure  17 
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ASSE MB L Y RESIGN 

The assembly was designed with the gates placed in the same relative 

position on each plate,  as shown in Figure 18.    Although it is readily 

»apparent that there is considerable wasted space on each plate, this design 

technique greatly simplifies artwork preparation and venting, and is felt to 

be justified until such time as size and weight become critical. 

The four plates  running clockwise from the top contain the seven gates which 

receive the signals from the counters,  and the remaining five plates show 

nine of the eleven readout gates.    One active plate and the coverplate are not 

shown.    The device pic'.ured in the lower left-hand corner is a standard NOR- 

gate of the type used in assembling the breadboard circuit. 

S RS5T JPER FORJ/iA NC E 

Two converters were fabricated and stacked as shown in Figure  19,  and both 

of them performed as intended,  up to approximately 100 cps.    This would 

certainly seem to indicate that th'- NORpate,   as developed,   is adequate for 

circuit fabrication as long as it is not required to function under marginal 

conditions.    It is quite probable that this same device would milfunction if 

included in a circuit requiring a fan-out of five,   even though designed to 

fan-out to six,  because it is certainly not unreasonable to expect one slightly 

sub-standard device out of eighteen,   and the fabrication techniques used do 

not permit replacement.     Figure 20 presents the input and output character- 

istics of the converter. 
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It would appear that an effective method of geometrically biasing a bistable 

unit incorporates both a slight wall offset and an enlarged control area« 

Once this is accomplished and an input control width is established» 010" 

in this case, the operating characteristics ol the unit become relatively 

fixed for various changes in attachment wall distances and two-input 

configurations.    Possibly the most significant accomplishment was recog- 

nising the apparent interaction of the control stream with the power stream 

and the rather elementary solution of streamlining the flow at the critical 

area. 

The final analysis of the value of the NORgate described will not be available 

until data are obtained relating the fan-out of the NORgate to selection. How- 

ever, the binary to decimal converter did demonstrate that fabrication of 

reasona^.y complex NOR-logic circuits in multi-layer, diffusion sealed 

blocks, can be accomplished. 
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On« Urg« das« of tap«-readers «r« thoa« that d«cod« papar 

tap«« punchad with holas;  i.«.4th« pattam of hola« in tha tap« 

la translatad Into a typad Mssag«.    Both alactrical and pneumatic 

syttams ar« aval lab 1« coonarclally to porforu this function.    Th« 

tap«-r«ad«r dascribad in thi« paper u««« flu«rlc d«vlc««. 

Fnaunuitlc tapa-raadar« hava baan available for many yeara. 

Tha main use of theae machinea ia the typing of duplicate lettera. 

Thua buainaasman are able to aend apparently individually typad 

lettera at a much lover coat than lettera individually typed by a 

human typlat.    Theae tape-readera ua« a piano-roll type tape with hole 

poaitlona correaponding to each character or control inatruction; 

i.e.^there are about 50 hole poaitlona in a tape. 

Llkewlae electrical tapt-typewriter ayatema have been extant 

for many yaera.   The electric mechinea are alao uaed to dupUcete 

lettera.    In addition,the electric machinea are capable of proceaalng 

atandard forma upon which duplicate information ia to be typed 

together with some apecial information on eech form;  in other words, 

the electric machinea can inaert specific bite of typed information 

at  the desired  location«  in a standard form.    Th« electrical 

machine« may alao be tied in with more aophiaticated business systems, 

which use electronic digital computers.    These tape readers use an 

eight-hole tape; each character or control function has a combinatorial 

coda using six bits.    One hole position ia uaed for a parity check 
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m 
and thm  rtaainlnt potltloo la u««d for th« earrUg« raturn. 

Tha ayatam daacrlbad in thla papar coabinaa tha raliability 

of pnaumatica with tha flaxlblllty of tha alaetrle ayataa. 
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m SYITIM AS A WHOU 

The tape-reading systea (fig. 1) comprises 

locking subsystent, eh« main logic subsystam and tha control sub- 

syataa. Tha priaary taak of tranalatlng tha tape falls to tha main 

logic subsystem, which converts tha pattern of holes in tha tape 

into pneumatic signals, amplifies these signals, feeds tha 

amplified signs Is into decoding elements, and actuates the typewriter. 

Tha control subsystem, allows tha operator of the tape-reader to 

regulate the tranalation process. This subsystem is responsible 

for advancing tha tape acroaa tha reading head at the proper speed 

and synchronising this motion with the main logic subsystem. Figure 

2 is a photograph of tha rear of tha system. 
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Fisure 2.    Rear view of assembled tape-reader syst em 
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TW flkllH  LOGIC SUBSTfllM 

Th« first atag« of th« Bain logic aubayatam ia tha raading haad 

(fig. 3), which coqaiata of two aata of aight orificaa. Tha orificaa 

ara cut into two oppoaing plataa oatwaan which tha tapa movaa. Tha 

•pacing of tha holaa in both plataa worraaponda to tha apacing of hola 

poaitiona in tha papar tapa. Tha ragion bahind tha uppar plata ia 

praaauriaad ao that tha uppar aat of orificaa arnica air Jata. 

Tha orificaa in tha lowar plata ara individually connactad to aight 

tranamiaaion tubas. Aa tha tapa movaa batwaan tha plataa, dapanding 

on whathar or not a hola appaara in a  'van tapa poaition, aithar tha 

tranamiaaion tubaa racaiva a praaaura atap darivad from tha dynamic 

praaaura of tha amittad air Jata paaalng through tha hola in tha tapa; 

or tha and of tha tranamiaaion tuba in tha raading haad ia cloaad off 

by tha papar tapa. 

Tha conbinatcrial logic that dacodaa tha tapa raquiraa two typaa 

of aignalai  (1) aignala that ara high whan thara ia a hola and low 

whan thara ia not and (2) aignala that ara low whan thara la a hola 

and high whan thara ia not; that ia^tha logic ayatam raqulraa a aignal 

indicating both tha praaanca and abaanea of a hola. To produca 

thaaa two typaa of aignala and alao to amplify tha aignala originating in 

tha raading haad, tha aight tranamiaaion tubaa from tha raading haad 

ara connactad to a aat of aight fluaric flip-flopa. 

lach tranamiaaion tuba ia connactad to on« control port of a 

flip-flop and tha other control port ia laft opan to atmoapharic praaaura. 

Vhan tha tapa poaition corraapoading to a givan flip-flop haa no hola 

in it, tha tranamiaaion tuba ia cloaad at tha raading haad and. Bacauaa 
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^^f-mmmmmmmmmmt^mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmimmmmmmKdmmmmmmmmmmtmmmmmmrm', 

the flip-flops used «r« of the typ« in which •••liig off a control 

port whll« the opposit« control  it op«n to atmoipher« twitches off 

the unit,  the absence of e hole in the tspe will cause the flip-flop 

to switch to the side connected to the reeding heed. 

On the other hend when e hole appears in the tspe position cor- 

responding to a flip-flop,  if the presture producing the air jett in 

the heed ie  sufficiently high,  the pressure received in the trant- 

mitsion tube will ceute the flip-flop to twitch to the oppotite tide. 

Hence the  outputs of the flip-flops are the Boolean functions Z end 

Z, where Z it defined et follows: 

1 if there it e hoi« in the Zth tape potltion 
Z - (1) 

0 if there it not a hole in the Zth tap« petition 

Z it of courte the Booleen complement  of Z. 

With that« two Booleen functions eve lieble for each of the eight 

tape potitiont^it  it pottible to produce all the combinetions of in- 

puts meking up the code.    The code uted it one of the ttandard Frlden 

Flexowriter codet.    The eighth tape petition it uted only for the 

carriage return,end the fifth position it the perity bit;  thut 

to simplify the decoding circuitry,   the eighth end fifth positions wer« 

ignored and a  six-bit decoding circuit wee built.    The parity bit is 

used to mekc sn odd number of holet  in the code of any character. 

Many erroneous codet in the tepe cen be detected by checking to make eure 

that the number of holet for any code  it odd; that  is,checking the 

petity.    A perity checking circuit wes not built into the present 

tyttem, however,  becaut« it wet not believed necessary for demonstretion 

purpotee. 
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Although th« BooUan functions «vallabl« fron tto fllp-flopi would 

pormlt th« us« of «lth«r AMD or HOft «l«m«nt» for dtcodtng,  turbulonc« 

«mpllfiors  (HOI «lomonts) war« cho««n «a th« decoding «l«in«nt«  (fig. 4). 

Wh«n th«r« la no input to th« turbul«nc« amplifi«r, th« output r«cov«ra 

a dynamic praaaur« from a laminar jat; whan an input ia r«c«iv«d,  th« 

J«t b«com«a turbul«nt, and, b«c«ua« of th« diff«r«nc« in «n«rgy 

diaaipatioh b«tw€cn laminar and turbulent flowa, a much lowar praaaura 

ia racovarad by tha output.    Th« turbulence amplifiera uaad have 

eight input tarminala.    Since the turbulence amplifier behaves aa a 

MOR element,  for inputa T , the output Z ia 

Z - T1 ♦ T2 + Y3  ...•♦• Yk +..   . (2) 

Hov«v«r, aince th« cod« for a character ia a Boolean AMD function, 

a Boolean algebraic manipulation muat b« mad« to determine the Inputa 

to the turbulence amplifier neceaaary to produce the proper response. 

The code for A, for example, has holea in the firat, aixth, and seventh 

poaitiona. Hence Ignoring, aa previoualy atated, the fifth and eighth 

poaitiona 

A-l'2'3*4*6*7 
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Now, an extension of DeMorgan's Rules shows that if 

F - Uj • U2 ' ü3 • ü4 • ü5 ' U6 (3) 

then 

F- ^^2^3^^^ + ^ 
(4) 

where, as Is customary, • is the Boolean AND operation, + the 

Boolean OR operation, and - Is the Boolesn Inversion. 

A comparison of (2), (3). and (4) shows that if 

F " Ul * U2 * ü3 * * * 

than the variables U., U , and U . . . must be supplied to the Inputs 

of a turbulence amplifier so that Its output will ba F. 

Since the same variables are required as Inputs to several NOR 

elements, fanouts are necessary at the outputs of the flip-flops. 

The fanouts used ere manifolds In which the supply and output ports 

are mounted sxlally In order to reduce losses. Each fanout has 30 

outputs through 0.032-in. I.D. brass tubes about 4 in. long. 
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Appendix I shows that if th« supply prsssur« to th« flip-flops 

is greater than 57.4 cm HO, than th« st«ady-stat« operation of th« 

main logic circuit ia aaaurad.  (The dynamic problama will be traatad 

ahortly.) Thusiwhenever a particular coda appeara in the reading head, 

the corresponding turbulence amplifier delivers an output preaaure 

aignal. 

The remaining task of the translating system ia the conversion of 

this preaaure output into the movement o£ the typewriter keys.  Because 

the primary objective waa the demonstration of flueric logic devices 

in a complex system, the development of pneumatlc-to-mechanlcal trana- 

ducera waa not considered. Inateed provision waa made to utiliie an 

exiating system. 

The existing 50-hole tape reading system contains actuators 

requiring e vacuum aupply. In this system the control port of the 

actuator ia connected directly to the reeding head; thua aa the piano- 

roll tape ridea over the reading head the holea in the tape allow 

the control port to be expoaed to atmospheric preaaure. When a control 

port ia connected to atmoapharic preaaure, the actuator activatea a type- 

writer key through e aeriea of levers. The compatibility of thia 

actueting system with several popular modela of typewriters made 

ita uae in the main logic aubayatam very deairable. 

Because the output of the turbulence emplifiera ia a preaaure 

atep above atmoaphare and the input to the actuatora ia the pertial re- 

lease of a vacuum, a beilowa-controlled orifice arrangement (fig. 5) 

waa uaed to couple the two aeta of devicea. When the orifice la 

uncovered the actuator connected to it will pull a key on the typewriter 
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down. When th« orlflc« !• covered the k«y la rtUatcd. 

All th« dyoaalc problaas c«nt«r around tha aynchronlsatlon of tha 

pnauaatlc Input algnala to th« NOft alaaanta. Tha raqulraaant la that all 

Inputa to all NO! alaaMnta must change aloRiltanaoualy for propar op« rat Ion 

of tha ayataa daacrlbad abova. 

Sinca changaa In tha various Inputa to a MM alaaant cannot ba 

mada to arrlva almultanaoualy, a naana of allmlnatlng tha tranalant 

arrors «as davalopad. Because only six of tha sight Inputa to tha NOt 

unlta ara uaad for decoding, one of tha ramainlag Inputa la uaad to 

receive e blanking pulaa. A pulae of elr delivered to a NOR unit 

will prevent it fron firing; thua a blanking pulse delivered to ell the 

NOR unite, during th« tin« that the Inputa ara atill changing, will 

prevent errore cecied by tha trenaition. Tha blanking pulaa would ba 

required to arrive at tha NOR element a abort time before a change occurs 

and to ceaaa a ehort time after all changaa in the inputa ara completed; 

in other worda, tha blanking pulaa would completely meek the trenaition 

period. Beceuae the blanking pulae must be synchronised with the tape 

motion, the pulee originates in the control circuit end paaaea 

through e fanout to all the decoding NOR elements. 
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TM COtmtOL SUBSYSTEM 

Th« central component of the control aubtystcm is a two-output 

fluerlc triggar (fig. 6).    Tha two outputs of ths fluerlc triggar (ST) 

ara Boolaan coiiplainants of aach othar.    Whan tha input  to the ST 

reaches a threshold  level,  the normally high output becomes  low, and the 

normally  low output,  high.    When the input reaches some  lower threshold 

level,  the outputs return to normal. The normally high output is 

sometimes  called the   low side,  and  the normally  low  output  is called 

the high side;   i.e.,   the outputs of the ST are named  for their condition 

in the activated atate.    This type of device has been identified by 

the non^andard    nomenclature OR-NOR. 

The ST'a used  in the control subsystem heve Integral T connectors 

in the control and two outputs.    The device was designed by tilting the 

power Jet of e bistable unit  (flip-flop)  until it became monostable. 

The device hes a built-in fanout of two,  but the use of external T 

connectors permits a  fanout of  five. 

The control subsystem must advance the tape and provide a synchronised 

blanking pulse to the translating system.    Because of its purposes^the 

control subsystem naturally separates into three main parts:     (1) 

a central oscillator,   (2) the blanking circuit, and(3)  the advancing 

circuit.    The advancing circuit contains both moving-part and no-moving- 

part pneumatic components, whereas  the oscillator snd blanking circuits 

are entirely flueric. 

The central oscillator is a  resistance-capacitance,   feedback type. 

Varying the velue of the feedback resistor with a needle valve    veries the 

frequency of oscillation.    The frequency cen be varied continuously from 

5 to 11 cps. The output of    the    oscillator    is a square 
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wav«.    Since It is desirable to be able to stop the system et eny time, 

en input ic provided to lock the oacilletor in one position.    The output 

of the oacilletor  ia  fed into the tape edvance end blanking circuits. 

The tepe edvence circuit emplifies the clock pulae from the 

oscillator and uaee  it to drive e piston.    The piston drives a tape« 

advancing sprocket  through e pawl end retchet eeaembly. 

The blenking circuit conteins a variable time delay,  en adjustable 

single-shot multivibrator,   end e pulae power output  (fig.   7).    The 

verieble time deley  ia necessary to compenaete for the many deleye in 

the edvencing circuit.    Adjustment of the variable deley will ceuae 

the blanking pulse to coincide with the change of tepe position.    The 

variable deley is effected by peasing the output of the oacilletor 

t' rough e aeries tenk end velve combination  into an ST.    Adjustment of 

the valve veriea the  time deley,  because the time required for the 

preaaure in the tenk to reach the switching preaaure of the ST depends 

on the aeriea resistance. 

The adjustable   aingle-shot multivibretor  (88) varies the on-time 

of the  periodic step-function output.    This   feeture ia necessary,   because 

the duretion requirement for the blenking pulse chengea with 

frequency.    If the blanking pulae ia      o abort,  the NOR logic will 

erroneously decode the trenaient  input states, since not ell the 

transient  states will be blocked.    If the blanking pulae duration  is 

too long,  the NOR elements will not have enough time to come to e  fully 

on-stete. end the hellows-oritice mechenisma will nc* actuate, because 

of the  lack of sufficient pressure. 
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The adjustable SS uses three ST's and s series valve-tank combination. 

SI 3 has inputs from the high side of ST 2 and the low side of ST 1. 

In the quiescent state, with no input from the delay circuit to ST 1, 

the low side of ST 1 has an output, so that ST 3 is in the activated state, 

and no output occurs on its low side. When an input comes into ST 1, 

the low side no longer has an output and ST 3 goes to sn unactivated 

state with an output on the low side. Since the high side of ST 1 is 

connected to the input of ST 2 through a valve-tank combination, ST 2 

switches to an activated state after a time delay depending on the 

valve setting. When R 2 switches, it deactivates '61  3. Thus the 

low side of ST 3 has an output that starte when there is an input to 

ST 1 and stops after a delay time dependent on the valve setting. 

Thus a variable pulse width is achieved without affecting frequency. 

By choosing one or another of the outputs of ST 3, pulse widths of 5 

to 95 percent of the 4eriod of oscillation are available. 

The output of the SS is fed into an ST with a higher power jet 

pressure than the ST's in the SS. This power amplified signal is then 

delivered to a fanout that feeds all the NOR elements. Adjustments of 

pulse width and time delay are made while observing simultaneously the 

output of the masking pulse fanout and the other inputs to the NOR 

decoders. In this manner the blanking pulse is adjusted to the proper 

width end the correct time relationship to the changing inputs. 
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In gener«!  the performance  of the  tape-reader was  good.     Tapes could 

be read at about  ten characters  per second with  few errors.     This  is 

about twice  the apeed of existing pneumatic  tape readera and about the 

normal operating speed of electric tape readers.    The causes  of the errors 

are known. 

One type of error occurs when the  carriage  is returned.    The time 

for the carriage  to return is greater  than the period of oscillation, 

especially for  long  lines of type.    At   10 cps.the carriage return 

for a  full   line  of type takes about four periods.    Hence,  while 

the carriage  is  still in reverse  motion,  the  initial  letters  on the next 

line will be typed,  causing them  to appear erroneously  in the middle 

of the page.    To eliminate these  errors  the  tape must not advance while 

the carriage  is  returning.    An obvious  solution is  to  lock the  oscillator 

for a  few periods by a signal from the  eighth  (carriage  return)   flip- 

flop.    This  solution will not work because the delay between the 

oscillator and tape advance  ratchet  is  greater than i period of oscilla- 

tion; hence,  even  if the oscillator were  shut down,  the  signal  still  in 

the   lines would make the tape advance.    Another possible  solution is 

to pre-sense  the  carriage return hole by a separate reading head and 

thereby shut off the oscillator enough  in advance   so that  the  stopping of 

the  tape-advancing sprocket will  coincide with  the  return of the carriage. 

Another  type  of error occurs when a  double  letter  is  coded.    The 

action of the bellows-orifice arrangements, although  fast  enough 

for effective  single  operation at  high speeds,   is not fast enough to 
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rt.pond to two conwcutlvt tigMl«. Nothing short of rodoilgnlng th« 

btllowt-orlflce «rMngoiMnti will aolv« thU probUm. However, if 

th« reading speed is reduced slightly, the present arrangements will 

respond faat enough. 
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APPENDIX    I 

COWDITIOW Pqi UTICTITI STÜOir-STATI OPHtATIOW 
The flip-flop,  fan-out,  turbulence eaplifier circuit it •• follows 

- . 1 
r                    Pn 

l~ 4- WFF 

FAN 
CUT 

i 

Turbulence 
Amplifier 

rs 
This circuit can be represented •chematically aa  follow«: 

R, 
p    R0        5    r-w^v 

R; 
■vwv       ■ 

where P.,  R    i» the equivalent circuit for the output of the  flip-flop 

(P    is either a constant pressure dependent on the supply pressure to 

the flip-flop or is zero pressure when the flip-flop is switched off, 

and R    is a square  law resistance^ 

The R . are the resistances of the separate branches of the fan- 

out. The R are the input resistances of the turbulence amplifiers. 

Both the R     and R     are linear resistances. 
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Now the circuit must be arranged «o that when the flip-flop 1« 

on, P  Is large enough so that the turbulence amplifier is shut off. 

Figure Al shows that although the turbulence amplifier never shuts 

off entirely, a suitably low output pressure level Is reached when 

P,  - .25 P 
in       o 

Figuro A2 shows that 

P    -  .319 P    -  3.19 
o s 

P      - P Input pressure 

(cm H20) (1) 

P      - output  pressure 
0 (cm H20) 

20:fP=55 (2) 
""   s 

where  ?    is the  supply pressure. 
tit 

Since It  Is desired to have as high an output as possible  from Che 

turbulence amplifiers without sacrificing stability,  P    is set 

nominally at 50 cm    H.O.    Thus P    - 12.75 cm    H 0,   and  for effective 
2 o 2 

operation P    -3.19 cm    H^O. 
in- 2 

The  circuit  components must  then be adjusted  to effect this con- 

dition.     Since R ,  R,   ,  and R0J  are all  fixed,  P,   is  the  only 
o      11/ 21 '1 ' 

adjustable  parameter.  P   may be changed by varying the supply pressure 

to the  flip-flop.    From figure A3  it is seen that 

P1 -  .533 P 

where P    is the  supply pressure of  ehe  flip-flop. 

(3) 

Steady-state equations  for the  circuit can be written by applying 

the resistance  laws and the continuity equation for one-dimensional 

incompressible  flow. 
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Since 

and 

Rll -R12- 

»21 ■*22- 

We may write 

F31 -P32- 

«11 -«12- 

«21 -«22- 

Rli- 

■R2i- 

•3i 

- q li 

'21 

Thus  it  is possible to speak »J R  .  R      P ,  Q      and Q  .    The 
resistance   laws give 1*31 2 

?1 - ?2 " «o   "o 

P2 " P3 - «1 Rl 

P3 " Q2 », 

The continuity equation yields 

«l-«2 

«o - "«l 

where N is the number of fan-outs. 

Combining (5), (6), and (7) 

P2 - Qj (R1 ♦ R2) 

Combining (9), (4), and (8) 

P1 - N
2Q1  

2Ro ♦ Qi (Ri ♦ R2) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 
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or 

N2Q1 \ -r Qi (R1 t R2) - P1 - 

hence -Cl. -■■ V ±  " (R, ♦ R,)2 t WJi 2R     (10) 
Q   «    

o 

Obviously Che positive root should be caken, hence 

•(!W+V(Ri + V2 + Vi2R.      (u) 91 ä^; 
o 

Combining   (11),   6,   and   7 

| "V  0L + R,)2 + P.N 2R    -   (R    + R ) 
p    ...     V        I 2 1 o 1 2     s R2     im 

3 2X 2Rrt 

Substituting the appropriate values  in equation  12 

P f:3.19 cm    HO 
3" 2    cm HO 

2 
-2 R,   - 3.3 x 10 1 cc/min 

cm HO 
R0 - 8.0 x  10'2  r  2 cc/min 

N - 35   (an upper bound  tor the  fan-out  of a  single 
variable  for the  code  used;  see  figure  3) 

cm HO 
R    - 1.61 x lO"6 —; i  ■   m 

o (cc 'min)* 

one concludes that for proper operation 

P1 = 30.6 cm H20 

hence by relation (3) 

PjS57.4cmH20 ^ 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper assesses  the simultaneous  use of both proportional 
and bistable  fluid state devices   in synthesizing closed   loop 
control systems.     In particular,   the desirable  features of 
systems  using proportional devices   in the power amplifier and 
actuntor  sections of  the system and digital devices   in the 
feedback and compensating sections  are presented.    The advantages 
of  typical systems are evaluated with respect  to accuracy, 
speed of  response,  compensation,   stability,  impedance matching, 
and efficiency.     Preliminary experimental results are  reported. 

A Paper Prepared For 
The Third Fluid Amplification Symposium 

Harry  Diamond  laboratories,  Washington    D.C. 

October     1965 
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FLUID STATE HYBRID CONTROL SYSTEMS 

by 

P.A.  Orner Giannini  Controls Corporation 
Malvern,   Pennsylvania 

J.N.  Wilson -  University of  Saskatchewan 
Saskatoon,   Saskatchewan 

INTRODUCTION 

F.i   i  and  present   research and development   in fluid  state  devices 
has resulted  in several  types of proportional and bistable fluid 
amplifiers with widely varying performance  characteristics. 
While  Initial  efforts were directed   towards  development of 
individual elements,  more recent  investigations  have been 
concerned with  synthesis  of  practical  systems.    The  inherent 
advantages  of  fluid  state devices   immediately suggest appli- 
cations  to closed   loop control systems. 

However, when one encounters  the design of  control systems 
employing exclusively fluid  state devices,   a  number of decisions 
must  be made,viz. : 

1. How can  the  controlled variable  be monitored with 
sufficient accuracy over  the maximum expected excursion? 

2. How can  the  command or  reference   information and 
perhaps adaptation information be  reliably and 
accurately read   into the  system? 

3. How can  the  system best  be  compensated  to meet  stability 
and  dynamic design requirements? 

4. How can  the  power amplification and  mechanical 
actuation functions  in the forward   loop be executed most 
reliably and  efficiently? 

Considerations   such as   those noted above   lead the  authors  to 
believe that  hybrid  fluid state systems  employing bistable and 
proportional devices  in appropriate  portions  of a control system 
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offer severa . advantages 

At the present level of development in fluid state technology, it 
is worthwhile to examine the most advantageous applications of 
fluid state devices (both proportional and bistable) in the 
various parts of the control loop. 

TRANSDUCTION AND COMPUTATION 

First, let us examine the problem of measuring the controlled 
variable.  The main advantage of using digital transduction is 
the capability to measure  large excursions of the controlled 
variable and yet preserve resolution.  Coupled with -his is the 
fact that digital logic elements are relatively insensitive to 
noise.  Consequently, noise generated in the transduction 
process is not transmitted through the system.  Another advantage 
of digital transduction is the insensitivity to reference 
variations and parameter changes. 

A good example of the case in point is the pneumatic gauge 
(essentially a flapper valve used for analog position measure- 
ment).  Such a device is capable of measuring position accurately, 
providing the controlled variable executes »nly small excursions 
from the null point.  In addition the device's performance 
characteristics change with variations in operating pressure, 
geometrical design, and fluid properties.  Admittedly, not all 
analog transduction devices operate on the pneumatic gauge 
principle but it is felt that sensitivity to reference 
variations and parameter changes are two characteristics of nearly 
all analog transduction means which tend to degrade control system 
performance.  No doubt,applications exist in which analog 
transduction may be the only means possible due to economic or 
practical considerations. 

Turning now to the feedback and computational portions of the 
system, one desirable feature of using digital devices is their 
inherent insensitivity to noise.  Large noise-to-signa 1 ratios, 
which proportional devices at the present state-of-the-art are 
prone to exhibit^»2, tend to result in saturation and reductions 
in sensitivity especially if several stages of amplification are 
used.  One further drawback to the use of proportional devices in 
the feedback and computational portions of the system is their 
rather high sensitivity to geometry (introduced during fabrication), 
often resulting in asymmetrical or nonlinear operation^. 

There are, however, certain features of the use of proportional 
amplifiers which are superior to digital devices so far as 
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feedback and  computation are concerned.     The first   Is  their 
frequency response.     Proportional  devices  have a  response  time 
an order of magnitude faster than digital devices.     Furthermore, 
In many control systems,   the number of  proportional elements 
used will  be  considerably   less   than  the number of bistable devices 
to accomplish  the same  function.     In other words,   It appears  that 
fluid state analog systems  possess  the potential for  considerably 
faster operation than digital systems. 

COmAND  INPUTS 

A very  important  aspect  of   the  use  of digital devices  for  the 
computational  parts of  the  system  is   the ease with which command 
information can be  read   into  the   system.    As  an example,   command 
information could be read  into a  fluid state digital system on 
punched  tape  or as  a train of fluid  pulses.     For very high 
performance  continuous  systems,   the analog reference  signal 
generators would have to generate  signals  to an accuracy at   least 
as  high as   that   expected of   the system.     This  could be a  feat 
In  Itself,   especially for variable  set-point  systems. 

DYNAMIC COMPENSATION 

The  compensation of  control   systems   generally reduces   to one of 
designing suitable   lead-lag networks  or combinations   thereof. 
For   integration,   proportional devices   have been shown  to  be 
sensitive  to asytmetr ies   in geometry-*    which results   in unpre- 
dictable  reset   rates  as well as drift.     While a counter will 
perform the   integration function very effectively digitally,   it 
does  require more elements and   invariably will have a   limit on 
the maximum rate of   integration due  to the dynamics of   the 
digital  amplifiers. 

In regard  to   lead circuits,   the most  undesirable  feature of 
proportional   devices   is  their   tendency  to generate  noise*»^    — 
an undesirable  signal  to pass   through any differentiator. 
Digital differentiation,   though possible,  adds  to circuit 
complexity and  results  in essentially a  sampled data  subsystem. 
Galther and  Taft     have developed an   interesting technique of 
digital   leai  compensation which appears   particularly attractive 
for use with fluid state digital devices.     Two features of  this 
technique which are  claimed superior  to conventional   lead 
compensation are     (a)   the magnitude  and duration of  the 
compensating signals  can be easily controlled with a minimum 
of   logic as well as  be gated   in or out  at will and 
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(b)     the   lead  compensation does  not  amplify noise  produced  in the 
main control and  is   independent  of  the   level of  the  D.C.  error 
signal. Although this   technique  has  been  implemented with 
electronic circuitry,   it  has  not as yet been evaluated with fluid 
state digital circuitry. 

POWER AMPLIFICATION AND MECHANICAL ACTUATION 

In general,   the power  amplifier must  accept a   low power   level 
signal   from a high  impedance  source   (i.e.  a  signal  amplifier), 
and  in furn deliver  relatively   large amounts  of  power  to  ehe 
mechanical actuator.     Since  fluid amplifiers are essentially 
"open-center" devices,   some  pneumatic  servosystems   utilize  fluid 
amplifiers  for  computation,   but  employ conventional  spool valves 
for power amplification.    When standby power  consumption is of 
overwhelming importance,   this approach seems valid.     If  all the 
advantages of a true  "no moving parts" approach are  to be fully 
realized,   however,   the  power  amplification should also be achieved 
with a  pure  fluid device.     The optimal pure  fluid amplifier would 
therefore  possess an  infinite  control  input  impedance,  and a 
sufficiently   low output  impedance  to properly mate with  the 
actuator. 

If  the actuator  is a piston device,  a vane motor,  etc.,     its 
static   (zero   load velocity)   input   impedance  is   infinite,   but  its 
dynamic   input  impedance  is  finite and variable,   the magnitude and 
sign depending on the   instantaneous   load velocity.   "Blocked   load" 
and  1 low reversal   instabilities  often arise when coupling high 
power   level proportional fluid  Jet devices  to such   loads.    An 
impulse  turbine presents a  relatively  low input  Impedance, 
independent of  the mechanical   load behavior.    A turbine-type 
actuator   is  thus desirable  from the amplifier   loading viewpoint. 
Further,   if  the pneumatic  supply source for  the  fluid  Jet power 
amplifier   is  power-limited.  a   low pressure-high flow turbine 
actuator will require  no more  source power than an equivalent- 
power-output  high pressure-low flow positive displacement motor. 

PROTOTYPE SYSTEM 

In order to evaluate  the performance and relative merits of  fluid 
state devices  for control system applications,   the authors under- 
took the   Initial stages of  development of a  fluid state  Incremental 
digital  position control system at  the Case  Institute  of Technology, 
Cleveland Ohio''.6.       A block diagram of  the  complete  system is 
presented  in Figure   1.       The  portions  of  the system described 
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herein are the power amplifiers and actuator of the forward 
loop, the digital position transducer, the feedback,and the 
computational sections.  The design and the evaluation of the 
digital-analog converter which closed the control loop  is 
discussed in another report'. 

The scheme of digital position transduction used was the slotted 
disc quantizer reported previously .  A schematic of the device 
is shown in Figure 2.   The geometry of the device Investigated 
experimentally Is shown In Figure 3.   Typical normalized receiver 
load characteristics, considered to be one of the most Important 
performance criteria of the device,are depicted In Figure 4. 
(Note the saturation effects for both small and large values of 
the slot displacement or area of common communication between the 
supply nozzle and receiver.)  This method  of quantization using 
a fluid as the Information transmission medium Is viry effective. 
The accuracy or resolution obtainable Is determined by two 
physical considerations — the widths of the slots which will 
be limited by manutacturIng techniques and the radius at which the 
slots are located.  Even a relatively crude device with a slot 
width of  0.010  Inch at a radius of  one inch gives the capability 
of measuring angular position (or any controlled quantity which can 
be expressed as an angular position)  to 1  part In more than 600. 

The direction sensing circuit, which determines th* polarity of 
the controlled variable. Is shown In Figure 5.   The technique 
uded In Implementing this circuit Is similar to that employed In 
corresponding electronic systems, viz.:  two supply nozzle-receiver 
sets are located  ( n + 1/2 ) slot widths clrcumferentlally to 
Introduce a phase difference between the two receiver signals. 
Logical gating may then be used to generate signals Indicative of 
the direction of rotation of the controlled variable. 

The circuit for the four-stage binary bidirectional counter, 
the comparator of the system, Is depicted In Figure 6.  The 
asynchronous mode of operation was adopted because of the circuit 
simplifications afforded^. 

The feedback and computational parts of Che system operated 
reliably at over  100 cycles per second.  (Supply pressures to 
active elements ranged from 8 to 20  Inches of water.  Supply 
nozzle widths were nominally 1/32". )  This frequency Is not 
considered an upper limit for a system of this type. 
Miniaturization of devices, refined designs, and Increased 
supply pressures would all contribute to an Increase In speed of 
operation. 
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The power amplifier is shown in Figure 7.  The operating principle 
is the forced separation of a two-dimensional power jet from a 
curved surface".   The control signal is the separation-inducing 
flow through a number of slots on the curved surface.  The average 
power gain was approximately  80:1 over the dy.iamic range from 
zero to maximum output flow.  Nearly infinile input impedance 
operation was attained over reduced dynamic ranges by specific 
designs of the control flow slots, resulting in incremental power 
gains on the order of  1500:1. 

The actuators were small, two-stage, axial flow impulse turbines 
with a maximum output of approximately one-tenth borsepower when 
coupled to the power aiplifiers.  A pair of power amplifier- 
turbine packages was used in tne push-pull circuit shown in 
Figure 8.  An analog loop was closed with conventional beam 
deflection amplifiers, resulting in a rotary position servo with 
better than one cycle per second bandwidth at m system supply 
pressure of  3 psig^.  The digital loop was Implemented by 
removing the analog feedback valve, input amplifier, and feedback 
summing amplifier; and replacing them with the quantizer, 
bidirectional counter, and digital-analog converter.   The 
performance of the digital loop is presented in the paper by 
Turnquist and Taft ', 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

This paper has assessed, from a control system viewpoint, the use 
of fluid state digital and proportional devices in feedback 
circuits   Based on the present knowledge of the performance of 
fluid state devices, it appears that several advantages are to be 
gained by using digital feedback and computation in the system, 
and allowing the power amplification and actuation functions Co 
be analog.  It also appears that the compensation can be achieved 
digitally with several attendant desirable features. 

Preliminary experimental data obtained during the development of 
a complete incremental digital position control system, employing 
exclusively fluid state devices, demonstrate the feasibility of 
fluid state digital measurement, feedback, and computation; and 
also demonstrate the practicality of an analog power amplifier 
and turbine actuator combination. 
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A FLUID STATE DIGITAL TO ANALOG CONVERTER 

Introduction 

RosMrch in fluid state systema at Caae Institut« of Technology is 
concerned with the design of servos using pure fluid eleaents* Part of 
this research has been concerned with the application of fluid state 
devices in the design of a complete fluid state digital pulse data 
control system. The design of this kind of control system was under- 
taken because it prorides a suitable rehlcle for eraluation of the appli- 
cability  of fluid stste derices to the following wide range of control 
system design problems: 

1. 
2. 
3. 
U. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 

Digital measurement 
Digital data handling 
Digital to analog conrersion 
Preamplification 
Power amplification 
Pneumatic-mechanical energy conversion 
Input data handling 
Compensation 

The research results for items 1 and 2 hare been published by 
Wilsonvl#2)f roi tha resesrch results for items U9S$and 6 bars been 
published by Orner^**", Thi8 paper presents the research results for 
item 3 end also presents typical test results for the complete fluid 
state digital pulse data control system* 

Function of a Fluid State D/A Converter 

To understand the function which a fluid state D/A converter must 
perform, refer to the block diagram of the fluid state digital pulse 
data control system shown by Figure If* In such a system, the state» of 
the bidirectional counter is an indication of the error in the system« 
At a given instant of time the difference between the actual counter 
state and some reference counter state (set point) is the number of 
quanta by which the angular rotation of the output shaft of tha system 
Is in error. By definition, one van tun is the angular rotation of the 
output shaft required for the quantiser to generate successive feedback 
pulses. 

• counter state is the binary number represented by the state of the T 
(or trigger) elements which serve as the memory bits of the fluid state 
counter. Flow at one specified outlet of the T memory element is 
deslgnsted as the "1* ststel Wo flow at this outlet is designated as 
the "O* state. 

"Figures appear on pages 121 through 130. 
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Howerer, th« «yste« «rror rtpr«8«nt«d as a binary number hj the 
atata of the counter la not uaaful in-"JT mat ion to the system in this 
for«. The binary number must be converted to an analog fluid signal 
which can coanand the system prime morer to drire the system output 
shaft (in the appropriate direction) so that when an error exists, it 
will be reduced to a minimum aa quickly aa possible. Transfarming the 
binary number a represented in the counter by a combination of flova 
(Wa) and no flows ("O^'s) into an analog fluid pressure is the 
function of the fluid state digital to analog conrerter. Specifically, 
the magnitude of the output pressure of the digital to analog conrerter 
should increase when the binary number represented by the state of the 
counter Increaaes. Because the counter and preamplifier both operate 
at "algnal" pressure lerels (less than 1 palg),the fluid state D/A 
conrerter should also operate at "algnal" preasure lerels. 

Dealgn Requlremanta for a Fluid State Digital to Analog Conrerter 

Haring deaerlbed the function which the D/A conrerter must perform 
aa part of the complete systea, it is now meaningful to present the 
design requirements which ware established for this dorice. 

1* Should produce an output pressure (while "drirlng" the 
control port of a proportional ai^llf ler) which la a 
function of the binary combination of fluid algnala 
(either "I" a and/or "0"'a) which exiat tt the "1" outlet« 
of the T —cry element a of the fluid atata counter. 

2. Should operate using signals only ftroai the "1" outlets 
of the counter T mmaory elements. This lilies the use of 
monoatable (NCR) type elements in the D/A conrerter. Thus 
only one connecting line is reaulred from the outlet of 
each T mmnrj element to the D/A conrerter. 

3« Should operate directly with fluid signals of equal mag- 
nitude from all counter T memory eleaenta. No additional 
amplifying eleaents should be required between the counter 
and the D/A conrerter. If algnala are of equal mag- 
nitude, the loading effects by the D/A conrerter will be 
the same for all T memory elements. 

U. Should hare satisfactory dynamic response at operating 
speeds of fluid state counter. 

5. Should hare no mechanical moring parta. 
6. Should be readily manufactured utilising materials and 

techniques coionly enfdoyed for fluid atata systems. 
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Chooelng • D««lgn Consitttit with Detign Raqulf—nt« 

Inltlallj two techniques comnonlj used for electronic digitel to 
anelog eonrersion «ere etvdied to detend/ i if their flnid enalof■ coold 
be lepleaented. These techniques sre the eurrept sovree ladder net- 
eork(5) end the roltsge scarce ladder netwon .^' Howerer, these tech- 
niques require that the inpedsnee* of the load bsing "driven'* be either 
infinite, or else Tory high. The load driven by a fluid state D/A eon- 
rerter la the control port of a proportional "beaa deflection type" am- 
olifiorwhich has a relatlTely low input inpedance. Therefore, it waa con- 
aidered unfeasible to iapleaant the fluid analogs of the electronic D/A 
techniques. Instead, fluid flow deriees capable of drirlng low i^wdanee 
loads were considered for use in fluid state digital to analog conreraiOB 
and a slightly different type of D/A conrerter schaae was derised. 

A flow derice suitsble for fluid stste D/A conrersiOB is shown by 
Figure 2* It includes a flow oollector, input stages consisting of 
identical aonostable type eleaenta, and a single output, frery Input 
stage either delirers "flei to" or reeelTes "flow fro«" the flow 
collector. It prorides "flow to" the collector if the T ■mory slenent 
which controls it is in the "1" atate» "flow from*  if the T munj 
ele*ent which.controls it is in the "0" state. The binary weighting 

2', 

factor (2°, 21, 2S ...Z9) aaseciated with each T —| elenent In the 
counter is Incorporated Into the D/A derice by using one orifice of 
area A. in the stage controlled by the T —nry eleasnt of "weight" 
two orifices of area A^ in the stage controlled by the T ■snory el 
of "weight" 21| eta. 

This sehsas for fluid state D/A conversion eij^ly accepts a set 
fluid control signals (or absence thereof) which represent s binary 
number, and fro« this Inforastlon produces a single output pressure 
which is proportional to the binary nuaber« 

A general expression for calculating the discrete theoretical 
static output pressures of this fluid stste D/A oonverter aa a 
function of counter atate (binary n) can be obtained fro« flow 
tinuity considerations if the following aasuaptions are used. 

con- 

1.   That the recelrer pressures of all stages sre binary in 
"on", or nature, I.e. either Pf'^n ¥h*n •»itched 

pr"pr0 (atnoepheric) when
x"off" 

e In electronic deriees static Inpedanc 
I. In fluid state deriees, static imn* 
1 

e refera to resistance, that la 
la defined as resistance 

to the flow of the working fluid and nay be ezpreased nathenatleally as 

no 
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2. Inconipresslbl« flow. This is valid because pressure 
differences used are less than 1 paig. 

3« The flow discharge coefficients of receiver outlet orifices 
and the load orific» are equal* This is valid because all 
receiver outlet orifices are of the sane diameter. 

The general expression is 

1 ♦ 

P * - .... 

(VV2 

f28 - 1)Z 

V 

1 ♦ 

"(28.l.n) ♦( % 
2 

n ■J 

V ■ V V-i **K'0 

n 
s 

- 1,2,3,...(28-l) 
■ number of input stages 
■ Area of receiver outlet orifice in inpi 

^ 
• Area of load orifice 

2° 

The sixteen discrete theoretical static output pressures P ♦ for a 
four input stage fluid state D/A converter are shown as a function of 
counter state by Figure 3« Even though the flow-pressure characteristics 
of all receiver outlet orifices are nonlinear, the static output pressure 
characteristic P ♦ is reasonably linear with respect to counter state. 
It is particularly fortunate that P ♦ is linear for the counter states 
6 < n *■ 12. This is true because the set point counter state of a 
pulse data control system will be within this range. Therefore, the 
D/A output pressure (system error) will change in steps of equal mag- 
nitude about the set point state cf the system if this D/A converter 
design is used. 

Additional study of the fluid state D/A flow device determined 
that it is possible to achieve a nearly linear output pressure character- 
istic if two changes are incorporated into the flow device« 
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!• Use outlet orifices in each stage which hare linear flow- 
pressure characteristics* 

2. Add an additional stage which alway» delivers flow to the 
flow collector« i.e. a bias stage. 

Linear orifices can be realized in practice if the following two 
requirements are both satisfiedTo). 

1« The Reynolds No. (N ) of the flow thru the orifice is less 
than 2000.       r 

2. The minimum length (L) of the orifice satisfies the relation 
L • .058 N D, where D is the diameter of the orifice. 

r 

The bias stage provides a positive D/A output pressure at a counter 
state of binary 0. As shown by Figure h,  this eliminates the most non- 
linear portion of the load orifice flow-pressure characteristic fro« 
the range of values of P ♦. Therefore« the load orifice characteristic 
is essentially linear as far as the D/A converter is concerned. This 
in conjunction with the linear receiver outlet orifices results in a 
nearly linear output pressure characteristic. 

The general expression for calculating the discrete theoretical 
static output pressures of this fluid state D/A converter design as a 
function of counter state is 

(2TV?  ♦ T2) - /(2TVP  ♦ T2)2 - kTTK* 
r1      V   fj r. 

V 
2V2 P2--l 

.12 

where T • n ♦ (Ap/A.) 

V - 2*-l ♦ (Ap/V 

T ■        - 

Aiy.0361p 

A- • Area of orifices in bias stage 

C • Load orifice flow discharge coefficient 

A, - Area of load orifice 



A- - Area of outlet orifice In D/A Input stage 2 

R - 32HL/D2 ("reelstance") 
H • Absolute riacosity 
p - Density 
s • Niaiber of D/A input stages (not including bias stage) 
n - 0,1,...,  (f»-l) 

The sixteen discrete theoretical static output pressures P * for 
a li input stage -1 bias stage "linear" D/A converter are shownnas a 
function of counter state in Figure S» 

Two fluid state D/A converter designs have been presented. The 
first design uses nonlinear thin plate orifices and produces a reason- 
ably linear static output pressure characteristic as shown in Figure 3* 
The second design uses linear orifices (subject to Reynolds number and 
L/D constraints) and a bias stage. However, it produces a nearly 
linear static output pressure characteristic as shown in Figure 5* 

Develqpwent of Monostable Element for Fluid State D/A Converter 

In order to implement either of the two fluid state D/A converter 
designs, it was necessary to develop a monostable element suitable for 
use at the Input stages which satisfied these requirements t 

1. When the monostable element of any input stage is switched 
"on"*, its "on" receiver pressure P  should always have 
approximately the same constant value (in any input stage) 
regardless of changes in either D/A output pressure P 
or in "on" control pressure PCl. The output pressure11? 
takes on a wide range of values as the counter state  n 

changes; Pc. increases approximately 17%  (in the oldirec 
tlonal counter design used) when counter operation changes 
from "increasing count" to "decreasing count". Also in 
any other binary "driver" there will be some variations 
in the binary control signals. 

2. When the monostable element of any input stage is "off"«*, 
its "off" receiver pressure Pr should always be approx- 
imately atmospheric (in any input stage) regardless of 
changes in D/A output pressure P . 

• nonostabie element switched "on" means that its recoiver delivers 
flow to the flow collector. 
♦♦ Monostable element "off" means that its receiver receives flow from 
the flow collector. 
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3* Control ncctlo size mnxat  be saall so that "on" control 
nostle flow QQ. IS —13 » This Is necessary so that 
sufficient floB remains for correct operation oi the 
interstage pulse forming circuits of the counter. 

Figure 6 is a drawing which defines the nonostable element dereloped 
for use at the input stages of either of the two fluid state D/A 
conrerter designs* The final configuration of the element was estao- 
lished fiom experimental test results obtained using an adjustable test 
model. 

As shown by Figure 7,  this element can only approzimstely satisfy 
the requirement that the "on" receirer pressure Pr. of the element 
remain constant regardless of changes in D/A output pressure F . 
Furthermore, the change in Pri with P. increases as the number of outlet 
orifices increases. However, it was found that *dungr" receirer outlet 
orifices discharging to atmosphere could be used to make the average 
"on" receiver pressures fro» stage to stage more uniform. Thus it was 
possible to obtain experimental static output pressure characteristics 
closely approximating those predicted by theory. 

The effect of a 66%  change in Pc. is to change P.. approximately 
3.%^. In the actual counter used Pc, changes approrilately 17%,   For 
this change in PCl, the change in ?r. is only I»02%. 

Egperimsntal Static Test Results 

Both fluid state D/A converter designs were built and tested. 
Figure 6 shows a k input stage "nonlinear" D/A design and Figure 9 a 
h  input stage—«I bias stage "linear" D/A design* The actual static 
output pressure characteristic for the h stage "nonlinear" unit is shown 
by Figure 10; the static output pressure characteristic for the "linear" 
unit by Figure 11* The static output pressure characteristic for a S 
stage "nonlinear" unit is shown by Figure 12« 

Experimental dynamic Test Results 

The four bit fluid state bidirectional counter designed by 
Wilson^1''' was used to dynamically test both fluid state D/A converter 
designs• 

In order to correctly interpret the dynamic test results^ It is 
necessary to understand the sequential nature of the counter operation« 
Fvery pulse (either input or feedback) fed into the counter goes to the 
T memory element of least significance (2 ) causing it to always switch 
its outflow to the opposite outlet. If the change in counter state 
associated with a given pulse involves the switching of additional T 
memory elements, this occurs at time Intervals of .006 sec* per sue- 
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ceedlng  T memory element. 
For example, assume that the counter state is binary 7 and 

increasing*    The next pulse into the counter changes its state to binary 
W,    The sequential manner in which this change of state occurs is: 

Elapsed Time Counter State Conment  L      

0 Olli pulse arrives 
.002 0110 2« T switches 
.C1C 0100 21 T switches 
.018 0000 22 T switches 
.026 1000 23 T switches 

Note that the counter state actually goes from binary 7 to binary 6» 
then binary U,  then binary 0 before the state bii.aiy 8 is realised. 
Since the D/A converter follows the counter state closely« the D/A out- 
put pressure will have "decrease-increase* spikes whenever a change in 
counter state requires more than the 2° T element to switch. However» 
the spike of greatest tine width occurs when all T elements must switch 
(transition from binary 7 to binary 8). 

If the counter state is at binary 8 and decreasing» the situation 
is reversed. The counter state now actually goes from binary 8 to 
binary ?,  then binary 11, then binary 15 before the state binary 7 is 
realized. Now "increase-decrease" spikes occur on the D/A output 
pressure. Again the spike of greatest time width occurs when all T 
elements must switch. If these "spikes" in the D/A output pressure 
should be objectionable to downstream circuitry, they could be eliminated 
by introduction of suitable time delays between the counter and D/A 
converter. 

One other factor which must be considered is the maximum rate at 
which pulses may be fed to the counter. Because the counter transitions 
frost binary 7 to binary 8, or vice versa, require .026 seconds to com- 

plete, pulses fed into the counter must not be less than .026 seconds 
apart. Therefore, the pulse rate to the counter must not exceed 1/JD26, 
or 38 Ji pulses per second. If higher pulse rates are used, the 2° T 
element will switch again before the 23 T element switches (binary 7 to 
binary 8 transition). 

Figure 13 shows typical dynamic test results for a U input stage 
"nonlinear" D/A converter. Figure Hi shows typical dynastic test results 
for a U input stage -1 bias stage "linear" D/A converter. 

Theoretical Pynjmlc Capability of Fluid State D/A Converters 

Althou^n dynamic testing Is limited to pulse rates less than 38 «U 
pps, because of the carry propogation time of the counter. It is possible 
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to tlM«r«tlealIy pr«dlet tbm muimm wp—d of oporoticn trm Uo tronsfor 
tmetim*   For a nonllnoar D/A ooortrtor it 1« oot pootltlo to doriro a 
llwrliod trnofor fMOtion boemoo of the nonlinoor rocoi#or outlet 
orifloo«. HovoTor» it is poooiblo to doriTO tho traaefor fanctioc for 
tka llnaar D/A ooarartar ahieh doferibat tho changa la outpat proaaoro 
fir a aiagla ehango in eoaatar ttato« Tba traaafar fanctioo ia 

APn(.) 
I(n) a -(Top *TJ) * [     J (Qc! - ^(e) 

T 
a        a 

mm* [   ] - ^ a Kcs "re ^ u K ^ t ^«i ^2 " ^ ^ 
i Kn) 

%« 

C(n) 

«ri 

^1 

Tr \M C(B) 

C(n)A1Bi 

tA,CJT 

HM^ 
♦ 19 

i • 8^*2 or 1 

■ attachatnt vail aoparation tlai 
■ nosile to rocoiror transport tias 

■ 
■ Flov gain froa control aottlo to rocoiTar inlat 

i • 8,li,2 or 1 

.   Tr ♦ To (p) 

^r '.<** 
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^L0«. 
Tl/t 

y#« C(B) ^ (2^ 

DZ 

1^ 

By «ralTUtlng th« natural Arvquancx v   mad Mm Anfing ratio f, it 
!• patfibl« to prodiot tho ^fnude eapoMlIUo« of tht liaoar D/A 
nonrartar.   Par tho «nit dMiflnad to« oalealotad ralvaa ara 

vn   • 1880 rad/aac 

«     - 11.7 

Sabatitatlaf thaaa valoaa Into the danoalnatar of tha tranafar 
function and factoring fir«« tba two raal roota 

(•♦81) (a a Ul.900) 

Tha affaet of tha largaat root on ororall djmanlea will ba 
caall and can ba noglaetad. Tharafora, tha liaaar D/A djnaaica 
approxinatod by a firtt or dar tranafar fonctioo aa follovtt 

Ar (t) - Kn) a-<
Tap ^fl I I^^M 

B 81 (TO»1) 

oan bo 

T ■ «. ■ J0123 aaeonda * dosinant tiaa oonttant 

It ia difficult to datandna tha naxlMoi oporutinf apaad of tha D/A 
cooTartar ainea thia daponda on tha daairad analog warafom. Howa?ar, 
for a doalcant tin» constant of «0123 aoconda, tha ootpvt praaanra of 
tha linear fluid atata D/A conrertar built will bacoM attanuatod and 
delayed for counter operating epaadi greater than l/U)123, or 81 ppa. 
Thia ia illuatratod in Figure 15 «hero two typoa of bidirectional 
counter baharior ara ezanined and the effoeta of D/A dynaaice are 
noted. In figure 15a it ia aasuaed that a pnlee train of constant 
frequency enters tho "up" line of the bidirectional counter and a 
second pulse tr dn, 90* out of pbaae, enters the "doen" line of the 
bidirectional counter • This situation ia a oonnan one daring steady- 
state operation of a pulae data systen in roaponae to a ra^> input« 
The effect of the switching and transport delay T^p ♦ T j ia to deley 
the responee of the Wk conrerter. The effect of  T la to attenuate 
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th« *rlppl«* la th» D/A eoorarWr output pr«»iur«. At T/T the ratio 
of biiirootloaal oountor o»cillation pariod to D/A tiat constant 
approach«« «aro, tha output rippla a« approaches xaro. Thus for this 
bidirectional counter beharior the effect of increasing T is to reduce 
output ripple« 

If the bidirectional counter state is increasing at a constant 
rate as shown in Figure l£b a different effect is displayed. In this 
ease a pulse data systea and tha postulated bidirectional counter 
beharior could represent the situation where, at the start of tha 
transient, no feedback pulse« have been generated. If the bidirectional 
counter state is decoaposed into a reap and a ripple, it can than be 
shown that the D/A conrerter dynaaics cause its output to lag behind 
the raap portion of the bidirectional counter state by an aaount equal 
to the lag T. ♦ Tj plus the D/A tiae constant T« It is obrlous that 
this will havt a diatabilitiag effect on the pulse data control system 
where this eeabiaation of bidirectional counter and D/A conrerter is 
used. In fast it is difficult to deteraine the aszlatun allowable rate 
at which the bidirectional counter can change «täte based on the D/A 
conrerter dynaalcs^becau«« this dspends on the warefora of the counter 
state change«. 

The D/A converter dynaaic«, howerer, contribute directly to the 
stability of a pulse data control systaa which uses this elaaent« In 
general this effect depend« en the topology of the particular systaa in 
question, but if the D/A conrerter output is used as the control then 
O/A conrerter dynaalce can be coablned with the dynaaio« of the subsequent 
systea stages to deteraine stability  Since stability will deteraine 
orerall systea gain and bidirectional counter capacity, and gain will 
deteraine the aaxiana systaa operating rate, D/A conrerter dynaaios 
can deteraine the aaxiana systaa operating rate indirectly. Howerer, 
for the present state of the art, the bidirectional counter is the 
Halting factor in (tatarainlag aszlaua aystaa operating rate. 

Anticipating the design of bidirectional counters with higher 
operating speeds it is of interest to deteraine if this fluid state 
D/A conrerter design can be aodifled such that attenuation of its 
output pressure occurs only for counter operating speeds greater than 
tha 81 pps prerlously cited. 

The 'lainant tia« constant r is a function of C and wB, both of 
which «re functions of the recelrer roluae 7r and the flow collector 
roluas V.. If the flow collector rolua« of the design built is de- 
creased by s factor of three fourths, the doalnant tiae constant beooass 
•0067 second«. Mow the output pressure of -he D/A conrerter will only 
beceae attenuated for counter operating speeds greater than 1/.0067, 
or 150 pps. Bran higher counter operating speeds before attenuation 
occurs could be obtained by decreasing the recelrer roluas of the input 
stage« • Howerar, this would hare to be accoapllshed without changing 
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the recelTor lo*dlBg chiuracterlstles (3«« Figure 7) • 
There la one additional factor which should be considered In pre- 

dicting the aaxismm speed of operation of the linear fluid state D/A 
converter. This factor is the nagnltude of the supply jet separation 
tine T. and the Magnitude of the supply Jet to recelrer transport tias 
Tj of «he eonostable eleasnt Input stages. For the nonostable eleaen, 
design used« the sun of the two was experiasntallj asasured to be on 
the order of «006 seconds« This« therefore. Units naxlnun operating 
speed of the design built to approximately 1/.006, or 125 pps. Howerer, 
ndniatunzatiun of the nonostable eleaent input stages would allow a 
significant Increase in this value. 

3yste« Test Results 

Figure 16 shows the operation of the lineor D/A conrcrter in the 
prototype fluid state digital pulse data ccntro^ systen. A step Input 
WAS applied to the systen by resetting the counter fron its set point 
state (binary 8) to binary 0. Each feedback pulse generated by the 
quantiser increases the counter state by one until the set point state 
is reached* Note the reduced orershoot and increased stability when 
digital lead coHpensation is incorporated« 

Conclusions 

Design requirenents were established for a fluid state D/A con- 
verter to be used in a fluid state digital pulse data control systen« 
Two D/A converter designs satisfying these requirenents were built and 
tested« One design used sij^le nonlinear thin plate orifices and 
produced a reasonably ^inear static output pressure characteristic. 
The other design used linear orifices and a bias stage and produced a 
linear static output pressure charaet«ristio« Both designs were tested 
statically and dynan'.^ally. Static test results were in good agreenent 
with those predicted by theory« Dynamic testing was Halted to fairly 
low counter pulse rates« but it was possible to predict the dynamic 
capability of the linear orifice design from its transfer function. 
It is anticipated that the dynamic capabilities of the nonlinear orifice 
design will not be significantly different« Both designs performed 
satis fact or ily in a collate fluid state digital pulse data control 
system. 
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wall  with all   three capacitances.     Figure   14  Is a plot of   flow output 

as a function of  control   flow  Input.     The solid line  rep nesenls change  in 

output flow without any screw (bias) adjustments.    This curve shows that 

the Jet does not split equally between the two outputs.    The do;ted  line 

Is the same curve taken after the screws on  the osciliator have been ad- 

justed to obtain a flow balance .    From the dctted graph  It   Is evident 

that  a proportional   flow gain of about 500  Is obtained.    The puliatlng 

flow was measured by  using two minimum orifice-type flow meters,  one 

placed at each output.    Hence a change  In output flow due  to change   In 

control   ♦low could be constantly monitored. 

A  laboratory rocket model  was built  (fig.   15),  and the whole system 

was  placed  In   it.    An autopilot of the bank and climb type  was obtained 

and connected directly to the system.    The pwroscope output  Is  In the 

form of a proportional  signal   for any  deviation  from a preset position. 

The whole missl le was  free to rotate about  Its center of gravity.    When- 

ever a change   In   Its  preset position occurred,  the gyro commanded the 

pneumatic system tc exert  thrust  In  a direction opposite to the missile 

displacement.    The two knobs on the stand were provided for manual  control 

by eliminating the gyroscope from the circuit.    The  Input signal   In the 

manual control   was provided directly  from the atmosphere    since  the 

pressure   In the control port  is below atmosphere. 

At this particular time the work  Is being directed toward using 

the system as  a control   for a ballistic-type missile.    A supersonic  last 

stage has been  developed to obtain the thrust necessary  for control,   and 
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a vortex gyroscope   Is  in the process of  development to be  used as  the 

'jen^or.     In  this manner,   a whole pneumatic control   system with no movinp 

parts will  be constructed. 

4. CONCLUSION 

A reaction control  system is quite useful   for attitude control  for 

vehicles   in  which  ordinary control   surfaces cannot be employed  (ref.  3). 

The use of a proportional   reaction-type control  system  Is more effective 

than  the on-off type,  and higher performance  can be achieved.    The 

reaction control   discussed produces a differential   thrust,  by means of a 

combinatiot   of  d-c shift  and pulse width modulation,   that  is proportional 

to a steady differential  signal   applied to the control   ports.    The size 

of the control  signal     In terms of power necessary  to produce  full 

2 
deflection   is  0.74 watts at 24psig   (or   165.5  KN/m )   input pressure;    the 

output   Is the equivalent of   I627w.     The pressure or flow differential   at 

the control   can come directly  from a pneumatic gyroscope or a non- 

moving-part  rate gyroscope of The vortex type.     In  the   latter case,  the 

pitch  rate or yaw  rate can be controlled by  jet reactions  In  response to 

command signals  from the vortex gyroscope. 
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POWER JET PRESSURE (PSIG) 

Figure 3.  Input  power  j«t  flow versus  Input  preeeure for three- 
stage digital eaplifier. 
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AB^fRACT 

A digital hot gas fluid amplifier •iltitude control valv 
been built at HDL.    The control systca con  I   '    of a fluid 
action-Jet valve,   four solenoid actuators, a solid«] ■ pellonl   hoi 
generator,  and a regulated control  air supply.    The control       ••. hau 
been packaged in a Test Instrumt-ntation Missile (TIM)   md  La  scht-dui 
flight testing at the Redstone Arsenal Hlasi 
This report describes the evaluation,  desiffi, an; of the 
hybrid fluid valving system that  is to be employed in this   flight tert. 

1. INTROEK/CTION 

The HDL fluerics development section was  formed   i: '), 
and one of its  first major missions was  a für •-ttion of the 
appli -ability of a fluid aaplifier valve  for use  in a mi ttl\ 
control system.     During the previous year,  a larr" number of fluid am' J i- 
fier valves were  designed and evaluated for use in both secondary- 
injection thrust vector control  syst-^-u  and reaction-Jet  control systerr.  . 
These valves operated successfully at   mply pressures  in excesa cf 
and at temperatures up to 5300oF (ref      1  and 2), 

Based upon  these studies,   it was  proposed that a  fluid amplify 
control system be built, evaluated,  and f! tested on a Test  Instru- 
mentation Missile   (TIM),    The output  reaction thrust  from the amplir 
would be programmed to glide  the missile alonf  a pr -nined trajectory 
and to perform a ..eries o/> in-flignt mane 

2. DESCRIPTION 

Two fluid ampliü   r valve configurations were evaluated to determine 
the optimum valving concept to b« used  in the attitude control  of 
stabilized missile.     Digital devices were  chosen because they  | 
higher gain than do similar proportional devices.    Proportional ou^r it 
from digital devices  can be approximated by using an oscillatin.'   • ntrol 
signal.    An oscillatory control mechanism was used with both valvinR 
concepts because this mode of control provides valuable data that  can be 
applied to future  flights using pulse  duration modulation or similar 
techniques.    We  chose a 30-cps control signal  frequency because  it was 
several times higher than the natural  frequency of tiie missile,  and henee 
the missile  could not respond to its output. 

2.1    Dual Axis Double Nozzle Attitude Control .'yster. 

This  reaction-Jet system calls  for two two-   ty fluid amplifier 
valves to provide  attitude control  in both the pitch and ,"w planes of a 
8tin-stabilized missile  (fig.   1).     In this system,  both  fluid amplifier 
valves are actuated by a 30-cps pneumatic control signal.    This  la con- 
sidered to be the null or zero control  condition.    Control in either the 
pit^h or yaw plane  ia achieved by overriding the 30-c 3  zero control 
signal with an appropriate d-c pneumatic signal of time duration At in 
aeconds.    TTie ma^qiitude of At is determined by the amount of control 
desired (fig.   1) . 
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Since  contrc'   in the  pitch plane  ii exactly the sane  as control in 
the yaw plane,   it ia  sufficient  for a ayatem efficiency analysis  to con- 
aider control  in the yaw plane  only.     Maximum ^av plane control to the 
left,  for example,  occurs  vhen  the d-c override signal ia  applied to any 
output when it  reacher 'lie  */*♦ position and terminated when  that  output 
reaches  the   »m/U poaition.    At exactly this monent,  the "following" output 
will be at the  wA poaition and a d-c override signal will be applied to 
it  (fig.   IB).     In thia manner,  there  will  always be  a minimum of 0.707 of 
the  output thrust T of one amplifier value  directed laterally to the 
left,  independent of the rate of miaaile apin. 

Integration between the limits     v/'k and  W1* shows that 90 percent of 
the output thrust and/or impulse of the amplifier is  available for lateral 
control to the  left.     The entire output energy of the noncontrol  amplifier 
ia wasted.    These two conditions limit the maximum theoretical operating 
efficiency n,-^   of the  two two-way fluid amplifier system to 

'TO (l/2)(0.9) ♦   (l/2)(0) ■ 0.U5 (1) 

A two-way   fluid  amplifier valve  operates at an efficiency approximately 
65 percent of the theoretical  iaentropic thrust  and/or impulse available. 
TOia limlta    the actual operating efficiency n^^ of the two-way  amplifier 
ayatem to 

ACT (1/2)   (0.9)(0.65)  ♦ (1/2)(0H0.65) • 0.292 (2) 

2.2    Dual   Axis Single Nozzle Attitude  Control System 

A novel four-output   fluid amplifier valv<* was conceived  and 
built at HDL during the preliminary teating stages of the above double 
nozzle attitude  control system  ir an   attempt to eliminate the low ayatem 
operating efficiency  and to significantly reduce packaging  and balancing 
problems. 

The  four-output   fluid amplifier  valving system utilizes  a single 
superaonic nozzle flowing into a fluid amplifier with  four equally spaced 
output ducta.     If no control signal  ia  ^iven to the four control porta, 
the  amplifier output   flow aplita equally among the four output ducta 
and  the directed thrust and/or  impulse  is  zero.    A zero control condition 
can  also be obtained by cycling any two opposing control p>.   »s (fig.  2A 
and 2B).     The doible nozzle control procedure  is  alao used  for the single 
nozzle attitude   control ayntem. 

If the amplifier flow is directed to output duct A in figure 2C, 
th « * ia soot flow equally di /id^d in ducts B and D. The magnitude of 
this  uncaptured   flow  is approx1- .tely  15 percent rf the total flow through 
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the  «mplifier.     The directed thrust ani/or impulse resulting from thi; 
uncaptured  fluw  is  zero because the directions the flow assumed &rt> 
oppoeite    and the ma^iitudes  are equal.    Therefore»  system efficiency 
calculations must take  into account that only 85 percent of the amplifier 
flow  is available  for directed thrust  and/or impulse. 

As in the double  nozzle system,  only 90 percent of the availal le 
impulse is  available for lateral  control, but there is no noncontrol 
amplifier  flow waste.     The maximum theoretical operating efficiency ITTH 
of the four-output fluid amplifier system is  therefore 0.9.     Tlie isentropic 
efficiency of the four-output valve 4s  approximately 0.65.     The actual 
operating efficiency nAr_ of the val e  is now 

nACT ' (0-9/(0.65)(0.85) • O.U97 (3) 

All  of the  above  calculations were  made  for a preprogrammed flight. 
If an error signal is  used to control   \he missile  flight path, there will 
be an  additional error on a spinning missile  caused oy the amplifier system, 
^e correction for this  additional error will slightly reduce  the system 
operating efficiency. 

2.3    System Selection 

Comparison of the  above systems shows that the single nozzle 
system is  over 1.7 times as efficient as  the  double iiozzle system.     T>iis 
primary consideration  led to the selection    f the  four-output  amplifier 
for use in  the flight evaluation.     The  four-output  ampüfi*1" also had the 
advantages  of simplicity of design and ease of packaging. 

2.h    System Hardware 

Figure   3 shows the  four-output  fluid amplifier valve, the 
solenoid actuators, and  the  gas generator housing.    The power Jet nozzle 
and amplifier housing were fabricated from 30U stainless steel.    'Hie 
output ducts were   formed from 1-1/U-in.   30« stainless steel tubing with a 
wall thickness of 0.063   in;    lA-in.   30U stainless  steel tubing with 
O.035-in.  wall was  useü to interconnect  the actuator components.    The 
nozzle was  secured to the gas  generator with eight l/U-20 stainless  steel 
cap screws  and sealed with a 1/8-in. copper gasket.    The power nozzle and 
the amplifier housing were held together with  screws  and sealed with 
vacuum grease.    Gaskets  were not required since an excellent  seal was 
obtained without  them. 

A heavy-duty  reuseable generator housing  for system checkout tests 
was fabricated from existing parts,  and  a special housing (15-lb) was 
designed and built  for the flight test.     A lighter housing could have been 
built but because  of the cost and development time required to  reduce the 
weight  by a few pounds,   it was decided that the 15-lb model would be 
acceptable.     An existing ignitor was  found to be compatible with this 
system. 
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The control Jet actuators are  four two-way normally closed solenoid 
valves, equipped with heavy-duty  fast-action coils  and a balanced poppet 
orifice  design.    The four-output  amplifier can be switched on  atmospheric 
pressure  it th»   contx\>l ports  are made  large enough  to pass  the required 
flow.    However, no solenoid valves  could be found with the required 1/2-in. 
straight   through port that would cycle at 30  ?ps.    Using mich smaller 
solenoid valves to aehieve the  required cycling rate means that a high y>r e- 
jure »use be  provided upstream of the solenoid valve  to enable it to pass 
the required  flow.     It was  found that a 3/32-in.  crifice diameter was the 
minimum size  that   could be used with the actuator supply system. 

Th^ actuator supply system (fig.  ^^5) was designed to deliver a 
constant  flow and pressure through tae regulator to the actuator valves 
and,  upon command,  to the  fluid amplifier.    In this  system,  high pressure 
air or nitrogen is  stored in a 300-in.3  receiver.    The volume of the 
receiver wa;   determined by the  space allotted to it  in the TIM and the 
type of receiver thct was caBmercially available. 

The pressure-reducing dome regulator is designed to maintain a 
constant  reduced pressure to the actuator valves  regardless of the pres- 
sure  drop in the receiver.    The dome  regulator is  loaded directly  from 
the inlet supply line through  an internal loading tube.    The output pres- 
sure is controlled by the adjustment of the  loading and vending needle 
valves  in the regulator.    This  system was designed to provide a constant 
flow of 60 scfB for a maxinum operating time of 10 sec. 

3.    SYSTEM SPECinCATIONS 

The  following list of specifications  details each  coaroonent  in the 
•ys*em. 

3.1    Air Receiver 

Capacity 300 in.3 

Diameter 9 in.(OD) 
Working pressure 3000 psi 
Proof pressure 5000 psi 
Brush pressure 6600 psi 
Ambient temperature  range      -65° to ♦ 2750F 
Gas Air or N„ 

3.2    Dome  Regulator 

Inlet pressu-e 1250 to 3200 psi 
Outlet pressure 1150 * 25 psi 
Outlet flow 60 scfm 
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3.3    Sclcnoid Actuators 

Pressure  rating 3000 psi 
Op«r»ting voltage 28 v dc 
Coll current 2.8 amp 
Cycle rate 30 cps 
Orifice diaaeter 3/32 in 

3.U    Gas Generator 

Solid propellant 
Opertting pressure 
Theoretical chamber temp 
Propellant weight 
Ignitor weight 
Ignitor voltage 
Field test housing weight 

3.5    Fluid Amplifier 

Operating pressure 
Operating temp 
Operating tine 
Output thrust 
Weight 

U.     AIR TESTS 

SMU 101 
800  *  50 psi 
2505oF 
7.8 lb 
8 GRAINS 
28 v dc 
20 lb 

Flight test housing weight    15 lb 

600 to 900 psi 
2500oF,  maximum 
10 sec, maximum 
U5 lb* nominal 
8.0 lb 

The basic aerodynamic design parameters  for the hot gas  fluid ampli- 
fier valve were derived from a brief series of high-pressure air tests. 
These tests were conducted to: 

(1) Prove the  feasibility of the  four-output  fluid amplifier 
valve concept. 

(2) Define the operating pressure range. 
(3) Verify the output thrust  levels. 
CO    Verify the operation of the complete system. 

Both systems were  tested using compressed air and solid propellant 
gases.    Since  the single nozzle system was  adopted early  in the test 
nrogram,  extensive testing of the double nozzle system was omitted. 

The  first model of the  four-output  valved exhibited operating 
characteristics  compatible with the proposed system.    Measurements were 
made of operating p.-essure,  output thrust,  and control flow.    Upon 
completion of the preliminary air tests,   a set of system specin cat ions 
was  drawn up,   for design  and fabrication,  and submitted to the Solid Rocket 
Propulsion Laboratory at Picatinny Arsenal.    The actuator supply  system 
was designed to deliver a constant  flow  and pressure through th    actuator 
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valves  for 10 sec.    This  flow rate  is  determined by the regulated supply 
pressure  and the  actuator port design.     The actuators were selected for 
orifice size and  response time.     It was  found that orifice size  is 
directly proportional to response time  and response time is inversely 
proportional to solenoid coil current. 

The actuator circuit was then assembled and checked out on  a full- 
scale system air flow test  (fig.  6).    The test procedure consisted in: 

(1) Pressurization of the air receiver to 3100 psi, 
(2) Presetting the dome regulator output pressure to  1150 psi, 
(3) Setting the fluid amplifier input pressure from TOO to 850 psi. 
(U)     Recording the resultant  thrust of each  amplifier output, 
(5) Recording the regulated control pressure,  and 
(6) Plotting the output thrust and control pressure  as a 

function of operating time. 

The results  of these tests  are summarized in table  I. 

5.    HOT-GAS GENLRATOR PROGRAM 

The Solid Rocket Propulsion  Laboratory at Piceti-My Arsenal completed 
work requested by the Hariy Diamond Laboratories  in support of this 
project.    The purpose of this program was to: 

(1) Design and build hot gas  generators  for both static 
and flight tests. 

(2) Conduct four fally instrumented firings  on two fluid 
amplifier designs. 

(3) Fabricate one flight-weight gas generator housing. 
(U)    Fabricate one heavy-duty gas  generator housing. 
(5^    Provide 13 propellant grains  and 30 igniter squibs. 

Work was  initiated at PI ^atinny Arsenal  on 6 May 196U.    The gas 
generator requirements  as specified by HDL are sunnarized in table II. 
SMU-101 propellant,  a low flame temperature  (?500oF) double-base pro- 
pellant with mesa burning rate characteristics and urnsually clean exhaust 
products, was  selected for the fluid amplifier tests.    An  igniter pre- 
viously designed  for use with a similar grain  design was selected to 
initiate the system.    Heavy-duty hardware for static tests was  designed 
using existing parts  compatible with the program requirements. 

A muIt 1 component thrust stand at Picatinny Arsenal was adapted for 
measuring the output thrust developed by the   fluid amplifier control 
system.    Due to a relatively low  resonant frequency of the test  stand, 
the cycle rate was below 1 cps for all tests.    High-pressure nitrogen was 
used as the control gas (fig.  7). 

Four preliminary static firings with heavy-duty hardware and blast- 
tube nozzle design were conducted to verify the gas generator per- 
formance and to check out test procedure  and measurement  techniques. 
These tests were  followed by four additional tests with heavy-duty 
hardwa.-? using nozzle  assemblies  fitted with  fluid amplifiers.     Motion 
pictures of the four velve tests  indicated clearly the high temperature 
zones in the amplifier output ducts. 
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TABLE II 

HOT GAS GENERATOP REQUIREMENTS 

Thrust 

Pressure 

Nozzle Throat Diameter 

Propeliant Flame Temperature 

Maximun Diameter 

Maximum Length 

Maximum Weight 

Requirements 

133 lb« 

TOO Psig 

0.?82 in.«« 

25000F 

8 in. 

12 in. 

20 lb«"»« 

•Based on a requirement of I4O lb  from each of two fluid amplifier units 
with a 60-percent thrust efficiency. 

2 
••based on a requirement of 0.125 in.    for combined throat area. 

•••For  flight-weight »ssemblies. 
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A lighter version of the heavy-duty hardware was designed for 
flight test purposes.    The metal parts weight of the flight motor is 
approximately  15  lb.    The propellant grain weight is approximately 
7.8 lb.    Therefore,  the  flight motor assenbly,  including igniters,  is 
approximately 23 lb.    This motor does not  represent the optimum weight, 
but  rather an inexpensive modification of the heavy-duty unit to 
approach to 20-lb weight limitation of a flight-weight unit.     TJüs 
procedure was  considered acceptable at  this  stage of the program even 
though the weight  limitation was exceeded.     One motor was  fabricated to 
this design. 

Two successful  complete system captive  flight tests were conducted 
(it the HDL Test  Area on 29 snd 30 April  1965.    The system was  returned 
to HDL for final  inapection and w s  shipped to Bedstone Arsenal  for 
Hight testing 11 May  1965.    The .ystem was  successully flight  tested 
on 11 June 1965-     Preliminary data from the Test and Reliability Evalu- 
ation Laboratory  at Redstone Arsenal  indicated that the trajectory 
carried the missile near the progi aanned flight path.    Telemetry  reception 
rfas good and indicated that the missile was  controlled as planned. 

6.     RECOMKFNDATIONS 

Upon evaluation of th*1 tel*r«try  and optical tracking data from 
the TIM flight  at Redstone Arsenal,   it  is  recommended that 
another fligh - be scheduled with the aim of replacing the mechanical 
control actuators with a pure fluid system.     The pure fluid system 
would consist or «HI RC feedback-type  fluid oscillator, a three-stage 
low-pressure fluid  anpiifier, and a high-pressure supersonic power 
amplifier.    Such f, syrtem requires  that  a low-level pneumatic output 
signal  from a sen: or br  modulated,  amplified,  and delivered as  a 
varie    e reactive thrust output.    The  sensor required for this  system 
could be of conentional  form or the cure  fluid rate sensor now being 
developed at HDL  could be used. 
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ABSTRACT 

This raport ducrltw fhm  design, d«vslop«sntt and •valuation of 

a control and thrust ganarating systam consisting of an RC oscillator, 

a thraa-staga aMpllfiar, and a suparsonlc singla-staga power aapilflar. 

Thasa a«pliflars «ara coaOlnad into a singia four-staga fluid aapiiflar. 

Tha thraa«staga subsystan providas a Moduistad oscillatory control 

»Icnai that anablas tha digital suparsonlc aMpliflar to dalivar a pro- 

po-iionai thrust output. Tha ovarall systa« has a power gain of 

I x 10* and a flow gain of 1.3 x 10* and delivers a «axl«u« thrust of 

70 pounds. 
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IMTROOUCTIOW 

Th« application of fluid Intoractlon dovlcot for rooctlon-Jot 

control and chan^ar blaad thrust vactor control hat baan danonttratatf 

at HDL using cooprattad air and both solid and liquid propallants 

(raf 1-3). Subsaquant work  at HOL In tha flald of fluid sansors, 

loflc circuits, and aapllflars hat lad to tha davalop«ant of a pura 

fluid misst la control »ystan. 

Tha Inharant advantaga of such a control sytta« Is that It con* 

tains no «achanlcal «oving parts or alactronlc cowponants and Is 

ballavad to ba laparvlous to radlatk and vibration that lapoaa limi- 

tations on oonvantional «IssI la-control systana. Slnca It Is nacassary 

that a s«ali signal froai tha fluid sansor ba anpllflad and «odulatad 

to provlda a usabla thrust output, It Is laportant to foraulata raalls- 

tlc daslgn critarla by Invastlgatlng scalad laboratory nodal«. 

Exparinants «ara conductad on a laboratory modal of a control 

and thrust.ganaratIng systa« consisting of an RC oscillator, a thraa- 

staga digital anpSlflar, and a suparsonlc paaar aMpllflar. A coaplat« 

analysis of tha RC oscillator and low prassura modulating systa» Is 

dlscussad in rafaranca 4, and basic daslgn erltarla for tha powar 

ampilfiar ara dlscussad in rafaranca 2. 

For a «issl la control systa«, it Is usually daslrabia that tha 

corractiva forca ba proportional to tha arror signal a«ittad tron a 

sansor. Tha RC oscillator anablas tha four-ataga digital aa^llflar 
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to h«v« • proportional thrutt output, tfhon no «rror signal It proaont, 

flow nanelnt In aach raactlon-Jat duct for tha tana Mount of fim, 

and tha nat thrust of tha tysta« It taro. Introduction of an arnor 

signal causa« a proportional chan^a in tha tlaa that tha flow ranains 

in aach output duct, it is this changa tnat products an output thrust 

proportional to tha arror signal. 

2. SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTION 

Tha RC oscillator and tha first thraa digital units of tha four- 

stags SMpiifiar ara rafarrad to as tha tubsystaoi, «h'ch anplifias SMSII 

sansor signals and provldas anough flow and prassura to control tha 

suparsonic powar SMpiifiar. 

Tha RC oscillstor consists of a high gain digital aiapiiflar 

suppliad «Ith a rasistanca-capacltanca faadback loop (fig. 1). By «aans 

of a sat of Movabla scraws in tha output ducts of tha RC oscillator, it 

Is possibla to balanca tha flow output of th« antIra systam. Thara 

ara two «athods of changing tha basa fraquancy of tha subsystan. 

Small changas (10-20 cps) ara obtainad by adjusting tha bias scraws; 

larga changas (60-300 cps) ara obtainad by varying tha slza of tha RC 

natwork. Tha bata fraquancy of tha systan Is approxlmataly 80 cps. 

Tha first staga of tha subsysta« is provldad with a dual sat of 

controls (fig. 1). Tha controls naaras^ tha powar j%*  ara fad fro« 

tha oscillator, whila tha othar sat Is fad by a proportional signal 

amittad fro» a pnaunatic sansor. To Maintain high gain, both $•♦» of 

controls ara locatad within tha antralmaant bubbla of tha powar Jat. 
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Th« **'—  dir its* ••«wn^t ot th« tubfyst«m hav« a conmon powar 

Jat prastura and ara catcadad In ascanding ordar. High powar and flow 

gains ara achiavad tinea aach noztla araa is 10 timat tha noizla 

araa of tha pracading ttaga. Tha first two stagas of tha subsystam 

ara aanory units and tand to stabil!za tha anflra systam; thay hava 

thalr spllttars 18 a (nozzla vldths) doanstraa« of tha powar .|att catchar 

opanlngs of 4 «, and a two-dImans IonaI nozzla aspact ratio of 4 to I. 

Tha third staga of tha subsystam Is a nonwawory unit with Its 

spllttar placad In tha cora raglon (6 w) of tha powar Jat and has 

catchar opanlngs of 1.4 w.  In this combination, tha nonmamory unit 

anablas tha antira subsystam to hava a high prassura racovary# whila 

tha mamory units maka tha systan fairly insansltiva to tha axtrama 

low prassura (1-3 psia) axlsting at tha control ports of tha powar 

anpliflar. Each staga Is matchad Into tha succaadlng stagas by using 

vortax transfar tachnlquas. 

5.  POWER AMPLIFIER DESCRIPTION 

Tha powar »action of tha four-staga aMpliflar Is a high prassura 

digital suparsonic unit daslgnad to oparata from a typical soild- 

propallant hot gas ganarator. This slngla axis powar ampliflar «as 

daslgnad to oparata with tha solid propailant grain SMU-IOI to pro- 

vida a raactiva thrust output «hich is proportional by maans of tha 

subsystam. Cold gas tasts show that a thrust of 70 ID IS attainad 

at a powar jat prassura of 700 psig. 
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Thm  pcMMir «MpllfUr hat « conical »talnlMt %f—\  noxzl«» • 

control or amplifier »«ction, and a pair of I>1/4-h dlanatar output 

ducts (fig. I). Tha «ubtysta« la matchad to tha control »action of 

tha po«ar aMpliflar by «aana of tha vorta« tubat. 

Tha high prataura Input flo« ovaraxpanda and aaparataa fro« tha 

«alia of tha Intaractlon rag I on. Whan both control praaauraa ara 

10«, tha output flow diatrlbutaa Itaalf aqually about tha apllttar. 

Switching la accoapltahad by raising tha praaaura in ona of tha 

vortax tubas to causa funhar aaparatlon of tha povar Jat fro« ona 

«all and attachaart to tha oppoalta «all. 

4. TEST IMSTWUMENTATION AND OOMTROL DEVICtS 

All taats on tha high praaaura po«ar aa^MMar and tha cooplata 

systa« «ata «ada on a thraa cowponant thrust stand, comprising a 

fraaaaork in «hlch load calls ara locatad In tha flaxuraa to datansln« 

tha inprassad loads. Tha flaxuraa bahava affactlvaly aa plnnad Jol'*a 

but provlda high axsplianca in all lataral dlractlona. Thay hava 

aufficiant tanstia and oo«praasiva strangth and colunn stlffnass to 

«ithstand 900 lb of axial loading and 200 lb of lataral loading. Tha 

flaxuraa «ara dasignad so that tha spring constraints thay impose do 

not contr buta «aasurably to tha forcas balng «aasurad (fig. 2). 

A aingla load call «aa «ountad in tha horizontal plena to 

■aasura tha nat thrust output of tha unit. Tha load call «as a 

590-oh« raalstiva bridga typa, «ith four activa alaaarts. Calibration 

«as achlavad by applying iinoan loads N| and «p btatlcally along 
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th« thrutt Mt of th« «npllfUr.    A r«»l»tor that simulated thm 

i>\rm6 rctistanc« chang«« or  th« «ctlv« brltfg« •iM»ntt for ttw «ppliod 

calibration load »a» kayad across ona alanaat of th« transducar 

brldga.    All «aasuranants «ara «ada ralatlva to tha rafsraac«.  signal. 

Tba pooar-noizla and control-Jat ooaprassad air flows and pras- 

suras «ara natarod through tha usa of doaia ragulators.    Tha flow ratas 

«ara waasurad pari od leal ly durinq aach tast run (fig. 5).    Mhan tha 

thra**staga fluid amplifiar «as adaptor to ttta high prassura ampliflar 

and Mountad on tha tast stand» tha faad prassura to tha thraa-staga 

davlca «as ragulatad through an additional dona ragulator.    Two typas 

of  Input control  actuators «ara usad to «atar tha control  flow into 

tha oscillator controls.    Tha first providad a digital diffarantial 

input signal to tha oscillator, and tha saoond oroducad a tl«a variant 

prassur« signal.    Tha rasponsa of tha systa« to a Modulatad input 

control  flo« «as datarainad by applying a tiaa variant prassura signal 

to th» oscillator controls and aaasuring tha nat output thrust as a 

function of tha diffarantial   input control prassura.    Tha control  flo« 

through tha actuators «as antrainad diractly tax» tha atsoaphara 

during a 11 tasts. 

5.    TESTS 

T->a coaprassad air tasts «ara conductad to dataraina tha pra- 

dominant oparatlng charactarlstlcs of both tha oowir anpliftar staga 

and tha coapiata four-staga systam.    Tha poaar aaiplifiar tast sarlas 
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••• (J«tiqn«<J to •valuat« th« Mpllflcr und«r two »•parat« operating 

conditions: In th« first, th« opposing or nonsctuatod oontrol 

port «as ssslod during switching; in th« socond, th« nonactustod con- 

trol port «as opan during switching, allowing a static prassura of 

14.7 psla in that ragion. Tha sacond oparatlng condition «as daslgnad 

to siaulata systa« conditions «hara constant prassura and How oppoaa 

tha appilad oontrol signal. Tha procaduras usad for thaaa tasts wara 

as follows. 

Tast ,(fig. 3) 

1) Powar notila prassura «as prasat at P4, 

2) Control valva B «as closad. 

3) Control prassura p
c «as appi lad through valva A. 

4) Prassura Pc «as racordad. 

13) Flo« rata 0C «as racortfad. 

(6) Staps I, 3, 4, and 3 «ara rapaatad with oontrol valva 

B full opan to allow a static prassura of 14./ psia 

to axist In that ragion. 

Tha curvas in figuras 4, 3, and 6 corraspond to tha unit balng 

fully swltchad into output B, producing a «axiauai thrust F. 

TEST I RESULTS 

Tha first part of tast I iliustratas tha typical charactarlstlc 

♦ low and prassura curvas for a suparsonlc fluid aapiifiar undar nonaal 

oparatlng conditions (fig.4-3). An analysis of tha flow phanoaana 

Involvad in tha ganaration of thasa curvas Is givan in rafaranca 2. 
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Thm  Moond part of t«st I illustrst«« that tha flow qain (daflnad 

at tha ratio of tha powar noula flow to tha control flow) it raducad 

by a factor of approximataly 2.9 undar ilmulatad tyttam conditlont. 

Howavar, tlr>ca tha no.-mal flow gain It ralatlvaly hlqh (20-29)t tha 

raductlon In gain doat not tigni f Icantly dacraata tha affacti vanatt 

of tha powar anpilflar. Thit tatt «as parformad at a bias prassura 

of 14.7 psia# but a bias prattura of 20 to 29 ptia could raduca tha 

gain to a point »hara tha powar ampiiflar would caata to oparata. 

Tha isantropic thrutt afflciancy of tha powar ampiifiar «at altarad 

only »lightly «han tha non-actuatad contro! port «at opan during 

twitching (fig. 6). 

Thara «ill always ba a biat fio« (corresponding to tha non- 

actuatad control port baing opan during s«Itching) «han tha subsyttam 

it connactad to tha povar aMplifiar. Thlt biat fio« ratuitt fro« tha 

«xtrawaly lo« static prastura in tha interaction region of tha power 

e«plifiar. However, the pressure associated «Ith the bias fio« can 

ba raducad by the usa of vortex transfar tubas.  If the output fio« 

and recovered pressure of the subsystem is axcassively high, the gain 

of the power amplifier wi 11 ba reduced. Thus, proper matching of 

tha subsystem to the power amplifier Is astantial. 

The purpose of the second and third test tarI at wet to verify the 

anaIytlea! ana IytIt that preceded the design and assembly of the 

entire four-stage system. Tettt were conducted to datertiine the 

variations between component performance end complete system perfor 
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anc«. Th« parafflstsr» of main intarsst *mrm  po««r amplifiar operating 

pr«tftur« and »yst«« output thrutt racovary. Tha procadura uaad in 

fha »acx>nd tatt sarlat «as a« follows. 

T£ST II (fig. 7, 6) 

(1) Subsyttam supply prassura «as prasat. 

(2) Solanoid actuator valvas R and L »ara aitarnataly 

eye I ad at approxlntataly I eps. 

(3) Powar arapllflar supply prassura P4 «as appliad at a 

rata of 29 psi/sae. 

(4) Output thrust vas raeordad as a function of p4. 

(9) Maximum actuator control flo« Qc «as maasurad. 

TEST II RESULTS 

Tast II showad that tha po«ar a«ipllflar oparatlng prassura 

ranga «as 200 to 800 pslg. Whan tha po«ar ampllflar «as oparatlng 

at a prassura of 700 psig, a systam flo« gain (dafinad as tha ratio 

of tha po«ar ampllfiar flo« rata to tha oscillator control flo« rata) 

ot   13,000 «as aehlavad. 

TEST III (fig. 7. 9) 

(1) Tha subsystam lo« prassura supply Una «as ramovad. 

Undar this oondltlor., tha supply air flo« to tha sut>- 

systam «as antratnad dlractly fro« tha atmosphara. 

(2) Staps 2 through 9 i tast tl «ara rapaatad. 

TEST III RESULTS 

This axparimant »aft parformad to damonstrata tha faaslblllty of 

ooarntlrxj tna subsystam «Ithout an auxiliary po«ar supply. Tha ra- 
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FIGURE 7     SCHEMATIC VIEW OF TOT   SET UP   FOR   TESTS 2, 3 AND 4 

TEST  COKJD.TION3 AND  DATA 

j  TEST NO ^•P»IA Km P«M.* 
PS.u. ^'f 

P*k "y^ F«i»f 1    ^tUlf ACTUATOR 1 

1      e 147 14.7 \4.f 147 0-700 14 7 14.7 40-iO 40-90 •01.. VALVE | 

1      * »4.7 94.7 94.7 94.7 0-000 «4.7 14.7 0-40 0-40 90L VALVtl 

1       4 »4.7 »4.7 94.7  ' 947 440 147 14.7 o-co 0-40 Ntioie VML] 
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tultt indicate that this m** of operation It fOMlbl«, but tho 

llaltod »rownt of ontralnod air «nd th« «»toclatod protturo drop* 

through tho tubtytto« rodwcod tho povor onpllflor oporttlng pros- 

turo rongo to VX) to 600 p»lg. Mlth largor pottogot In tho tub- 

tyttoa, It tppotrt that thlt rongo could bo oxtondod. 

TEST IV (fig. 7, 10) 

(1) Subtyttan lew prottura tupply «at protot. 

(2) Poaor aopllflar prottura «at protot. 

(3) Control protturo to tha otclllator «at varlad by laoont 

of noodla valvot. 

(4) Tho dlfforontlal prottura oxlttlng In tho otclllator 

coot no •» «at «aaturod. 

(9) Tha otclllator control flow «at «aaturad at tyttaai mm*\mm 

thrutt output. 

(6) Nat output thrutt «at «aaturad. 

TEST IV RESULTS 

Thlt tatt tarlat «at conductad to dataralna tha llnaar oparatlng 

ragiaat of tho tour-ttaga aaipllflar. Slnca thata raglaat ara da- 

pand^it upon varlout conblnatlont of tubtyttaa and poaor aopMfiar 

pratturat, only a typical curvo of dlfforontlal control prottura 

vortut nat output thrutt It protontod In flguro 10. Thlt curva #at 

ganaratad utlng a tubtyttaM po«ar Jat prattura of 40 ptlg and a po«or 

aapliflor prattura of 6M ptlg. Tho ratulti of this tott Indicated 
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that th« «ntlr* unit «at not balancad and ü d not par form In a linaar 

mannar. By corractly balancing tha ampllflar or forcing tha curva 

through zaro, it It pottibia to incraata tha gain and tha linaar 

oparating ranga of tha yttam (raf. 4). Furthar tattt ara nacattary 

to datamlna «hathar tha larga ttap in tha curva It an Inharant 

charactarlttic of tha a«plifiar or «at cautad by powar Jat mitallgn- 

want, dirt in tha tubtyttam, a machining arror, or tona othar com- 

bination of atymmatrlat. Tha curva alto indlcatat that It it pottibia 

to obtain a thrutt output that It proportional to tha Input tignal. 

6. CONCLUSION 

Tha ratuitt of thit tatting danonttrata that loa prattura and tupar- 

tonlc alamantt may ba cascadad to obtain high Mow and powar gaint. 

Although tha subsystem and powar ampllflar oparatad ovar a wida 

ranga of powar jat pratturat, 40 ptig for tha tubtyttam and 690 ptig 

for tha powar ampllflar taamad to provlda tha mott datlrabla rntultt. 

Tha tubtyttam tandad to raduca tna gain of tha powa^ amnliflar but 

did not appreciably changa Itt ovarall oparating characterittlet. 

Thraa important conclusion» may ba drawn from thata tattt: 

(1) Digital operation wat achieved over a wide operating 

ran^e of the power amplifier (200-800 ptig). 

(2) An output thrutt wat obtained that wat proportional 

to the input control tignal. 

(3) It «at pottibia to operate the antI re tyttem uting 

atmotpharlc prattura to tupply the tubtyttem. 
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TtoM rMult« «r« not oontl )«r«j optlwin but »r* Infmn&mö to 

iliwttroto tho fMtlblKty »nd rtoptoftilltY of tho fovr-ttogo 

Mpllflor.    Purthor work  It wdtd to  l«provo th« llnoority and gain 

of tHo tytton. 
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A SECOND GENERATION OF FLUID SYSTEM APPLICATIONS 

During the past three years, Pure Fluid Systems have progressed 
to tha fabrication of integrated controls and some operational experience 
has been accumulated.   These controls are more than breadboard samples; 
they have been built for specific applications.   The manner of their 
execution is the result of an evolution.   The first step in this evolution 
was to select applications which, on the surface at least, were com- 
patible with Fluid Systems.   Secondly, we would like to believe that the 
evolution represents a collective best Judgment at each step.   Each 
development approach is the result of a consideration of the best way. 

The objective of this paper is to review some applications which 
represent the average or mean rather than the extremes (what is being 
done rather than what might be done) in an attempt to divine the future 
complexion of Fluid Systems.   We have selected five of these middle- 
of-the-road applications.   We think they cover a fair sampling of 
present day work and, therefore, are suitable to deduce some general 
characteristics of the applications of Fluid Systems.   These five selec- 
tions are:   1)   a boiler control system;   2)   a speed control;   3)  a 
pressure discriminator for process control;   4)   a course control for a 
torpedo;   and S)  an automatic sequencing control system.   For each of 
these we will describe the i>asic function of the control and point out 
some of the salient features of the end item hardware. 

BOILER CONTROL 

The application of Pure Fluid Systems to boiler control seems 
natural because of the compatability of the input and output signals 
with fluid computation.    Boilers are currently operated by pneumatic 
systems, the air is available, the sensors and various parts of the 
loop are pneumatic, and the output actuators are pneumatically driven. 

The boiler control regulates the air, fuel, and water to the 
boiler to maintain steam pressure (which is the reference signal) and 
boiler drum water level.   Measurements of the airflow, w& er flow, 
water level, steam flow and fuel flow are feedback signals.   This sys- 
tem is shown in block paragraph form in Figure 1.   There are four 
major blocks.   The first function of the control system is to sum the 
feedback signals arx; provide the desired attenuation and gain.   The 
second major blocks dre the airflow controller, the minimum signal 
selector for the fuel signal, the fuel controller and the water flow 

The information contained in this paper is derived in part from the following 
contracts:   Boiler Control, BuShips, Contract No. Nobs 88625; Speed Control, 
ONR, Nonr 4033(00); Torpedo Control, BuWeps, Now 65-0252f; V/STOL Study, 
U. S. Army Aviation Materiel Labs. , DA 44-177-AMC-202 (T). 
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controller.    With the exception of the minimum signal selector,  the 
control  pu'jcircuits  are relatively  straightforward.     Due to the 
slow response of the airflow loop during transients, the fuel flow must 
be  limited to prevent the  occurrence of a fuel-rich mixture.     The  mini- 
mum signal selector causes fuel flow to follow the demand established 
by steam flow and steam  pressure error    or the airflow feedback  signal, 
whichever is the smaller.   The four malor circuits are shown In Figure 2. 

Without considering any of the major subclrcults in any detail. 
It is interesting to note that the number of elements and tM size of 
the circuit plates are very similar.    The units  have seven or eight 
elements and each Is constructed with elements of   .040-lnch depth. 
The circuit plates are approximately  S inches  by 9 inches.    In each 
rase the circuit has with It an associated manifold and adjustable 
biasing restrictions.   The circuits  shown are of cast epoxy.     Develop- 
ment work was performed using Optiform.    The cast epoxy circuits 
provide long-term stability. 

It Is Important to note that each of these modules  provides a 
function.    The breakdown is not dictated by the size of the plates« 
manufacturing restrictions,  or a desire to Implement a clrcu't from 
standard strips of amplifiers.    Each of these are put together to ful- 
fill a function. 

Figure  3 is a schematic and silhouette of the minimum  signal 
selector.    The operation of this circuit is as follows:    The two pri- 
mary input signals are from the airflow feedback  signal and the 
demand signal circuit...    The function of the  selector Is to determine 
which is the minimum signal.    Each input is divided,    one being 
transmitted to the pover input of an OR gate and the other to the 
input of a two-stage analog amplifier.    The input  signal to the am- 
plifier shown in the lower portion of the figure is the difference 
between these two signals.    The output drives a flip flop.    The maxi- 
mum signal determines which side the output of the flip flop is on 
and drives the switch with the maximum signal to the off position. 
The maximum signal selector,  therefore,   sees only the minJmum input 
signal.    This iignal is transmitted to the output two stage amplifier 
to bring the circuit to the desired gain;    in this case,  one.    In 
addition to demonstrating the Interplay of both analog and digital 
elements the circuit displays the use of a completely not-standard 
element,  the maximum signal selector.     Fluid circuits offer a great 
opportunity for special purpose elements for functions that would nor- 
mally,  in electronic equipment,  be made up of an assembly of  standard 
elements.    This is a growing trend. 
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Another application worthy of note Is the speed control which was 
demonstrated In breadboard form some time ago but which promises to 
find an application in the near future.     This control Is  shown In  schematic 
form together with the fluid circuit silhouettes In Figure 4.    This  governor 
functloi s by measuring the difference In frequency between a tuning fork 
reference,  which Is  set at approximately 840 cycles  per second, and a 
shaft speed frequency measurement made by interrupting a Jet stream. 
The shaft speed  signal Is normally 800 cycles per second.    This difference 
frequency Is subsequently demodulated and passes through a    stabilizing 
lead-lag network to drive the output actuator.    In the figure the  size of 
the elements Is about half of the actual  size in the demonstration model. 
There are two basic circuit elements,  a  frequency subtracter,utt ich Is a 
two-element clrcult,and the d.*orlmlnator and  stabilizing networn,which 
was made in a 9 x 12 circuit plate comprising 11 elements. 

Note that the division of these circuit plates Is on a functional 
basis.    The frequency subtracter,   located  near the speed measurement, 
provides the function summation and the larger plate provides the demodu- 
lation and stabilization network.     The circuit plate has an associated 
manifold, tanks and lines to provide necessary time constants.     In many 
of the analog circuits,   the required tank volumes are not compatible with 
the size of the circuit plate and are,   therefore,  executed externally. 

PRESSURE DISCRIMINATOR 

A good example of an application for fluid systems in process 
control Is the amplifying and discriminator circuitry sLown In Figure 5. 
The function of this  Pressure Band Gate Is to amplify an air gage, or 
other process measurement,  to the normal  3 to IS psl band   used In cur- 
rent recorders,  and  In addition to provide a  signal when the process  is 
beyond tolerance.    In this case the tolerance band can be adjusted to 
+  .2 psl,  referred to the 3 to 15 psl range,  or up to 6 psl band width. 
In most cases the output of this will be used In the controller or the 
band  signal will be used to stop a process or give a warning signal that 
the system Is not functioning properly.    Note that the Input signal Is 
the fluid being used in the computer, which is air, and that the output is 
a  pneumatic signal driving a pneumatic controller of a  pneumatic actuator. 

The circuit element», both digital and analog, are  .015  inches 
deep.     The circuit plate was about 2x4  inches and contains  10 ele- 
ments,   5 of which are digital and  5 analog.     The circuit is injection 
molded.     Most of the difficulties and cost of this device are associated 
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with the manifold.     This observation dictates a trend to Incorporate more 
of the manifold functions,   such as  fixed restrictions. In the circuit plate. 

TORPEDO COURSE CONTROL 

The fourth application Is a torpedo course control  system based 
on the vortex rate  sensor.     The rate  sensor  provides two pressure out- 
puts which are both above ambient pressure level and which vary In 
opposite direction as a  function of rate of turn.     The Integration of this 
signal  is  provided  by convertlnn these  pressures to comparat. ,• frequencies 
and then maintaining a  continuous  totaling of the number of cycles from 
each output during  the run.     The difference In total count is a function of 
the course error. 

The basic circuitry,  Figure 6 ,   shows the rate sensor,   the two 
pressure controlled oscillators,  which convert the signals to frequencies, 
and the two counter strings with conversion networks.    These counter 
strings are shown  schematically in Figure   7   .     The Integration function 
is provided in two  steps.    The first circuit provides an analog signal 
proportional to the deviation in the total number of counts in the first 
four stages.     The final three stagos are handled by a  more coarse tech- 
nique hy simply recognizing which counter string Is ahead of the other 
and providing a  saturating signal when this occurs.    Therefore, if   the 
count is less than 16, the circuit gives a  proportional control  signal and 
if the counter ^rror exceeds 16,  a saturating  signal will maintain a 
constant output until this error is reduced.     Notice that the torpedo con- 
trol system desires to run at a zero count error so that normally only a 
minor count difference will exist.    Also the process of c he aging course 
is provided by inducing error count into one of the counter   strips. 

The course control system Is  shown in Figure  8 on the rate 
table with an oscilloscope display of the PCO outputs.    The course 
system Includes:     a fan and plenum to  supply pre  sure to the rate 
sensor and circuitry;    the rate  sensor:     pressure-controlled oscillators; 
oscillation output amplifiers;    and three circuit assemblies.    The 
circuit assemblies are:    (1)    the four.bit network with analog output; 
(2)    the two-bit count circuit to distinguish if the count error exceeds 
32;   and (3)    a reset circuit. 

The first two circuits.  Figure   9    ,  are composed of four circuit 
plates mounted back to back on two manifolds.    This back-to-back 
arrangement Is appropriate because the  subtraction function requires a 
stage by stage comparison.    An example is the four-stage count circuit 
shown in Figure   10   .    The circuit plates are mirror images with inter- 
connections through tne manifold as Indicated in the figure by common 
letters. 
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Each circuit of this  pair is approximately 4 by 7 inches, and has 
a complement of  seven  .040 Inch elements and the passive adder circuit. 
The material is a metal-filled epoxy.    The second circuit is a pair of 
plates of about the same  size assembled in the  same manner.    These 
two circuits are not symmetrical pairs.    One has nine elements and the 
other eight.    The third circuit,  the reset function,   has a  single circuit 
plate and manifold.    The circuit is  4 indies by 6 inches and has  7 
elements. 

These circuits are divided by function.     For example,  the first 
module and the thud module can be used together to provide a useful 
combination. 

It is notable that the circuit,  exclusive of the reset function 
could be combined on a single manifold using two circuit boards.    The 
circuit,   however,  was divided to isolate the development  problem and 
test procedures. 

AUTOMATIC SEQUENCING SYSTEM 

The function of this control system is to provide the logic for 
proper manipulation of a storage process.    This  system is not character- 
ized by functional blocks.    It  is a  long train of interconnecting logic 
sequence to prevent Improper manipulations.     More than 100 logic func- 
tions are involved in this control.     The subdivisions were defined by 
categorizing modules that appeared repetitively and which have outputs 
in useful positions  so that stacks of modules can be interconnected 
easily.     The  assembly is  shown in  Figuie   U • 

The  six basic modules defined in this  sequencino system are 
shown in Figure    12   •      These modules are 6x9 Inche.   and have 
circuit elements of   .040 inch.    A module and an assembl.   with manifold 
• re shown in Figure 13.        In the  upper left the  module  is   shown from 
.ne manifold side,and at the right from the circuit side. Having the in- 
puts and outputs as shown allows  simple   interconnecting with the modules 
staggered as  shown In Figure   11 

The circuit modules in this example were dictated by a desire 
to standardize rather than incorporate all the logic for a  particular func- 
tion.    Some of the modules appear to have general application. 
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THE OPPORTUNITY FOR FLUID SYSTEMS 

Intuitively It appears that Fluid Systems offer potential improve- 
ments in size, weight, reliability and cost.   Generally we see im- 
provements In all these areas, although it depends on the specific 
application particularly when considering a one-for-one substitution for 
conventional pneumatic controllers or conventional transistorized elec- 
tronic equipment.   The most prominent potential improvements are in 
reliability and in cost reduction of systems where it is advantaoecus to 
compute in tht working fluid. 

An example which we have studied quit-  exhaustively was that 
of a control system for a helicopter or short take-off and landing 
aircraft.   This control system, shown in block diagram form in Figure 14 
is made up of a short period stabilization system, which we expect 
will be hydraulic, and a long period attitude control, which will 
probably be pneumatic.   The study indicates a comparison in weight, 
power and reliability shown in Figure 15.   The values are given for a 
hypothetical Pure Fluid System and an operational electronic system.    It 
should be recognized, of course, that these figures for the Fluid System 
represent today's state of the art.   First we note that the numbers are 
very similar in weight and power.    However, reliability appears to be 
much better for the Pure Fluid System.   The table of Figure 16 shows 
that the apparent reliability of Fluid Systems may be limited by the 
reliability of the actuator Itself. 

At the present time there is really not enough evidence to completely 
define the reliability of Fluid Systems.   At Bowles Engineering we have 
accumulated approximately 30,000 hours of recorded test time after burn-in. 
What we have noticed in our con putations is that the reliability of Fluid 
Systems will be significantly affected by the connections much more so 
than by the fluid circuit.   This prompts us to consider the reliability on the 
basis of the connections rather than on the basis of the fluid elements 
themselves.   For example, the potential reliability from FN.d Systems has 
been related to that of a gasketed assembly which has be ,\ shown to have 
failure rates on the order of .03 per million hours of operation.    This 
reflects a failure mode due to leakage which we believe will be the primary 
type of failure.   On the other hand aata collected for hydraulic lines 
indicates, in the most optimistic cases, . S9 failures per million hours 
for the hose alone.   Failure rates for fittings have comparable values. 
This results in a possible failure rate of 1.5 per million hours in 
aircraft use.   Although these figures may not be strictly applicable, it 
is apparent that Integrated circuitry will be the trend in improving 
reliability. 
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What of failure induced by wear-out or performance degradation? 
We don't know of ary wear-outs except under high stress conditions. 

What of cost reduction?    It is too early to be specific.    At the 
present time there are many conflicting exan.ples.    A one-for-one sub- 
stitution for pneumatic controllers does not show a major reduction In 
price.    The cost,  however,   is not in the fluid circuit;   it   is in    he 
manifold and adjustments.    For cost reduction we look to applications 
that eliminate the need to translate fluid information to electrical signals 
and vice versa. 

CONCLUSIONS 

We believe that Integrated circuits,  grouped on a functional 
basis    will be the trend in Pure Fluid Systems.    It appears that many 
functions are performed with approximatelv 10 elements.    If we assume 
that gar» circuits will use elements of   .015-inch depths    ana an aspect 
ratio of  2,  which seem» to be the most desirable  size,     the circuit 
plates will be about 3 inches by 4 1/2 inches. 

Reliability considerations will induce the designer to Incorporate 
the maximum number of Interconnections in the module.    Cost consid- 
erations will tend to increase the functions  provided by the circuit 
plate. 

Overall,  the major contributions of fluid circuits will be in 
applications which eliminate the need to translate information from one 
medium to another. 
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Fig.2.     Boiler control,  four major circuit assemblies 
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Fig.4  .  Speed control, circuit silhouette and schematic diagram 
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Fig.5. Amplifier and pressure level discriminator,circuit 
plate and manifold assembly 
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Fig.8. Course control system; fan, rate sensor and circuitry. 
Oscilloscope trace shows outputs of pressure controlled 
oscillators 
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Fig.   9-  Course control system;    circuit assembly 
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Fig.  10.    Course control,  counter circuit silhouette 
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Fig. 11.  Sequence control assembly 
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Fig.   12. Sequence control,   silhouettes  of circuit modules 
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Fig.  13.     Sequence control module assembly  showing front view,  rear 
view and a representative circuit board 
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PURE FLUID VERSUS ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS 
NON REDUNDANT SINGLE AXIS 

Pure 
Fluid 

System* 
Electronic 

System 

Ratio of 
Pure Fluid to 

Electronic System 

Weight (pounds) 

Inner Loop (10.1) 8.6 Uli 

Outer Loop (17.25) 13.3 1.30 

Total (27.35) 21.9 1.2S 

Power (watts) 

Inner Loop (690) 470 1.47 

Outer Loop 100 (185) 0.S4 

Total (790) 655 1.20 

Reliability 

Inner Loop .9999 (.9956) • 

Outer Loop .9990 (.9890) 

Maintainability (hours/ 
hour of operation) 

Total 
Less Than 

0.1 

Greater 
Than 

(0.1 to 0.2) 

Fig.  15 .    Aircraft control system,  comparison of a pure fluid 
control and an electronic  system 
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STABILITY AUGMENTATION SYSTEM FAILURE RATE 
COMPARISON 

Computing/Sensing 

Actuation 

TOTAL 

Electronic System 

(2161) 

39 

(2200) 

Pure Fluid 
System 

25 

39 

64 

Fig.   16.    Aircraft control system,   reliability comparison of a 
pure fluid system and electronic system 
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ABSTRACT 

Tills  paper describes  a pneumatic  Absolute  Pressure Ratio Computer 
with no moving parts   (fluid state).     It covers the concept and design 
of the components and circuits  and includes an evaluation of  the  re- 
sulting demonstration system.     The performance of the breadboard Fluid 
State Ratio Computer  firmly establishes the  feasibility of the concept. 
It demonstrates  that  sophisticated analog computing components can be 
developed   to operate  on fluid-state variables.     It also  illustrates 
that  complex fluid state  components can be  interconnected into a useful 
system by means  of straight-forward analytical  techniques. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

The purpose of this paper is to describe a pneumatic computer 
with no moving parts developed by the Astromechanlcs Research Division 
of Glannlnl Controls Corporation for the computation of the ratio of 
two absolute pressures (or flows).  An operating demonstration Computer 
has been assembled successfully and recently delivered to the Air Force. 

Several attempts had previously been made elsewhere to detect 
or compute the ratio of two absolute pressures with fluid state devices . 
without success.  A more promising approach was made possible by the 
development by Glannlnl of new analog computing components, that is, 
the computation of ratios by straight-forward mathematical processes. 
Recognizing the potential for .«uch a system in the computation of air 
data and the feedback control of jet engines, the Air Force Flight 
Dynamics Laboratory provided support for initial development of a demon- 
stration computer, under Contract AF 33(615)-1534. Mr. Harry Snowball 
was the Air Force Project Officer. 

1.2 Objectives 

The functional requirements of the Fluid State Ratio Computer 
were 1) it should accept two variable absolute pressures, 2) compute 
the ratio of the absolute pressures, and 3) deliver an output propor- 
tional to the ratio at a power level adequate to drive instrumentation 
and be amplified with fluid state devices to any higher level. 

2. SYSTEM DESIGN GOALS 

2.1  Mach Sensor Requirements 

The application which was selected to demonstrate the feasi- 
bility of a Fluid State Ratio Computer was Mach number sensing in a 
supersonic transport aircraft.  The system was designed to accept static 
pressure and total pressure from conventional probes and compute the 
ratio of absolute pressures. As shown in Figure 1 this ratio can be 
converted to a signal directly proportional to Mach number through a 
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fluid state function generator, if so desired.  The output can be used 
In pilot displays, air data computers, and engine controls. 

2.2 Operating Envelope 

The application selected defines an operating envelope for the 
Fluid State Ratio Computer as shown by the crosshatched outline In Fig- 
ure 2.  It Is bounded by altitudes of 5000 and 57,000 feet, pltot pres- 
sures of 25 and 50 Inches of mercury and Mach numbers of 1.0 and 3.0. 
The dotted envelope Is typical for cruise operation of a supersonic 
transport.  This Illustrates that the choice of operating envelope Is 
a realistic and representative one. 

2.3 Dynamic Range of Variables 

With reference to the operating envelope shown in Figure 2, 
the dynamic range of the variables (ratio of maximum to minimum) accom- 
modated in the demonstration Fluid State Ratio Computer are defined as 
follows: 

Variable Absolute Range        Dynamic Range 

Static Pressure P      2.4 to 24 in Hg 1 to 10 o 
Total  Pressure P 25  to 50 in Hg 1  to 2 

c 

Pressure Ratio P /Pk   0.083 to 0.53 1 to 6.4 
o t 

2.4 Performance Goals 

Although no requirements for performance were specified for 
the demonstration system, goals were defined at an early stage of devel- 
opment to serve as design guides.  For the demonstration system these 
goals were 1) static accuracy better than 57,   and 2) transient response 
less than 1 second. 

3.   RATIO COMPUTER DEVELOPHDT 

3.1 System Design 

A block diagram of the Fluid State Ratio Computer is shown in 
Figure 3.  Note that the computation is simple and straight-forward, 
employing two key fluid state components: a function generator and a 
multiplier. 

Total pressure P  from the pltot probe enters the Computer 
through a passive network which conditions the signal for the next stage. 
The resulting signal representing Pt is .ed to a fluid state function 
generator, progranned to compute the function y = 1/x.  A signal con- 
taining  1/P.  appears at the output of ehe function generator and is 
applied to one Input of a fluid state multiplier.  Static pmssure P 
from a static probe enters the Computer through a passive network which 
conditions the signal for further computation. The resulting signal 
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is fed to a linear amplifier. The output Is an amplified signal propor- 
tional to the ratio of the absolute pressures P /P . r o t 

The circuit diagram of the Fluid State Ratio Computer is shown 
in Figure 4.  The circuit is laid out to correspond to the block dia- 
gram of Figure 3, The entire network is powered by air supplied at 
approximately 22 psia. The return is common to all units in the com- 
puter and if; to be regulated at (or slightly above) sea level atmos- 
pheric pressure, 14.7 psia. 

Total pressure P  detected with a pitot tube erters the 
Computer diagram at the upper left side. It is biased to the proper 
level by a network of linear restrictors and the resulting signal sent 
to a fluid state Function Generator (Inverter). The Inverter cor -ites 
the function y • k/x and so the output is a pneumatic signal prcpor- 
tional to 1/P . This signal is properly biased by the addition of a 
fixed flow from the supply and applied to one input of a two-variable 
fluid state Multiplier. 

Static pressure P  enters at the lower left of the circuit 
diagram of Figure A. It is properly biased in a specially designed 
non-choking network of passive restrictors and the resulting signal fed 
to a fluid state Subtracter.  In the Subtracter, the signal representing 
P  is subtracted from a constant, so the output varies in proportion 
to -P  (note that the sign change is only nemssary to satisfy the 
Input requirements of the Multiplier). The Subtracter output is then 
biased and ed to the second input of the Multiplier.  The Multiplier 
continuously computes the product of the absolute value of the two 
inputs,  1/P  and P ,  '.o deliver an output pressure which contains 
a signal proportional to the product,  P /P . 

3.2 Component Development 

To implement the Ratio Computer network shown in Figure A, it 
was necessary to accomplish three significant advances in the state of 
the art, the development of 1) a non-choking restrictor network,  2) 
a fluid state function generator and 3) a fluid state multiplier of 
two variables. 

3.2.1.  Non-Choking Restrictor Network 

The input network for static pressure P  must raise 
the signal to a level compatible with the Subtracter.  This is a dif- 
ficult problem considering the fact that the Subtracter operates above 
15 psia and the static pressure can go as low as 1.2 psia.  Because of 
the high ratio of absolute pressures, choking is certain to occur in 
any of the passages between the two.  Choking is a phenomenon wherein, 
if the downstream absolute pressure is less than half the upstream pres- 
sure, and if the downstream pressure is reduced, the flow will net in- 
crease.  If this cor.iition were to occur in the static pressure -Input 
lines, it would be impossible to detect a change in P .  The problem 
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was solved in an extremely straight-forward manner, simply by breaking 
up the restrictors in the static pressure network so that the absolute 
pressure ratio across any one section never reaches the critical number 
for choked flow. 

3.2.2 Fluid State Function Generator Converter) 

A fluid state component is required to compute the 
reciprocal of the variable pressure  P ;  that is, generate the analog 
function y ■ K/x.  In the course of trie project a number of experi- 
mental devices were developed to do this successfully.  The design 
selected for the demonstration Ratio Computer is the ultimate in sim- 
plicity.  It employs two impinging jets which, in combination with 
proper wall shaping and receiver placement, is capable of generating 
the hyperbolic function  (y ■ K/x)  (shown in figure 5) over a wide 
dynamic range. 

3.2.3 Fluid State Multiplier of Two Variables 

The Ratio Computer also requires a component fur 
multiplying two variables in the fluid state.  Note that an ordinary 
amplifier multiplies one variable times a constant; that Is  P  * 
K r.  as shown in Figure 6(a).  The constant is the amplifier gain. 
It the gain can be changed by means of a second variable then  P * 
K9P P. .  Thus a multiplier is simply a controlled gain amplifier with 
a family of characteristics shown in Figure 6(b).  The multiplier de- 
veloped for this project is basically a Double Leg Elbow Amplifier 
modified for controlled gain and closed-vent operation.  Late in the 
development program, a second nviltiplier was developed of radically 
simplified configuration but it was too late for application in the 
demonstration system.  Hovever, the work resulted in a simplified, 
smaller and more powerful unit. 

3.2.^ Linear Restrictors 

In addition to these more interesting accomplishments 
we were also faced with the mundane problem of building linear restric- 
tors. Linear restrictors are required at many places in the Ratio 
Computer network (see Figure A) to convert pressures to flows (and 
vice-versa) without changing scale factors.  Because of the wide and 
unusual range of sizes required, it was necessary to develop our own 
techniques for fabricating linear restrictors to satisfy the immediate 
requirements of the Ratio Computer program.  As a result the linear 
restrictors in the breadboard Computer are constructed as follows. 

Baeic stock is a quantity of 4-inch lengths of 10-mil 
ID stainless steel hypodermic tubing.  This length is sufficient to 
drop nearly 10 psi with laminar flow (that is, the resistance is con- 
stant up to nearly 10 psi).  The proper number of A-inch tubes is 
selected to give the necessary resistance, they are bundled together 
and spirally wrapped with black vinyl electrical tape.  The end connect 
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sections are formed by choosing vinyl plastic tubing with an ID which 
requires some stretching to slip It onto the end of the tube bundle 
and over the tape. 

Linear restrlctors used In the Ratio Computer circuit 
range from 0.175 pal oer mllllpound per second (psl/mlb/sec) requiring 
613 tubes to 45 psl/mlb/sec requiring only 9 tubes. 

3.3 System Integration 

In system Integration, the fullest advantage was taken of the 
most advanced analytical and graphical matching techniques.  For example 
Input characteristics, transfer characteristics, and output character- 
istics were recorded for each circuit.  In this way each one could be 
designed for proper matching with those connected to it.  As a result 
of this approach It was possible to avoid the cut and try approach and 
achieve ratio computation the first time the system was connected 
together. 

The demonstration Fluid State Ratio Computer is shown in Fig- 
ure 7. The system is laid out exactly as the circuit diagram of Fig- 
ure 4 for ease in tracing the flow of information and in Identifying 
components.  It is enclosed in a suitcase-sized Plexiglass case for 
ease in handling.  It should be obvious that there was no attempt to 
minimize .".he size. 

The Computer is f itt.d with its own input and output meters 
so it is a completely self-contained demonstrator. After this photo 
was made, the meter scales vere altered to reau Inputs in absolute 
pressure units end  outputs in pressure ratio as well as Mach number. 

«.  RATIO COMPUTER PERFORMANCE 

4.1 Ideal Performance Curves 

Prior to evaluating the performance of the breadboard Fluid 
State Ratio Computer, it is Clrtt necessary to generate a set of ideal 
performance characteristics. 

Ideally, the Ratio Computer is an analog divider of two 
variables, i'      and P . It is dividing static pressure P  by total tO w r Q    ^ 
pressure P .  Thus, tne output pressure Is to be proportional to 
P /P  and its performance can be described by a set of curves as 
snown, Figure 8.  In this csse we have chosen to plot the output as a 
function of P  with P  as the parameter. Then for a given value 
of P  the output is K?/pt;  that is, the curve Is a hyperbola. Note 
that when P  Is doubled, the output must decrease to half its initial 
value. If P  is fixed and P  varied, the output is K.P ;  that is, 
the output Increases linearly with  P .  Note that when P 0ls doubled 
the output increases to twice the Initial value. Thus we may generate 
the characteristics of an ideal Ratio Computer as a family of hyperbolae. 
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each curve separated by a distance proportional to Its value (equ lly 
spaced) as shown in Figure 8. 

The breadboard Fluid Stat«» Ratio Computer is designed to 
operate within the envelope illustrated in Figure 2.  The resulting 
limits imposed on the variables are superimposed on the ideal character- 
istic in Figure 8. 

A.2 Actual Performance Curves 

The performance of the breadboard Fluid State Ratio Computer 
illustrated in Figure 7 is shown in Figure 9 for direct comparison with 
the ideal curves in Figure 8.  Not*? that over the major portion of the 
operating envelope the Fluid State Ratio Computer is calculating the 
ratio of two absolute pressures within a few percent.  However as 
either input pressure approaches the lower end of its range, the accura- 
cy of the computation decreases.  As described later these errors are 
primarily due to nonlinearities in the input networks because of the 
wide variation in air density.  In future designs, suitable compensa- 
tion will be included to eliminate these errors. 

4.3 Transient Response and Noise 

The delivered breadboard Fluid State Ratio Computer contains 
a "MAGNEHELIC" differential pressure indicator to provide a visual dis- 
play of the computed ratio.  With this meter in the system the dynamic 
respons«.' is inferior to that of the basic system alone as shown in the 
table below. 

TRANSIENT RESPONSE 

(Seconds to reach 63% of final value) 

Variable Without Meter 

P   
o 

P 0.2 

The basic system without the visual output indicator has a 
high (100:1 or better) signal to noise ratio over most of its operating 
envelope.  However, there are a few regions near the extremes where the 
ratio decreases to about 10:1. 

5.   PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 

5.1 Static Accuracy 

In Figure 10, we illustrate the static accuracy of the bread- 
board Fluid State Ratio Computer by two contours superimposed on the 
ideal charactpristics.  Note that the accuracy is vithin the 57, design 
goal over the major portion of the operating envelope.  At the lower 
extremes of total pressure and static pressure the errors are somewhat 

With Meter 

1 .6 
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greater.  In a region near the center of Figure 10 the errors are never 
higher thin 27,. 

The errors are priitarily due to nonllnearities in the passive 
input networks.  Because the impedance of the restrictors is inversely 
proportional to the average pressure, it increases rapidly as the static 
pressure input signal approaches 1 psi absolute  Since these are pre- 
dictable errors which can be compensated for, we estimate that the 
optimized design will have no more than 17. static error over the entire 
operating envelope. 

5.2 Transient Response and Noise 

The transient response of the Fluid State Ratio Computer with- 
out the output meter is 0.2 seconds.  This is far better than the orig- 
inal design goal of 1.0 seconds. 

The major time delays in the 0.2-second  response appear to 
be in the total pressure and static pressure input networks.  They are 
the result of the combination of very high netwtrk impedances (to min- 
imize input signal flow requirements) and volumes associated with the 
Function Generator and Subtractor.  These time delays can easily be 
reduced by designing for low volume between the input networks and the 
Subtractor and Function Generator.  Therefore we predict a response 
time of less tl an 0.01 second  in the optimized design. 

The most significant source of noise in «-he output signal is 
the Miltiplier.  Because of the low velocity of ti. air stream, the 
output contains some very low frequency components and therefore re- 
quires high-time-ronstant filtering.  In future designs using simpli- 
fied configurations and high velocity jets, the low frequency fluctua- 
tions can be eliminated.  On this basis we predict that the optimized 
design will have a signal-to-noise ratio better than 100 to 1 over the 
entire operating envelope. 

6.   CONCLUSIONS 

In summary, demonstration of the feasibility of the Fluid State 
Ratio Computer has been accomplished.  The performance of the bread- 
board Computer has met or exceeded most of its design goals.  Moreover, 
the demonstration system has pointed out areas where additional effort 
should be devoted to optimize the performance of future Fluid State 
Ratio Computers.  Therefore, it is a significant advance in the state 
of the technology of fluid state analog computation. 
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ABSTRACT 

An all pneumatic system developed recently at the Harry Diamond 
Labcratories exhibits a pressure cr flow output that is a function of 
the temperature of the gas In th« sensing system. 

Laboratcy tests from 21° to I20*C showed the d-c output level 
to be proportional to frequency over this range. The frequency, in 
turn,is proportional to the gas ♦emperature.  The differential output 
pressure change was about 130 millibars. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION 

The temperature-sensing pneumatic oscillator (ref I and 2) has 
been utilized to generate a system having a pressure or flow output 
that Is a function of temperature. 

The freguency output of the system as a function of temperature 
Is based on a difference In freguency of two pneumatic oscillators. 
The two oscillators are supplied air at the same temperature. The 
oscillators are similar In all respects except for temperature sensi- 
tivity; thus a difference freguency as a function of temperature Is 
generated as temperature varies. The signals from the oscillators are 
mixed to yield  sum and difterence freguencles. The derivation of 
the difference freguency is necessary to lower the freguency to the 
response capability of the digital logic components. The range Is 
approximately 100 cps for the unit described. 

The sum and difference freguencles from the mixer tie applied to 
an acoustic-to-pneumatic converter.  A pneumatic signal for  the pur- 
poses of this report is a signal that is not acoustic. The converter 
output is a pneumatic pulse, which has a repetition freguency iden- 
tical with the applied oscillator difference freguency. The pulses 
from the converter are operated on by the digital logic circuit to 
yield a pulse of constant amplitude eid duration, regardless of fre- 
guency. 

These pulses are integrated to obtain a "d-c level" of flow or 
pressure that is a function of freguency and, hence, temperature. 

This d-c level Is amplified by staging of proportional amplifiers. 
The amplified (d-c) output, o course, may be applied to a servovalve 
(or eguivalent device) to regulate fuel flow to an engine or to regulate 
exhaust area, etc. 

2.  DISCUSSION 

The components of the system m-  be classified functionally as: 
sensing, coupling, m' ■ting, acous^ic-to-pnejmatic conversion, digital 
logic function, and amplifying network. A diagram of the control 
system is shown in figure I. Addition of the components shown in 
phanfom (broken lines) would complete the control loop, 

2,1  Temperature Sens i ng 

Temperature is sensed as a freguency by two t^nperature-sensitive 
pneumatic oscillators (ref I, 2),  The freguency of the oscillators 
is necessarily above tho response capability of the digital logic 
devices; a single oscillator cannot be used, since an oscillator of 
low enough freguency would be extremely large. 
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The temperature then is sensed as a difference in frequency of 
the two oscillators. The difference in frequency of the oscillators 
as a function of temperature results from a difference in sensitivity. 
From reference I, the change in frequency with temperature over a 
temperature range ••  Is given for a particular oscillator by 

It can be seen from this expression that the sensitivity over 
a range AT is a function of the frequency f0 at reference tempera- 
ture T0. To achieve a difference In sensitivity, the oscillators 
were designed to oscillate at a difference of 35 cps at 2I0C, The 
cavity length required for each oscillator to produce Its assigned 
frequency was determined from 

1/2 
(>RT)  '* 

41 
(ref I) (2) 

where 

R = gas constant for gas of Interest 
T» ratio of specific heats 
t = cavity length 

The difference In frequency as a function of temperature is de- 
termined by 

KT ,/2(t2 -l,) 

f , - f2 »   (3) 
l,l2 

where 

f| ■ frequency of oscillator I 
f2 * frequency of oscillator 2 

K .  ^" 

and l|  and t-> are the lengths of the cavities of the oscillators. 
A general relationship between the frequencies of the oscillators 
and temperature Is shown in figure 2. 
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2.2 Coupler 

The coupler is shown in figure 3. This device "extracts" the 
oscillator signal (ac) from the combined signal (ac ♦ dc) out of the 
oscillator.  It is desirable to admit no d-c flow from the oscillator 
to the acoustic-to-pneumatic converter. This d-c flow, of course, 
would bias the converter and affect its output. The d-c flow extracted 
with the a-c signal was hardly measurable. The amplitude of the ex- 
tracted a-c signal was a function of the supply pressure to the con- 
verter.  For our case it was In the range of 10 to 30 percent of the 
amplitude of the signal from the oscillator. 

2.3 Mixer 

The mixer Is shown in figure 4.  Its purpose is to provide a 
region for mixing or adding the acoustic signals from the oscillators, 
to produce the difference freguency (fig. 2) on which the system func- 
tions. 

2.4 Converter 

The converter  (fig.   5)  converts the beat  frequency  from the mixer 
to a pneumatic signal of eguivalent   freguency.    This means that the 
converter generates pneumatic pulses at a  freguency  that   is a  function 
of  temperature as given   In eguation  (3). 

2.5 Freguency-to-Analog Conversion 

The freguency-to-analog conversion system (fig. 6) comprises two 
distinct parts: (I) the digital logic setup (two  digital amplifiers 
and a NOR unit), which puts out a pulse of constant duration and fixed 
amplitude for each input to the logic system, regardless of the fre- 
quency of the input pulses; (2) a tank to level out the pulses to a 
constant (d-c) flow and several stages of proportional amplification 
to increase the power of the d-c flow to a useable magnitude. 

The input, (I) In figure 6, consists of the oscillatory pneumatic 
signal from the conve-ter. The output of the first amplifier is a 
square wave with frequency equal to that of signal I. Signal 2 Is 
divided, with one signal (3) being utilized as the Input of a passive 
NOR element. The other part of signal 2 (shown in figure 6 as signal 
4).is used to control the second amplifier, which Is used to provide 
a delay.  The Output of the second amplifier (signal 5) is utilized as 
the control of the passive NOR element. Since this control should be 
of small ampl'tude, signal 4 Is made small by utilizing a large 
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ACOUSTIC-TO-PNEUMATIC CONVERTER 
FIGURE 5 
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Figure 6,     Frequency-to-analog conversion  syitetn. 
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retlttMC« «I tMm in figure 6. The tank smooths out the output of 
the passive NOR, resulting In a d-c siqnal whose amplitude depends 
on the frequency of signal I. 

The time difference between signal 5 and 5,f , Is constant, 
since it depends entirely on the time response of the second amplifier. 
The amplitude of signal 3 (designated A) is constant since it is a 
function of P*     (Input pressur« to the first amplifier) and the re- 
sistance as previously doscribej. Thus if f is the frequency of 
signal I, the d-c level from the tank will be ideally fAx . Attenua- 
tion and losses due to the passive NOR unit will result in a somewhat 
smaller signal, which is proportional to fAt. 

If T Is small, the magnitude of the d-c signal from the tank is 
small. Since a passive NOR unit is used, losses In pressure make A 
small also. Thus this d-c pressure is small. Therefore to utilize the 
the signal in an application where oower I*1 essential, stages of pro- 
nortlonal amplification are required. 

2.6 Amplifying Network 

As shown In figure I, the preset point Is located in the amplifying 
network. This preset point is the bias control of the first stage of 
proportional amplification. By adjusting this bias, control begins at 
a predetermined temperature, without affecting the difference freguency 
of the two osciIlators. 

3.  DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 

The proportional temperature control system was developed from 
components that were available at HDL and did not necessarily yield 
the optimum overalI system performance. Observation of the system 
performance indicated, however, which design considerations are more 
important in general. 

In a practical application of the system, the most important 
characteristics are:  system sensitivity, freguency resoonse, control 
ranqe and system outout. 

These are dependent on the individual components.  Sensitivity 
and control range are directly related; and both are governed by the 
maximum frequency response of the system. The effect of these charac- 
teristics on the system will become apparent from a separate discussion 
of each. 

3.I  System Sensitivity 

The system sensitivity is desiqnated as the change in difference 
frequency, f| - fp, with respect to chanqe in temperature. An Indi- 
cation of the effect of design variable manipulation on sensitivity 
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can be seen  from the relationship of design and operational   parameters 
in equation  (4). 

t (4) 

The sensitivity of a single oscillator at any temperature  Is 

3T     —1/2 

The system sensitivity is then the difference in the sensitivities 
of the two oscillators. 

df,       df2      Ka2  " V 
21.77^ 

UTi        ui o -7 

^f-^°     Tl/1 (6) 

It can be seen from equation (6) that the system sensitivity 
may be varied by manipulating I  and I..  It can be seen also that 
the sensitivity is inversely proportional to the one-half power of 
temperature, so the temperature range over which the system operates 
affects the sensitivity. 

The maximum sensitivity the system can utilize depends on the 
temperature range and the freguency response of the system. Since 
the frequency difference Increases with temperature, tfe sensitivity 
should be adjusted to accommodate the maximum temperature the system 
will experience. 

3.2 Freguency  Response 

The  freguency response of  the svstem is governed by  the response 
of  the digital   logic system.     The devices 4n this portion of the system 
are available wi+h 300-to-400 cps  response capability, 

5.3 Control   Range 

Given two oscillators of cavity length 1, and ly»   the control 
range can easily be determined from the eguation 
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TI/2    i/?.  Ml   C()  ,,„,.,, ]     (7) 

where T  is the maximum temperature to be controlled,  T0 Is the 
initial control temperature, (f| - *2^T     '

S
 
the Qi^**rence frequency 

at T, and  (f| - to)-,-  is the difference frequency at T0, These 
difference frequencTes0must be made compatible with system sensitivity 
and response requiremants. 

The controlled ranqe can be made extremoly broad by an aporopri- 
ate choice of i.  and t p»  Control of temperatures to well over 
l000oC Is feasible as can easily be shown by the use of equation (7). 

The preset poir.f can be utilized to reduce the maximum ranqe of 
control as was previously discussed,  'he lower temperature limit T0 
can be adjusted by adjusting this preset point, 

3.4 System Output 

The system output (pressure or flow) is determined by three 
major factors:  (I) the output of the acoustic-to-pneumatic converter; 
(2)  the characteristics if   the digital logic system; and (5) the gain 
of the stages of the proportional amplifying network. 

The output of the acoustic-to-pneumatic converter can be regulated 
by varying setback and splitter distance.  TK)ese can be adjusted to 
yield a maximum output for a given applied acoustic signal. Obviously, 
the separate units of the digital logic system and the amplifying network 
should also be adjusted for maximum gain, to increase system gain, 

4.  TEST RESULTS 

Laboratory tests were conducted to determine the practicability 
of a flu idle temperature control system and to compare experimental 
results with theoretical considerations. The tests were conducted to 
I200C using the system just described, 

figure 7 shows the frequency variation with temperature from 21° 

to I200C; ^| " ^2 '• ^he difference frequency of the two oscillators 
over the 'ame temperature range.  This difference frequency was also 
monitored by observinq the pulse frequency out of the diqital loqic 
system, i 
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Theoretically, t*>«  frequency of each oscillator can be determined 
using equation (2). I owever, experimental Iy, the frequency did not 
vary as the 0.5 power of temperature. Results show that the exponents 
were 0,553 and 0,537 for the hiqher frequency and lower frequency os- 
cillators, respectively. Theoretically, f( - fp at I200C should be 
38 cps, but because the osclllator with the hiqher exponent had the 
higher sensitivity, f| - f2 increased from 32 to 56 cps over the total 
range of temperatures tested. Exponents qreater than 0,5 are attributed 
to the circulatory flow in the oscillators, which results in a pulse 
speed greater than that given by equation (2), 

Figure 8 Is a plot of the differential pressure (blocked output) 
at the output of the last proportional amplifier as a function of the 
temperature. This difference pressure was nearly directly proportional 
to the difference frequency, 

Mdltlonal tests were conducted to determine the ranqe of operation 
of the converter. The results quoted are representative of one system 
tested.  The results varied with changes in impedance and input pressures. 
The resistance shown In figure 6 was adjusted to obtain the maximum 
analog output. Any variation in this resistance will reduce the output 
flow and pressure. 

Figure 9 shows oscilloscope traces of the acoustic beat Input and 
the digital system output. Reflections occur In the digital pulses as 
shown in the figure. 

Figure 10 is a plot of the differential pressure output of the 
last staqe of the four-stage proportional amplifier as a function of 
the difference frequency.  The output was linear from 30 to approxi- 
mately 95 cps. For beat frequencies above 95 cps, the diqital logic 
system skipped pulses, since the response of the digital units used was 
approximately 95 cps* Thus the output leveled off and then dropped as 
the input frequency was increased further. 
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Figure 9. Oscilloscope Traces. 
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5. CONCLUSIONS 

A proportional temperature control system has been assembled at 
HDL using fluidic loqic elements and proportional amplifiers.  The 
output of the system is a differential pressure that is a function of 
the temperature of the input qas to the oscillators. This no moving- 
mechanical -parts system is rugged and simple.  To maintain generality, 
no emphasis has been placed on the controlled mechanism.  The output 
could be utilized to perform a number of functions, such as controlling 
a hydraulic valve, a fuel valve, or reactor arm. 

The system tested was limited to a low (100-cps) frequency response. 
Since existing hardware.was utilized to build this system, no emphasis 
was rtaced on optimizing the individual units. This limitation would 
not exist if digital elements with high frequency response were utilized. 

As shown in eguation (6), the system sensitivity decreases with 
increasing temperature. This sensitivity can be increased significantly 
for a given control range by increasing f| - f2.  Another interesting 
phenomenon that increases the system sensitivity became apparent during 
the tests.  The temperature exponents given as 0.5 in equation (6^ were 
in fact not 0.5 but of sliqhtly hlqher value and were different for 
each oscillator.  As reported in section 4, one exponent was 0.553 and 
the other was 0.537.  If the higher exponent oscillator is used as f| 
(the higher frequency), the sensitivity is increased since the difference 
frequency Is greater than the theoretically calculated value.  Thus, 
as shown in figure 8, Ap as a function of temperature is nearly linear. 

The system should be tested to higher temperatures before the ex- 
ponents Can be determined accurately.  Te^ts should also be conducted 
to determi-^ the method by which these exponents can be manipulated. 

Another method that will enhance the sensitivity is the use of a 
constant frequency oscillator that may or may not be pneumatic. After 
having assumed a desired temperature range, (f| - f2)T 's chosen so 
hat the maximum (f| - f2)j - (fi - ^Tn can t>e 0D^a'ne<K Thus the 
sensitivity of the system will be the same as that of the temperature 
controlled oscillator. This, however, will limit the range of control, 
since, as stated previously, (f| - fp) cannot exceed 400 cps. 
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FLUID TIMER DEVELOPMENT 

S. B. Martin - SandLa Corporation 

B. R. Phillips - Univac, Diviaion of Sparry Rand Corporation 

INTRODUCTION 

A fluid tisar has baan dev«loped by UNIVAC, Division of Sparry 

Rand Corporation to tha specifications of Sandia Corporation. 

A pralialnary report of this development was presented at tha 

1964 Fluid Amplification  Synposiua. ^  Development has resultad 

in an intagratad aoduiar dasign which utilises no tubing inter- 

connections.  Major functional modules era aaaeablad to s combi- 

nation sunifold snd base plate which contains all chsnnals 

nacassary to interconnect tha modules.  This faatura Bakes pos- 

sible a compact unit with efficient space utilisation which ia 

environmentally ruggad.  Ibis timer was designed to operate 

from -6S*to -«-165*F and to meat typical shock and vibration re- 

quirements. 

A photograph of tha timer is shown in Figure 1.* A fluid- 

mechanical oscillator provides the time baaa.  All counting 

snd logic functions are performed by pure fluid digital clr- 

cuita. A total of 35 active elements and BS paaslva elements 

ere used.  The timer haa two variable-time channels which may 

be preset with e selector switch from 10 to 59 seconds In 1- 

aecond increments.  Four fixed-time outputs of 0.20, 0.82, 

1.00, end 1.37 seconds are also provided.  Output of the 

timer is the closure of normally open electricel contacta. 

At the time of aubmlttal of this paper, three units sre in 

varioua stages of assembly.  Compatibility of major sub- 

assemblies hes been esteblished, but final testing of tha 

complete components remains to be done. 

I "Development of Two Pure Fluid Timers," by G. V. Lessson 

and B. R. Phillips, Proceedings of the Fluid As^lifi- 

cetlon Symposium. Hay 1964, Vol. II, P.4BI, ff. 

*Flgures sppear on pages 279 through 287. 
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II.  LOGIC 

A digital Interval tla«r r«qulr«s « tla« baa« or frtquaocy source, 
a counter, • aochanlMi to •elect the desired tla«, a «ethod of 
• tertlnf the tlalng function, • decoder to determine when the 
desired tlae has elepsed. and an output device. 

The logic of the preaent fluid tl«er is baaed upon flip-flops, 
aapllfler-lnvertera, paaalve AMD gates, end paaalva Ot gatea. 
A block diagraa of the logic circuit ie ebown in Figure 2. 

The clock to provide the neceaaarj stable tlae beae la a fluid 
oaclllator aynchroolsed by a toralonal apring-maaa systea. The 
32-cps output of the clock drives e 12-stage binery counter. 
Bach atage of the binary counter ie designed to give en initiel 
"aero" output when power la applied.  Tlaing begins when power 
ia supplied to the unit.  Thus, Binary Counter (BC 1) will 
Initially turn to the "one" state et 1/32 second, BC 2 at I/I6 
second, BC 3 et I/B second, etc.  This ayatea ia followed 
through BC 9, which turns to the "one" etate et 8 seconds. 
However, BC 10 ie initielly turned to "one" et 10 seconds to 
ellow use of e setting switch with a unite end e tena aelector. 
A decede converter ia uaed to convert the pure binary nuaber to 
e binary-coded deciaal niaber. Baaically, the decade converter 
drives BC 7 at the normal 1/2-cpa rete of BC 6 until 8 seconds 
have elapaed.  Between 8 end 10 seconds, the decede converter 
drives BC 8 et 2 cpa.  Thus, the firet nine counter atagea are 
recycled every 10 seconds to provide the unite aignal. The 
lest three stegee, which initielly give outputs et 10, 20 and 
40 seconds respectively, provide the tena aignal. 

Decoding is a multiple AMD logic function. The outputs of the 
proper binary counters are ANOad together to give the deaired 
outputs to set memory flip-flops.  The memory flip-flops convert 
the pulsed outputs of the decoder into steady-atate outputs. 
These steedy-stata outputs actuate pressure ewitches to close 
electrical contacta.  It ia a simple matter in the cese of the 
four fixed-tine channels to permanently interconnect the proper 
counter output«.  However, in the ceae of the two variable-time 
channel«, the interconnection problem is mors complex.  The out- 
puts of BC 6 through BC 12 ere individually OBed with en output 
from the aelector awitch for each channel. The aelector switch 
is essentially e group of vslve» which control flow from the 
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supply aaalfold.     Plow 1« •t^pllod fro« th« soloctor  «witch to 
•*ch Ot gat« who««  corrtspoodlog blaarj-councor  Input   Is  not 
Included  In tb« do«1rod  tla« sotting.     Tho ««von Olod  sign«la 
•r« than AgOad to givo an output whon th« daslrad coablnatloo 
of binary countars la in tha 1 or 01 atat«.     tha output frea 
tha •tries of AHO gataa la aapllflad to actuate tha output 
MBory.    lb« two ▼arlabla-tlaa output aaBorlaa ara lotarlockad 
using an Ot and an AHD gata so that Ohaonal A always actuates 
bafora Channel  1. 

II.  OSCILLATOt 

1ha Sandle Tlaar developed by tha URIVAC Division of Sparry 

Rand Corporation la uaad to indicate tha paaaaga of a pre- 

dataralnad tlaa Intervel by aaana of counting tha pulses fron 

a fluid oscillator.  Since tha accuracy of the tlaa interval 

depends on tha constancy of tha pulaa rate* a device (see 

figure 3) for controlling tbe frequency of th« pulses was 

added to tha baalc fluid circuitry. 

This device, which la aaaantially an oscillating aaas-sprlng 

systaa whose period of oscillation is dependert on th« velue 

of the nass and spring rate, nullifies th« effects of varying 

pressures and taaparaturaa on the slap la pure fluid oscillator. 

By uss of tha proper sMtariala, the aachanic«! properties of 

tha systaa roBSin approximately constant with varying teapar«- 

ture end preasura. The aaas oaciHating at tha systea's natural 

fraquaucy Interrupts a fluid jet and produces in turn fluid 

pulses occurring et precise intervals.  In this caaa a toralonal 

■aas-spring systaa (Figure 4) was choaan because of ita relativ« 
laaunlty to vibration. 

.his siaple oscillator could have been aaployed directly to 

drive the counter eaaeably but because of the possibility of 

vibration end shock effecting the aecbenlcel systaa, It waa 

decided to uae the output pulaa aa a synchronising signal for 

the pure fluid oscillator.  So long as th« mechanical ayataa 

la oscillating, the pure fluid oscillator will oscillate at 

tha ssas frequency ee the ■echanlcal systaa. However, should 

the ■echanlcal system fell, the pure fluid oscillator will 
contlnus to operete and drive the counter eeaeably. When 

operating without synchronising pulses, the pure fluid oscil- 

lator operetes st e pulse rste determined by tbe gas teaserati a 

end pressure.  It is the fluid oscillator output, not the fluid 
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output of th« ■•chanlcal »ytmm,   that drlv«« th« coaat«r •••«■bly 
•ad products th« powor to oporat« th« ■•chantc«l oicllUtlof 
•yst«B.  (Itfor afain to Figur« 30 

Th« slgaal tram  th« clock, or oscillator» aaasably 1« a tvo-phaaa 
puli« oparatlnt at 32 puUaa par aacond. Th« pur« fluid oscillator 

oparatlng st this froqusncy raqulraa 0.6 cubic lach of spaca. Th« 

sjnchad osclllstor allows th« Tlaar to p«rf< • within th« tlu« 

accuracy spaclfiad with inlat prassuras ranging fro« 2.0 to 6.0 

P«l. 

Tasting on s breadboard assaably of th« fluid osclllstor synchad 

with s torsionsl oscllisting ■us indicated only a 0.3-parcant 
drift in fraquancy ovar a taaparatura rang« of 155*F. 

IV.  BASIC FLOID UPttNT 

A fluid biatabl« alasMnt or flip-flop waa chossn as th« funds- 

■antal fluid alsaant bttcausa of its «any advancagaa whara a 
counting function la to ba parforaad. Sine« s bistsbl« davlc« 

possassas ■«■ory, fawar alaaants ara raquirad for parfoi«lng 
tha counting function, and thia consanrss powar and package 

apace.  This bsslc «laaant waa utillaad axclusivaly in tha 

fabrication of tha counter asssabllas and decoding logic cir- 

cuits. 

The powar notsle of tha flip-flop Is 0.014 Inch wlda by 0.022 

Inch daap and oparatat with supply prassuras ranging fro« 1 to 

5 psi.  The basic davlc« waa davalopad with a two-input AMD 

gat« driving signsl Inputs on «ach aide of tha powar Jat.  Tha 

AMD gates sra dsslgnad to incorporate isolation, and tha pres- 

anc« of only on« signal st althar input to ths AND ga' * haa no 

affect on tha power Jat of tha fllp-flo^ and will not load the 

"OFF' AMD gate input, a characteristic which sllows for «lo^Ie. 

trouble-free interconnection.  Th'f AMD gat« nosclaa are 0.006 

Inch wlda by 0.022 inch daap and ara th« saallnst notslas found 

In tha Tlaar.  A sketch of th« flip-flop with MID gst« inputs 

is shown in Figure 5. 

Tha device has s ■SXIMUM "fan-out" of eight devices froa either 

output channel which results in s pressure gsin st this loading 

condition of nor« than 2.  Pressure gsin Is dsfinad as the output 

pressure divided by '.'net pressure st ths Inputs of the AND gste 
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necessary Co cause the tlip-flop to change stPte.  Thus the 

gain figure yuoted Includes the loss Incurred in the passive 

AND gat».  If the passive gate and accompanying venting are 

ellalnated, the pressure gain can approach 20 with a fan-out 

of 5.  the high fen-out capabilities and resulting gain margin 

make the device extremely attractive where space utilisation 

and minimum power ere paramount. 

One Important result of the flip-flop program to date hea been 

the excellent manufacturing yield.  Circuit plates with several 

doeen elesMnts will not be possible unless the basic element 

can be reproduced with high yield.  It la obvious that circuit 

plates cennot be reproduced economically If the basic device 

Itself has, say, only an 80 per cent yield.  To date, UNIVAC 

has used production equipment, operated by production personnel, 

to mold over 1000 flip-flops from the same die without e single 

defective flip-flop. Ibeae reaults indicate that if consider- 

ation of the manufacturing proceas Is factored Into hr design 

of the digital element, excellent reproduciblllty cen ..eault. 

While the data are not conclusive, the Indications are thet 

complicated circuit planes,  employing hi.gh performance fluid 

elements, can be molded on standard production presses and 

that extremely low cost fluid circuits cen be manufactured. 

V.  THE BINARY OOUNTKR CIRCUIT 

?1ie binery counter circuit makes uee of two flip-flops each 

employing two input AND gates.  (See Figure 6. ) Th« circuit 

design Is such that no deleys ere required end, coaaequently, 

pulaea of any duration cen be accepted.  The performance of the 

circuit with regard to fan-out and gain aukea Intarmedlete 

ampllflera between etagea unneceasery. 

Bealcally, the purpose of eech of the two fllp-flopa In a counter 

stage Is to eerve ea a memory device for the other.  While one 

flip-flop la switching, the other flip-flop provides the memory 

necessary for eliminating the customary timing problem.  The 

else of a binary counter stage la 1.7 Inches by 3.0 Inches by 

0.060 inch«  It is probable that a 50-per can', reduction In 

counter volume can be achieved by Improved apace utilisation. 

A typical s'x-stage counter was teeted to determine the 

maximum oscillator frequency for use In tine Timer application. 
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Figur« 7  •hows  an oscllloscop« photograph of • alx-atag« binary 
countar  atack responding to an  input   fraquency of 500 pula«a 
par aacond.    1h« ■waap 1» actually tha alactrlcal luaaMtlon of 
tha outputs of both tha sacond and alxth atagaa.    lha alna vara 
la a bO-cps rafaranca signal.     The SMXIMUM fraquancy has yat to 
ha datanlnad,   hut It Is assuMd that  tha maxlaua fraquancy will 
ha  laaa than 1000 ppa. 

VI.     VARIABLg TIM! SlUCnOM CIRCUIT 

Of tha 6  tlaa  channala within  tha tuaar,  2  chsnnals umy ba 
praaat to any tiaa froa 10 to 39 saconds.     Figura 8 ahows 
schaBatlcally bow this is accoaplishad.    Tha decoding occur* 
in what la callad tha Variable Oacoda piata, which la a sarlas 
of AHD-OR dtvlcas in cascade.     For en output to exiat,  a algnal 
mutt be present at either of the inputa to each of the sewan 08 
getas.     Thus,   at  least seven inputs are needed to produce an out- 
put.     Tha  inputs to the OR gate can COSM froa either  the binary 
counter eaaeably or  the Selector Switch.     Each of the seven OR 
gataa ia associated with one binary  incrsaent,   that  la,   1  aac, 
2 aac,  4 aac,  8 sec,   10 sec,  20 aac,  or 40 sec.     If Che 
nuBber 10 is to be decoded,  the fluid inputa to the Variahle 
Decode for  tha nuabars 1,  2, 4,  8,  20, and 40 will originate 
et the aanual  Selector Switch end era preaant froa tlae taro. 
The nuaber  10 (10 sec.) signal will ba genersted by the Binary 
Counter Aaasably.    When the Binary Gouuter  Asteably produces 
the number 10,   ell eawen inputa will be preaant  (aix froa the 
Selector  Switch end one froa the Binary Counter),  and an out- 
put will be produced.    Slailarly,  the nuabar 39 would require 
inputa originating in the Binary Counter Aeaeably for the 
nuabers 40,  10,  8,  end 1, which totel  39.     The resuiining three 
signals,   2, 4,   and 20, would ba produced by the Selector Switch. 
The Selector Switch Inputa are aanually praaat by adjusting the 
switch thuab wheels prior  to starting  the Tlaer. 

The  Selector Switch also perforas s decade-to-binary conversion; 
the wheel readout is repreaented in  typical decede fashion,   but 
the  fluid signal  froa the  switch is  applied to the Variable 
Decode plate ee a binary algnal. 

Since the aechenicel e<iaipaent within eny fluid circuit praeente 
the greeteat reliability problaa, an effort waa aada to obtein 
the beat fluid waiving scheae for tha Selection Switch.    A 
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riot ^i*c or card which r«tlU« on th« •••lint of a paasag« 
or hoi« «ppaarad laatt datlrahle alnc« •lidlng would b« oacossary 
and coocanlnation could occur.    Soallng batwaan cha »lidlng part 
and tha hoi« could also rtprasont  a problan In nlnlatura circuit« 
wb«r« naar torn Laafcag« would b« raqulrad.    Ihorofor«,  a non- 
cootactlng Jat Intarruptor •chono wa« finally chosan;  this schoM 
Involve» noraly opoolag or closing a jat  traveling batwaan • nossla 
and « recovery hole.     Th« Interrupter operate»  freely without con- 
tacting elthar tha nossle or the racotary hole. 

TWo Identical circuit» within tha  Tlner provide two aeparate 
variable tlaa channel».    Both channels are driven by the »mm 
binary counter output,   and either  channa    nay be set to any 
nunber fron 10 to 59 saconda.    figure 9 ahowa a photograph of 
two Selector  Switches  (one for eech channel) fabricated within 
the «aae housing.     It  ia necesssry to Include one Variable 
Decode plata for «ach tine channel. 

vn.   nap nm DIOODIIIC 

Of tha alx tine channel»,  four of  these,   labeled the Fixed 
Decode Channels,  are not adjustable;  the decoding logic  la 
permanently  Interconnected.     Theae  four   fixed tinea  (In seconds) 
ere 0.2, 0.82,  1.0, and 1.37.    Figure 10 ahowa the logic 
neceasary for decoding the  four channela.    Maxlnusi uae waa 
nade of the etandard AMD-drive Clip-flop with tha exception 
of one three-input AMD flip-flop.     Bach  of  these  flip-flop 
element» sleo served es s nsnory  for each of the tine channels, 
end once tha  logic Is  conplete,  «ach flip-flop switches   and 
renalna switched.     Whan switched,   esch of the four  flip-flops 
In the Fixed  Decode energlate» s pressure switch;   this ectlon 
is th« ultlnete function of ell  the fluid tine channela. 

VIII.     STABT-'F AWD CLBAB 

Since  the Tlner aust begin at tlsM  tero with a count of  tero, 
eech elenent In every counter stage nuat turn oi   to tha  aero 
atate.    This nay b* acconpllahed by Introducing e aeparate 
clear  aignel which "forces"   the  elenent»  to  »tort-up  in the 
proper state.    This approach would require conalderabla cir- 
cuitry and power to "clear"  the   12 binary counter stages, 
which total 24 elenenta. 
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Thl« Timmr  was dtv«Lop«d by u&« of a cl«ar tachnlqu« which 
raqulr«« no scparac« claar «Lgaals. Uhlla tha flip-flop« ara 

taoaatrically ajaaatrical and do not prafar ona »ida or tha 

othar, it waa found chat control of tha downatraaa gaoaatry, 

«ainly tha raalatanca and capacltanca aa aaan hy aach flip- 

flop output lag» can cauaa tha davica to avitch to tha atata 

<*«sired whan powar ia appliad (aaa Figure 6).  Tha Tiaar, aa 

daaignad, rallably claara to tha saro atata during atart-up, 

and no auxiliary circulta or alaaanta ara raquirad. 

The atart-up and resulting "claar" do not require any epaclal 

type of turn-on procedure, and all bistable alaaant» in tha 

Tlaar claar autoaacically whan power 1« applied. 

The praaant design of tha binary counter atagaa preventad 

100 percent incorporation of thia approach in the currant 

Tiaar hardware.  The atagaa now provide this aathod of clearing 

for only tha firat flip-flop in aach counter plate, i.e., only 

half of all tha active alananta. However, clearing thla flip- 

flop doaa produce a claar condition on tha second flip-flop 

due to tha Banner in which tha interconnection la aade.  At 

the tiae of thia writing on product ion-type counter, with 16 

elaaanta, testing baa yielded three to five errors par thou- 

sand starte.  With the incorporation of the concept to all 

circuit coaponanta the turn-on reliability should be several 

orders of aagnituda higher.  Even with the claar applied to 

only the flrat flip of each stage. aosM counter circuits with 

16 flip-flops have cleared without error for 2000 atarta. 

IX.  BINART TO DBCADB OOWVERilOM 

To alaplify the construction of Che aanual Selector Switch, 

a conversion froa a binary to a binary coded deciaal count 

for counters BC 6 through BC 9 became advisable; aa a reault, 

the counter waa separated into two sections, one section 

counting the unite end the othar producing tha tana.  For 

counters arranged in thia aannar tha count could be decoded 

by observing aiaultaneoualy th unit counters (0 through 9) 

end the tana counters (10, 20 and 40) and than by adding the 

unite Co the tana. 

A noraal binary counter will count froa 0 Co IS and will 

require four counter acagea.  To convert e binary four-acack 
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Co a d«c«d« four-stack, It it Mrely necessary to foice all 

four stages to the 1 or OH stste Juat prior to the count of 

10, After counting to 10 (actually, the decade counter in 

the Tlaer haa counted to 320 oacillator pulaea prior to re- 

cycling), the unite counters revert to the aero or clear atate. 

Figure 11 shovs the neceaaary logic to accoayliah the conversion. 

Essentially, counters BC 7 and BC 8, representing the counta of 

2 and 4, respectively, ere cycled et four time»  the normal rete 
between the 8 count and the 10 count to allow all the counters 

to be in the 1 or ON atate juet prior to e noraal count of 10. 

To do this, either of two gate circuits can drive countere BC 7 

end BC 8.  One circuit repreaented by AMD-AMP device No. 1 ia 

driven by the 1 counter (BC 6) between the 0 and 8 counta.  The 

gate in thia instance is the aero aide of the counter BC 9, 

which represents the 6 count.  At the count of 8 the gate 

changes fro« AND-AMP device 1 to AND-AMP device 2 by gating 

with the 1 eide of counter BC 9; thus, the gating «erely 

depende on whether the count ia above or below the count of 

8 seconds, which ia represented by the atate of counter BC 9. 

Many schemes for binary to decade converalon exist; however, 

this scheine appears to be the aoet reliable froai a tining 

conaideration. 

X.  PRBSSÜRB-ACTÜATBD gUCTRICAL SWITCH 

The ultimate function of each time channel ia the closing of e 

peir of electrical contacts. Gonaiderlng the extreaMly low 

pressure Signale available at the minimum Timer supply pressure, 

a« well ss shock, vibration, and teaf>erature extremes, the de- 

sign requirements for auch a pressure ewitch becaaM quite 

aevere. 

The hardware which reaulted fro« the final design operated 

conaiderebly beyond the requirements of the specifications 

and bee become en extremely Important research instrument as 

a digital indicator. The only moving element, a very thin, 

etretched membrane, 0.75 in.2, contains the electricel contact. 

The other contact ia adjustable with reapect to the stretched 

«mabrene for aetting the cloeing presaure. The switch ia shown 

in Figure 12. 

After assembly end teat, the switches are encapsulated In 

epoxy, end no further adjustment ie possible or required. 
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Switch«« hmvm operated for billions of cycl«« with  laaa  than « 
I5-percent chaog« In tb« preaaur« occaaaary to affect closing. 
Okie par.kag« of als twitches was  subjected to the coaplet« 
specification  teat procedure,   tncludlnf  taapersture,   «hock, 
and vibration with a change in pressure of  less than 0.5 inch 
of water required for closing the switch. 

With regard to frequency response,   the switches have been 
operated at a rat« of 3000 pulaea par «ecood.    The  switches 
operate without detectable bounce.    Oparstion with an elec- 
tronic counter, where bounce causes considarabl« error,   la 
an accurate readout technique. 

U.    MAMUFACTTOIHC TgCMUQUlS 

All biatcble aleaeots were transfe. -«olded by uae of production 
preaaea end were aeda froa Diallyl Phthalate,  a tberaoaattlng 
plastic.     The dlea were aede by standard allllng techniques, 
and one die produced over 1000 eleaMmta without detectable 
change in the performance for the total ouaber aolded.    The 
flip-flop wea dealgnad to aKow aegtaua aanufacturlog tol- 
erances end it waa possible to build circuits and Indlacrlal- 
netely als the flip-flops aolded froa three dies with excellent 
raaulta.     The alnlaua radlua of all corners and dividers within 
the flip-flop geoaetry wea 0,007 loch.    The ahaance of aharp 
adgea appeera to allow digital circulta an eeae of aanufactur- 
ablllty not uoraally found In proportional-type tyateaa.    All 
circuit plates wer« fabricated by pantoailling on the aolded 
flip-flop blanks the  inter connections required.    Taaplataa 
were aede for all pantoailling to reduce aachlnlng tlae. 

The circuit plates were aeeled by hooding the bottoa of one 
plate to the top of another.    Aa aany aa 12 platea were hooded 
In thla aanoer  In one ssseably;  uauelly all bonding for    a 
12-plate atack waa accoapliahed at the aaaa tlae.    A typical 
•tack la  ahown  In figure 13.     Pressure and teapcrsture ware 
required for curing the adhesive,  a theraoaattlog plaatlc. 
The adhesive waa applied to the 12 platea aaklng up the 
aaaeably aod bond-cured alaultaneoualy on all platea In a 
heated platen preaa.    Eaaulta froa the process were excellent 
with  Increasingly higher yields aa the technique bacaaM    per- 
fected.    Bonding of the 0.008-Inch-vide nostlea rapreaente^ 
no probiea,   and It wea believed that 0.002 or 0.003-loch-wide 
nocalea could be hooded with slaller reaulta. 
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Whil« th« c«chnlqu«i which had to b« davtlopad provad quit« 

••Clafactory, arcaa for laprov«Mnt exist with regard to battar 

apaca utlllratlon, «ore efficient pover dletrlbutlon, and sora 

complete intarataga laolatlon. With regard to packaging danelty, 

it appaara certain that a 50-par cant reduction in apaca can be 

raaliaad with «ore affactiva circuit design without reducing the 

alte of the beaic flip-flop clement.  However, because of the 

eaae with which the fllp-flopa ware aanufectured, a reduction in 

the ais* of the flip-flop element alao appaara poaalble» thia 

would ultimately lead to a conaidarabla reduction in the package 

ait«.. 

XII.  IWntOOWHKCTIOHS Bgrwim MAJOK ASSPttLIBS 

Bach of the aubaaaambliea, euch aa the fluid oacillator and 

fixed decode, waa aaaambled into one of three stack« of circuit 

platea. One atack included the fluid oacillator, fixed decode, 

and binary counter« 1 through 6.  Once the atacka were aaaaahled, 

it wee necaaaary to channel aignala fro« on« «««embly to other 

major asaembliea and to aupply all the stack« with fluid power, 

rhla waa accooplished by the maater manifold which la an aaaambly 

of four pletea with all the necessary channeling and holea for 

interconnection rnd power distribution.  Two platea of the aMnl- 

fold ere shown In Figure 14; thia manifold assembly alao served 

aa a mounting plate for the atacka and aa the means for mounting 

the Timer.  All assemblies. Including the mechanical oacillator, 

the Selector Switch, pressure awltch, end all logic stack« were 

phyalcally mounted to the maater manifold. 

XIII.  OOMCLUSIOWS 

Subatantlal edvancea have been demonstrated in the uae of fluids 

to perform timing functiona since the first breadboard timer waa 

conatructad. 

1. The volume haa been reduced by a factor of 60. 

2. The number of active elements haa been reduced from 

100 to 35. 

3. Power requirements have been reduced by a factor of 4. 
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4, Ovmi  oa« Cbounaad flip'flop« have been aanufactured. 

5.  lb« present unit was designed to be envlroMMntally 

rufged. 

"jywvr,   there «r« »till  severe! srees where add it lone 1 vork will 

be required before fluids are utlilted for ordnance tlaere. 

1. A setisfectory power supply has yat to ba daaonstrated. 

2. Pec sglag BUSL be Improved further. 

3. BlaBent stte auit ba reduced. 

4.  Additional anvlronaantal teat and rallablllty data aust 

ba obtained. 

This development effort baa, In a relatively short time, advancad 

fluid tlaars to the point where taey can begin to coapate with 

conventional ordnance timers.  With further development It is 

anticipated that fluid timers will be uaad in ordnance aprllcations. 
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Figure 1. Sandia Fluid Timer 
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Figure 4. Mechanical Oscillator 
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Figure  6.     liinary Counter  Fluid Circuit 
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Figure 8.    Variable Decode Time Channel,  Schematic Diagram 
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Figure 9.    Selector Switches 
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THE USE OF A FLUID AMPLIFIER 
IN AN 

INTERMITTENT STREAM RELEASE VALVE 
FOR HIGH ALTITUDE RESEARCH 

by 
Tom Morton 

Research Engineer - Fluid State Technology 
Aviation Electric Limited,  Montreal,  Quebec,  Canada. 

INTRODUCTION 

For the past two years,  McGill University (Montreal,   Canada) has 
been firing upper atmosphere probes'" from a modified 16-inch 
naval gun installed on the island of Barbados in the British West 
Indies.     As a part of this High Altitude Research Program (HARP), 
the air currents at altitudes of up to 400, 000 feet are studied by 
releasing a stream of reactive liquid and observing the distortion 
of the resultant trail over a period of 15-30 minutes.      Both con- 
tinuous and interrupted trails are used - the interrupted trail having 
the advantages of vertical as well as horizontal wind shear deter- 
mination plus an extension of the altitude range over which the ob- 
servations can be made with any one shot. 

The very high accelerations experienced during gun launch,   and 
the reactive characteristics of the liquid used to produce the high 
altitude trail create special problems for the valve designer and 
offer special opportunities for the application of fluid state devices. 
This paper describes the design and performance of an intermittent 
stream release valve using tri-methyl aluminum (TMA) as its 
working fluid and operating over a pressure range of 200 - 50 psig 
to deliver 35 puffs per minute at approximately 100 cc per puff. 

A sketch of the vehicle used to display the TMA trail is shown in 
Figure 1.*   This vehicle,  which has been designated by McGill 
University as the MARTLET II,  carries a 10-lb charge of reactive 
liquid. 

Tracking is facilitated if it is possible to focus on a single puff 
rather than one part of a continuous trail and also allows the de- 
tection and measurement of vertical air currents in addition to the 

♦Figure» appear on pages 299 through 307. 
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1. (continued) 

horizontal variety.      Finally,   since the vehicle payload is limited, 
interrupting the trail would have the effect of lengthening it (i. e. 
the same as an increase in payload).      This c uinot be accomplished 
by decreasing the rate of continuous flow since there is a rate be- 
low which the trail is no longer visible. 

The ruggedness and simplicity of fluid amplifiers made them partic- 
ularly   attractive for use in this stream release valve.      The fact 
that the vehicle was to be fired from a gun at an initial acceleration 
of 10, 000g made the design of an electromechanical interrupter 
somewhat difficult,  especially since the vehicle was very simple 
and carried no on-board power source. 

2. DESIGN DESCRIPTION 

The final valve design incorporates a bistable fluid amplifier which 
uses the TMA as both a power and a control source.      The fluid 
element alternately switches the TMA flow into a storage volume 
and then to atmosphere,   while the fluid in the storage volume is 
being dumped overboard.      The valve is completely self-contained, 
requn ing no power supply,   exterior control,   or even a start sig- 
nal.      It is screwed into the rear oi the   'ehicle and automatically 
begins releasing an intermittent stream when the high pressure 
TMA is admitted.      A spool valve controlled by a pure fluid ele- 
ment operates to ensure complete cut-off of the TMA flow and also 
serves to keep the flame from the burning TMA from working back 
into the valve components during the cut-off portion of the cycle. 
Because of the requirement for complete cut-off,  use of a vented 
fluid element was not practical. 

The complete valve (shown in Figure 2) is of cylindrical i    ipe,  4 
inches in diameter by 3 inches long and weighs  3 lb.      Th    outside 
diameter is threaded to facilitate fitting into the rear of the vehicle. 
The disassembled unit is illustrated in Figure 3,  the main com- 
ponents being the valve block,   fluid element plate,  the end plate, 
the piston,  the valve spool and the spring.      All fluid passages are 
inside the valve body.      The valve parts are made of aluminum with 
the body being anodized to prevent sticking of the piston and spool. 
The "O" ring seals are made of a special material "Viton A" 
which does not react with the TMA liquid.      The piston ha* a di- 
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(continued) 

amcter of 2. 5 inches and a stroke of 0. 84 inches,  giving a displace 
ment of 4. 1 cubic inches.      The force necessary to compress the 
spring is 65 lb,   requiring a pressure of 15. 5 psi below the piston. 

The fluid element is milled into the element plate,  the power and 
control nozzles being 0. 030 in.  wide by 0. 080 in.  deep.      Output 
and control passages are 0. 187 in.   wide and lead through the con- 
necting passages to different units in the valve block.      The fluid 
element has an offset of 0. 015 in.   and a boundary wall angle of 
12*. 

3. VALVE OPERATION 

A schematic diagram of the fluid circuit is shown in Figure 4. 
The main components are a fluid element,   a storage volume,   and 
a spool valve.     Some 50 seconds after launch,  an interval which 
is de'.er;vaned by an explosive time delay valve,  the high pressure 
TMA is allowed to flow into the power jet of the fluid element.      If 
flow initially starts in leg A, pressure is applied to close the spool 
valve,  and the flow is fed into the storage volume.      The output leg 
recovery pressure lifts the piston against the force of the spring 
above it and when the piston reaches the top of its travel,   a small 
port is uncovered allowing the liquid to flow along Channel C to the 
left-hand control jet of the fluid element.      The element then switches 
to output B and pressure in this leg opens the spool valve,   allowing 
the spring to force the fluid in the storage volume out through the 
outlet vent.      The volume at the top of the piston is also filled,  but 
as it is relatively small,  the total flow from the power jet cannot be 
accommodated.      The stability of the fluid element is,how ver, 
sufficient to keep the main flow attached to outlet B,  whil«: the extra 
flow is spilled at low pressure into output Adhere it passes into 
the storage volume and out into the outlet vent with the rest of the 
fluid. 

When the spring has forced the piston to the bottom of its travel, 
a port is opened in the small volume above the piston.      This allows 
the liquid to flow along passage D to the fluid element which is 
switched back to output A.      This causes the pressure in output leg 
A to rise which,   along with a drop in the pressure in leg B,  moves 
the spool valve to the closed position,   stopping the output.      This 
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3       (continued) 

completes the cycle and the storage volume commences to fill 
again. 

4.       DEVELOPMENT HISTORY 

Development testing of the element was conducted on a high 
pressure fuel test stand (see Figure 5) using JP-4 test fluid, the 
density and viscosity of which approximate those of TMA. 

The valve 'nput supply pressure variation was theoretically deter 
mined on the basis of both adiabatic and isothermal expansion of 
the pressurizing nitrogen gas in accordance with the equations: 

Isothermal expansion 
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PV«   Pi VA I« 

Adiabatic expansion 

PVf- P.Vi i  
—  — (2) 

where P = nitrogen pressure 

V = total nitrogen volume 

Pj = initial nitrogen pressure (200 psia) 

Vj = initial nitrogen volume (144 in^) 

Q = ratio of specific heats. 

The resulting nitrogen pressure variation as a function of percentage 
of TMA expelled is illustrated in Figure 6. 

Assuming that the isothermal expansion more closely approximates 
the actual nitrogen gas expansion process, the relationship between 
the TMA volume expelled and time may be determined as follows: 



Equation for isothermal expansion of the nitrogen 

P(V« fV) -P, \A (3) 

Velocity of TMA expelled through the valve orifice 
(0.030" X 0.080" fluid amplifier power jet nozzle) assuming 
a discharge coefficient of 1. 0 and zero ambient pressure 
at. the altitude of TMA release: 

VM, (4) 

where Vel    =      TMA velocity 

g   =       acceleration due to gravity 

Z0 TMA deasity 

but      at V -   V A a ; 

where    A orifice area 

(5) 
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Substituting equations (3) and (4) into equation (5) 

-"H^j «" 
Therefore  , 

Integrating equation (6) results in 

(v;*vf :V4^P>V)   Afc 

where     C     =     constant of integration 

When   t   =   o;     V   =   o 
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Therefore C "=      2- ( Vi / 

i-rv-w^-i-^A., 

The resultant variat:on of TMA released and nitrogen pressure as 
a function of time is illustrated in Figure 7. 

Accordingly,  experimental fluid amplifier elements were tested on 
an incompressible fluid test stand as shown schematically in 
Figure 5 with the power jet supply pressure variable from 200 psig 
to 35 psig. 

Preliminary tests were conducted to determine the stability and 
output characteristics of a bistable fluid amplifier design when 
operating with the incompressible test fluid (JP-4 fuel) over the 
anticipated supply pressure range.      The utilization of vents on the 
output legs of the amplifier in order to attain impedance matching 
through the accommodation of excess mass flow under high load 
conditions,   is precluded on the basis of the requirement for 
complete cut-off of valve outlet fluid flow during the "OFF" portion 
of the cycle. 

Early experimental fluid amplifier models which were milled from 
0.080" thick plastic and clamped between heavy cover plates,  used 
the conventional jet wall attachment method to attain stability 
coupled with a pointed splitter (uncusped).      Experimental results 
as illustrated in Figure 8    indicated that the amplifier stability 
progressively decreases with increasing power jet pressure until 
unstable oscillatory operation resulted at supply pressures of 
approximately 220 psi.   The data quoted was determined with low 
amplifier output impedance loads.      Back pressure switching 
occurred at supply pressures as low as  100 psi as tba amplifier 
output load was progressively increased towards infinite impedance. 

It is likely that tiie power jet wall reattachment point moves pro- 
gressively further downstream with increasing amplifier supply 
pressure (i.e.   increasing power jet momentum),  thereby 
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progressively reducing the amplifier stability margin. 

Fluid amplifier water tunnel flow visualization studies,   based on the 
reflection of monochromatic light from aluminum particles suspended 
in the water,  demonstrated that the amplifier stability could be main- 
tained over a wide range of operating pressure through the inducing 
of a vortex at the jet interaction cavity.     The introduction of a vortex- 
generating cusp on the splitter resulted in a much higher stability 
level over the full operating range but a higher switching pressure 
was required as indicated in Figure 10.      Progressive modification 
to the cusp configuration resulted in an amplifier design which dem- 
onstrates      stability over the full range of supply pressures with the 
active outlet completely blocked and both control jets closed. 

The infinite impedance load pressure recovery was higher than 50% 
over the full operating range. 

Tests indicated that increasing the load on the active outlet leg c.*ly 
had a second-order effect on the flow rate through the amplifier 
power nozzle.      As the active leg was loaded, the back pressure 
built up,   spilling the excess mass flow out through the unloaded 
inactive leg>while maintaining the power jet attached to the active 
outlet side.      The simultaneous loading of both outlet legs resulted 
in a substantial increase in the amplifier interaction region 
static pressure and a corresponding decrease in the amplifier 
power jet flow rate. 

The valve circuit is designed so that the amplifier active leg im- 
pedance is high (i. e.   when the power jet is attached to leg B) only 
when the inactive leg impedance is low.      The variation of valve 
flow as dependent upon the amplifier load conditions is thereby 
avoided. 

The performance characteristics of the resultant bistable ampli- 
fier design were determined using the test circuit, as illustrated 
in Figure 9.      The performance characteristics over the full * 
operating range are given in Figure 10,  the results being deter- 
mined with both control jet valves closed and anticipated valve 
circuit loading conditions simulated. 

As evident from the graph,  the necessary condition of the ampli - 
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fier switching pressure being between the active and inactive leg 
pressure has been attained.      Additionally,  the close correlation 
between the inactive leg pressure and the inactive side control jet 
pressure indicates ^he absence of any entrainment bubble on this 
side of the amplifier. 

The complete experimental valves were tested extensively on the 
incompressible fluid test stand facility (Figure 5).      The valves 
operated satisfactorily and without adjustment from 35 to 250 psi 
input pressure,  typical valve characteristic te»t results being 
given below; 

Supply Cycles Cycle •On' Volume Flow Rate 
Pressure per Duration per puff cu. in/sec. 
+ psig Minute 

48 

seconds 

1.25 

cu.  in. 

6.92 200 5.54 
175 1. 33 6.92 5.19 
150 1.43 6.92 4.85 
125 I. 54 6.92 4.50 
100 1.67 6.65 3.92 

75 1. 76 6.42 3.37 
50 27 2.22 6.08 2.74 

The TMA volume ejected per cycle and the 'ON' cycle duration 
remains relatively constant as may be expected       considering that 
the valve circuit is based on a constant volume accumulator.      The 
variation of cycle frequency and the corresponding average flow 
rate result    directly from the decrease in valve supply pressure 
during the vehicle flight. 

4.     CONCLUSIONS 

An intermittent stream valve incorporating a bistable fluid ampli- 
fier    has been designed for modulating a stream of liquid ejected 
from a gun-launched high-altitude vehicle.     The adaptation of fluid 
amplifier techniques results in an intermittent valve which i« light« 
weight,  simple and extremely rugged.      The valve is completely 
self-contained in that only the supply of the pressurized stream 
fluid is required to operate the valve.      The valve operates over a 
wide range of input pressures and has a wide environmental 
tolerance band. 
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(4)     (continued) 

The principle of the valve circuit appears adaptable to other 
applications where the modulation of an incompressible fluid 
stream is required and where the inherent size,   cost and 
environmental tolerance features of fluid devices may be of 
advantage. 

REFERENCES 

(1)    Development of Gun-Launched Vertical Probes for Upper 
Atmosphere Studies - Dr. G.V. Bull - CASI Journal - October 
1964. 
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An Evaluation of a Fluid Amplifier, Face Mask Respirator 

Henrik H. Straub*, M.S.E. and James Meyer**, M.D. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

At the second fluid amplifier symposium last year, a paper (ref 1) 
was presented by the Harry Diamond Laboratories describing four fluid- 
amplifier-controlled medical devices. One of these was a respirator 
(fig. 1)' having no moving parts and slightly smaller than a cigarette 
pack.  In spite of its lack of moving parts, it is able to perform com- 
plex respiratory functions.  It can function, for example, as an assistor 
for those patients needing support or as a controller in the absence of 
spontaneous respiration. 

Breathing gases are supplied to the respirator through the power 
nuzzle, forming a turbulent jet.  Uneven gas entrainment from the two 
control nozzles, one connected to the face mask and the other open to 
atmosphere, causes the power jet to attach to one of the walls. When 
the jet is exhausting to the left receiver, the breathing gas is forced 
into the face mask and lungs of the patient.  The face mask pressure in- 
creases, causing flow through the feedback line to the left control noz- 
zle. At a predetermined mask pressure, the jet entrainment on the left 
side of the power jet is satisfied, and the jet is switched to the right 
wall. The power jet then exhausts to the atmosphere through the right 
receiver, allowing the patient to exhale. The pressure in the feedback 
line now decreases below atmosphere due to entraiMuent of gas from the 
face mask until the control pressures are sufficiently unbalanced to 
switch the jet from the right to left receiver.  This switching occurs 
in the absence of an inspiratory attempt by the patient. 

The respirator operates to assist respiration since the inspiratory 
effort of the patient reduces the pressure in the left receiver and feed- 
back line below atmosphere, switching the power jet into the left receiver 
and thereby initiating inspiration. Consequently the operation of the 
respirator is synchronized with the breathing of the patient. 

2. ENGINEERING TESTS 

On a lumped parameter system basis, the human breathing circuit can 
be represented as a series combination of resistance and capacitance. 
Tanks and airway resistances of various values have been used in the en- 
gineering laboratory to simulate the range of breathing impedances.  Flow 
rates, cycling pressures, and frequencies are controlled in the respirator 
by adjusting setscrews in the passages to the control orifices and the 
input pressures to the power nozzle. 

Figure 2 shows the flow requirements in liters per minute for various 
power nozzle pressures.  
♦Harry Diamond Laboratories, Washington, P. C. 
**Walter Reed Army Institute of Research, Washington, D. C. 

t Figures appear on pages 312 through 315. 
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Figure 3 is a graph of the face mask cycling pressure for various 
input pressures for one position of adjustment of the controls. Respi- 
rator input pressures above 2.5 psig would normally not be used on 
patients. 

Figure 4 summarizes the performance of the respirator when cycling 
into tanks of various compliances. The curves were unaltered when a 20 
cm H 0/41/sec aiiway resistance was inserted between tank and respirator. 

3.  MEDICAL TESTS 

The respirator wai> tested on dogs weighing about 35 lb. All ani- 
mals were anesthetized, intubated, and ventilated with oxygen from 1 to 
5-1/2 hr. The respirator performed well both as a controller and assis- 
tor, the mode of operation depending on the condition of the animal. 
Average arterial blood gas samples registered p0- of 392 mm Hg and pCO. 
of 30 mm Hg, indicating good pulmonary ventilation. 

The respirator was also used for periods up to 15 min on various 
human patients.  In all cases it performed well both as an assistor and 
controller. 

4.  DISCUSSION 

Several of these respirators have been distributed to hospitals in- 
terested in participating in the evaluation of this new resuscitative 
tool. Most of the evaluators reported that cycling functions were gener- 
ally adequate; however, high expiratory resistance impeded the quick and 
comfortable expiration of the breathing gases. Tnis resistance creates 
a high mean pressure in the lungs and impedes the flow of blood returning 
to the heart. 

To decrease the expiratory resistance and still retain all the other 
desirable functions of the fluid amplifier respirator, a special breathing 
valve was constructed, which consists of two moving parts and fits direct- 
ly between respirator and xace mask. During inspiration the valve is 
closed to atirosphere, and all breathing gases flow into the lungs of the 
patient. At the beginning of expiration, the val e opens and the patient 
quickly exhales until the pressure in the face mask becomes atmospheric. 
At that instant the valve closes due to the entrainment characteristic of 
the left receiver of the fluid amplifier. The pressure in the face mask 
decreases due to entrainment to some preset negative cycling pressure, and 
the fluid amplifier then cycles back into the load. A set screw in the 
right receiver of the fluid amplifier acts as an adjustable exhaust load, 
decreasing the entrainment in the left receiver during expiration and pro- 
viding a sufficient expiratory pause. Comparative pressure traces of the 
respirator cycling into a 76-liter tank without and with a breathing valve 
are shown on figures > and b, respectively. 
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5.  CONCLUSION 

A small fluid amplifier respirator has been evaluated.  Results in- 
dicate that the respirator performs well on both animals and humans. 
High expiratory resistance, a characteristic of the device, is overcome 
with the addition of a specially designed breathing valve that can be 
eliminated, if necessary, for certain types of patients with respiration 
difficulties requiring higher-than-normal mean lung pressures. The e- 
'imination of moving parts in the respirator itself makes this device 
extremely reliable, easy to operate, and inexpensive to manufacture. 

REFERENCE 

1. Woodward, K.; Mon, C; Joyce, J.; Straub, H.; and Barila, T., 
"Four Fluid Amplifier Controlled Medical Devices" Proceedings 
of the Fluid Ai^ ^ification Symposium, May 1964, Volume IV. 
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A FLUID (DERATED DIESEI- LOCOMOTIVE TRANSITION COVTROI. UNIT 

by 

Charles H.  Veyer - New York Central System 

Richard S. Gluskin - Sperry Rand Corp. Univac Division 

The modern.diesel  railroad locomotl<e is essentially a mobile electric 

generating plcnt utilizing diesel  fuel to produce direct-current power, which 

in turn energizes traction motors  to turn  the drive axles.    Control of 

direction,   speed and torque accomplished by opening and closing electric 

relays and power contactors to apply current of the proper direction and 

magnitude to the traction motors.    One of the most prevalent causes  of delays, 

loss of power and reduced utilization of locomotives is control-circuit 

failures ranging from dirty or burned contacts to shock and vibration damage. 

In the interest of improved efficiency through higher utilization time 

of equipment, and therefore improved customer service as well as increased 

operating profit,   the New York Central System has  initiated a nunber of 

development programs leading toward both modification of present equipment 

and inclusion of these modifications in specifications for future purchases. 

Among these programs,  the most radical departure from convention is  the 

application of fluid logic to the traction motor control circuits in  locomotives. 

The first phase of this program was  initiated late in 1964.    In March of 1965. 

a contract was awarded to Sperry Rand's Inivac Division,   and by May 15,  1965 

the first  fluid logic equipped locomotive was operating in normal road-freight 

service.    The objective of this paper is to briefly describe normal electrical 

control of this locomotive and to review the development steps leading to 

a . iLcessful   installation of fluid logic control. 
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The locomotive selected for this program was an Electro-Motive Diesel 

Type GP-9,   rated at 1750 horsepower,  weighing approximately 245,000 lbs.,   and 

equipped for freight service up to speeds of 65 MPH.    This type of unit was 

chosen because the Central has a great number of GP-9 locomotives which are 

not yet approaching retirement,  and thus will be considered for similar 

modification. 

The electrical systea consists essentially of a 600-volt D.C.  generator 

coupled directly to the V-16 diesel engine to provide current to four axle- 

mounted traction motors.    The motors are series wound with contactors in the 

field circuit to either reverse the direction of current  flow or weaken the 

field by shunting part of the current around the field coils,  or both.    Further 

control  is  accomplished by selectively connecting two motors  in either series 

or parallel  across the generator voltage.    The normal sequence of motor 

connections,  known as "Transition",  consists of four steps: Series-Parallel, 

Sen» v  Parallel Shunt.   Parallel,   and Parallel Shunt.    These terms  indicate 

that  in the first step,   which is  the starting connection,   two motors are 

series connected to operate in parallel with two other series-connected motors. 

In the second step a ihunt is pljced across the field of each motor to reduce 

the field strength.    In  the third step the shunts  are removed and all  four 

motors  art- connected in parallel.    Finally,   in the fourth  step with the 

locomotive up to speed and power requirement reduced,   t1-«-  shunts are again 

placed across the motor fields.    These steps are shown schematically in 

Figure 1*. The closihg of either   *P" or "S" contacts connects the motors 

for parallel or series operation,  while closure of FS contacts shunts part 

of the motor current around the series field.    Proper sequencing of these 

contactors is the function of the transition control. 

Transition is accomplished automatically by means of voltage and current 

sensing relays which operate at pre-set values.    These relays activate solenoid 

valves which admit high pressure air to power cylinders to drive power contac- 

tors.    Forward transition,   alrendy described,   takes place during acceleration 

from start 10 high  speed,   while backward transition  takes place automatically 

in the event of speed reduction due either to lower throttle setting or to 

increased load such as is encountered on an uphill grade. 

•Figures appear on pages 327 through 333. 
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Speed ■djustaent is iccoaplished by a governor which sets diesel engine 

speed in eight steps from 275 rpm to 835 rpm in increments of 80 rpa. the 

governor being controlled by ■ ■anually operated drum switch. The drum switch 

signals activate electric solenoids located in the governor where their positions 

are converted to the desired speed setting. 

The greatest single problem in railroading is traction. When a drive 

wheel begins to slip on the rail, tractive effort is lost, fuel is wasted, 

the wheels are overheated, and the rail suffers burned spots. One solution 

to this problem is application of sand to the rails. However, it is also 

necessary to automatically recognize wheel slip Immediately and reduce excita- 

tion until the slipping wheels have recovered their traction on the rail. This 

is accomplished by comparing the currents drawn by two motors and reducing 

excitation on the main generator when these currents suddenly become unequal. 

While the foregoing is intended to be very brief, it would be incomplete 

without mention of the "Train Line", the 27-conductor circuit running from end 

to end of every locomotive. When two or more locomotive units are operated 

in "Consist", their control circuits are all connected together through 27 

conductor Jumper cables between units so that all are controlled by the operator 

from the lead unit. Thus, all diesel engines will respond to throttle position 

by operating at the same speed, but each unit will make transition and will 

control temperature and wheel slip independently. All locomotives owned by the 

railroad, regardless of age or manufacture , must operate in Consist with any 

other unit. 

Past experience has shown that by far the greatest puaber of equipment 

failures resulting in either delays or loss of equipment utilization or both 

are electrical in origin. Typical problems begin with dirty or broken control 

circuit contacts, or other relay failures. If the failure occurs on the road 

and the crew attempts to make repairs, the problem may be made more serious. 

If road repairs are not attempted, a delay in service is the minimum penalty 

to the railroad. 

In the event that the problem does not cause a road failure, but instead 

is discovered during periodic inspection, repairs may often be made without 

excessive cost or delay. In this case, however, trouble shooting and repairing 

one circuit may create a previously non-existent problem in another circuit 

through accidental damage in the shop. These secondary problems may not show 
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up until the locomotive is ready to leave the shop, in which case it must be 

r^-srheduled for the additional tests and repairs. 

Because of these problems, the New York Central System has actively sought 

a means of replacing present electrical equipment with a control system more 

suitable to locomotives.  It was recognized that functions such as controlling 

direction of heavy current flow would still require contacts. However the 

control of power contactors could be accomplished in several ways, the most 

promising of which appeared to be fluid logic. 

The most appealing attribute of Fluidic control was the complete lack 

of moving parts, and thus freedom from the potential hazards of the shocr 

and vibration on a locomotive. Thus, devices might be expected to better 

survive the environment. Another significant benefit would result fiom use 

of a circuit in which neither crew nor careless service personnel could cause 

ibnormai operation (such as by closing relays with a flag stick) or induce new 

problems in the gourse of trouble shooting. 

Expected low cost for Fluidic controls added the appeal that the above 

objectives could be accomplished at a cost saving and with the further advan- 

tage that complete replacement of controls would be economically justified 

if maintenance did become necessary. 

The benefits of Fluidics in locomotive control were apparent almost from 

the start, but an early decision was needed on the scope of the first conversion 

which would provide adequate feasibility data in as short a time as possible. 

Obviously full fluid control would provide complete operating experience, but 

it also presented major interface problems such as a temperature to air flow 

transducer, wheel slip to generator excitation, etc.  Therefore, in the interest 

of rapid accumulation of  operating experience, it was decided to modify only 

the transition control as the first phase of the program. This permitted 

taking a rumber of relays out of service, using fluids for a large segment 

of control, and avoiding the interface problems which trainline circuits 

would introduce. 

Figure _ is a partial schematic diagram of NYC Locomotive '5950 showing 

all circuits involved in transition control, but without many of the other 

functions such as temperature, speed, battery charging, lighting and signalling. 

Figure 3 is a further simplification in that only the transition logic circuits 

are shown. 
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Step-by-step operation of the transition control circuit depends upon 

the main generator voltage and current which are sensed by three relays—FSP. 

FTR and BTH. These are the Field Shunting Relay, Forward Transition Relay, 

and Backward Transition Relay,respectively. FSR and FTR respond to generator 

voltage to control all steps of forward transition and backward transition 

from the shunting positions (i.e. 4 to 3 and 2 to 1).  BTR responds to 

generator current to control backward transition from the parallel position. 

Normal operation starts only after the reversing control has been moved to 

either "Forward" or "Reverse". This energizes the transition control circuits 

shown in Figure 3. closes Series Contactors S. , and S ,., and allows the 

locomotive to start in its low speed/high torque connection. With the throttle 

in the highest position the locomotive will accelerate and the generator 

voltage will increase with the speed. At approximately %5 volts the FSR 

picks up and closes the field 'hunting contactor FS. This causes the traction 

motors to draw more current, reducing the generator voltage and continuing 

acceleration of the locomotive. Again the voltage increases, and at %5 volts 

the FTR picks up, this time dropping out the FS contactor and the Series 

Contactors, and connecting all four motors in parallel through contactors 

I',, i',,. P», and I' . The fourth step is also initiated by FSR. and the :ocomorlve 

reaches top speed with the motors operating in parallel-shunt. 

Backward transition takes place either under normal speed reduction or 

as a result of slowing due to hills, and is initiated by reduction of voltage 

on the coil of FSR.  If load continues to increase, BTR will respond to the 

increasing current, and transition to the next step down takes place. 

Standard controls include additional features such as time delays to 

prevent hunting, but these were not changed on »5950. 

After reduction of the circuits under study to thos«- of Figure 3, the 

logic equations of Figure 4 were derived as a starting point for the Fluidic 

circuit design. 

In the interest of having at l''ast two different fluid transition controls 

for performance analysis, it was decided that one system would be designed and 

fabricated by Central and another system would be designed and fabricated 

by UNIVAC. The two systems were to be completely interchangeable with regard 

to fluid inputs and fluid outputs. Thus, comparative tests would require 

merely removal of one control module and replacement by tie other. The inter- 

face devices, consisting of solenoid valves, bellows-type pressure switches 
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and diaphragm-activated air valves, were to be installed in enclosures separate 

from the fluid logic systems, and thus would becouie a virtual part of the 

locomotive rather than a part of the fluid system under study. 

A major factor in the decision to use standard industrial hardware as 

interface devices was the desire to begin acquiring operating data as soon 

as possible. An optimum design could have taken many months of development, 

where the above approach provided a working system within about ten weeks 

after purchase of the first part.  It was recognized that these devices added 

potential trouble to the system, but this hazard was considered negligible 

when charged against the benefits of acquiring early information on actual 

operation of a fluid logi: control system. 

Another factor in the interface problem was the "Train Line" requirement 

that would permit *5950  to operate in "Consist" with any other locomotive 

on the system as either a lead unit or a trailing unit. As explained earlier, 

all communication between units is electrical and therefore the experimental 

unit had to operate with electrical input and electrical output information. 

Relaxation of this requirement will be discussed later. 

From this point. UNIVAC and Central worked independently tu produce 

s'stems meeting the performance requirements and operating as specified by 

tie equations of Figure 4. The resulting designs are shown schematically 

in Figures 5 and 6. The transition control unit, built at the UNIVAC facility, 

uses NOR logic exclusively, and is made up of 24 NOR gates. These elements, 

developed by UNIVAC personnel, have been used extensively in many pure fluid 

applications, including the UNIVAC Fluid Computer.  The devices have a fan-in 

and fan-out of four. They are provided with four input terminals—a signal into 

any one of the four input» will switch the device "OFF". The output is divided 

and channeled into four output terminals so that four identical NOR elements can 

be controlled by one. The logic for the UNIVAC control is shown in Figure 6. 

Both the UNIVAC transition unit and the NOR element are shown in Figure 7. 

The two transistiop controls mount interchangeably on a panel inside the 

existing control cabinet. Available space was in excess of one cubic foot, 

but both units were considerably smaller than this. The small size of the 

three major fluid assembl ies — input interface, control, and output interface—' 

permitted location of the complete transition control system including pressure 

• Registered Trademark of the Sperry Rand Corporation. 
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regulators and air filter in the control cabinet in  a manner that did not 

block access to other equipment.and left the outward appearance of the 

locomotive unchanged. 

Installation required merely disconnecting electrical contacts and coils 

being taken out of service,   taping unused wire terminations,  and removal of 

interlock contacts and solenoid valves from power contactors to provide mounting 

space for diaphragm valves.    Air interlocking was provided by miniature plunger 

valves to give pneumatic   indications of contactor position,  but  this is being 

replacrd by grooves  in the piston rods to provide the sane function with no 

additional moving parts.    All connections were made with color-coded vinyl 

tubing.    T •• two controls were provided with  identical connections and 
mountings so that change-over would consume a minimum amount of time. 

After the installation was completed and all  circuits checked,  the air 

was turned on and the locomotive was run through simulated transition by 

inserting appropriate signals into the control circuit.    Satisfactory operation 

was confirmed,  and «59SO was dispatched to yard service in Cleveland,  Ohio. 

After one week of local service by itself,  the locomotive was put   into 

"Consist" with two other units and released to normal   road freight service. 

This duty continued for nearly a month without further attention until  the 

next periodic  inspection date arrived.    As of this writing,   there is no evidence 

of dirt build-up in the system and no indicatior. that  severe service will   reveal 

new difficulties in the application. 

The early performance of the Fluidic transition control was completely 

successful  and proved that  fluid logic was indeed well  suited to the solution 

of circuit problems  in the environment of a railroad  locomotive.    However,   as 

indicated earlier,   the system installed in locomotive *5950  utilized standard 

industrial  valves and switches to solve interface problems as an expedient  to 

gaining experience.    The next major phase of the project was to devise a means 

of converting electrical   information to fluid flow and back again.    In addition, 

many control problems capable of Fluidic solution were still  to be investigated. 

Thus,   it was decided that a second locomotive would be converted to Fluidic 
control.    This unit  is to be equipped with transition control   identical with 

that on the first unit,  but   in addition  is to serve as  a working laboratory 

for the development of additional Fluidic systems.    Still to be considered 
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are control of engine teBperature,   engine speed,  and axle speed,  as well as 

transition  interface devices.    This phase of the       >ject is currently in 

progress,   and will hopefully be ready for reporting in the near future. 

Meanwhile,   it may be of  interest  to mention other specific areas of 

railroad operation in which fluid devices may play an  important part  in the 

future. 

The first  item is  another locomotive application.    Upon completing the 

conversion of individual  locomotives  to fluid control,   the next project will 

be to change the 27-conductor Train Line from electrical to fluid power.    With 

'•lunlic components in each unit,   it will be logical to also use fluids to 

interconnect multiple units.     Previous  attempts  at pneumatic   intercoijnection 

have failed.    They were based on pressure level coding of information and 

suffered problems of variable restrictions and time lag.    The speed and 

stability of fluid logic systems prorise to provide the ideal medium for 

processing pulseTcoded information between locomotive units and thus  eliminat« 

the troublesome jumper cables. 

Another potential  application of  iranediate interest,   and one wMch 

actually can provide a much greater saving to railroads than can locomotive 

conversion,   is the wayside interlocking plant.    At every turnout or crossover 

involving  the main  line of the  rail.oail, i complex electrical  circuit   is 

installed  in  a permanent  building to perform such functions  as:   informing 

the Central Traffic Control operator of the location of trains,   reporting on 

the setting of thf  track  switch  and signals,   prevention of switch operation 

until  all.trains  are clear,  and checking routes  to prevent  trains  fron 

proceeding until  safety fron collisicn  is assured.    The basic component of 

this  system   is  the  railroad safety relay—a heavy-duty glass-enclosed 

assembly developed over the years to render the most reliable service possible 

in spite of severe ambient conditions  ranging from heat   and humidity  to extreme 

cold,   lightning, and dust  storms.    Safety relays cost  from $75 to  several  hundred 

dollars each,   and may be as large as  a shoe box.    They process  information 

received from electric contact  closures or resistance changes  on  the  track, 

energize electric motors  to move the  track switches,   light  signal   lamps,   and 

transmit verification of these operations  to Central Traffic Control. 

In the  interest of simplifying the design and construction of  interlocking 

plants.  New York Central  prepared a complete specification for a typical 
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interlorking plant that would meet tlw requirements of better than 90% of 

existing and planned junctions. The input and output functions were specified 

along with logic to be performed, reliability criteria to be met, and 

environmental conditions to be considered as minimums. However, the medium 

of this system was not specified. Thus, both electro-mechanical relays and 

solid-state electronics have been considered fur the system. Now it is possible 

that Fluidics ran out-perform either relays or eiectrorics in this application. 

The power supply could be a small air compressor instead of a battery charger: 

the power storege device, an air reservoir instead of a battery; the track switch 

operator, an air cylinder instead of an electric motor. Some electrical systems 

would remain, such as signal lamps and communication with Central Traffic 

Control. A fluid operated system would be capable of fulfilling the performance 

specifications, and perhaps at significantly less expense. Certainly the inter- 

locking plant should be considered to be an excellent application to utilize 

the advantages of Fluidics. 

Other potential railroad applications are less i-npressive but would 

perhaps be worthy of attention because they offer the opportunity of immediate 

field testing.  These include: 

Tank Car Filling 

Fueling of Locomotives 

Track Level Cauging 

Freight Car Weighing 

Track Occupancy Indication 

In review, the decision to investigate fluid logic controls for 

locomotives was based upon the following potential advantages: 

1. Insensitivity to environmental conditions of shock, 
vibration, dirt, and electrical transients. 

2. Anticipated reduced maintenance time via complete 
replacement due to low cost. 

3. Snail space requirements. 

4. Promise of greater reliability. 
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All of these lead ultimately to both higher utilization time and lower 

Investment.    Thus, with assistance from the Sperry Rand Co.poratloris UNIVAC 

Division,  the New York Centra". System has accepted Initial successes  in fluid 

controls as a challenge to carry this development further with the expectation 

that the ultimate objective—increased profitability—will be realized. 
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a.     Series-Parallel b.    Series-Parallel Shunt 

c.    Parallel d.    Parallel Shunt 

Figure 1.    Simplified Main Power Circuit Showing 
Motors,  Fields,   and Power Contactors 
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Finure 4. Transition Logic Equations for GP-9 Loconotive 

Based on Circuits of Figure 3 
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Figure 7. Transition Control Unit and UNIVAC "NOR" Gate 
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AREA EXPERIENCE IN MODERATK 

VOLUME FABRICATION OF PURE FLUID DEVICES 

by 

R.   W.   Van TUburg 

CORNING GLASS WORKS 

ABSTRACT 

A discussion of the background of Fluid Amplifier develop- 

ment leads into the decisions on production organization. 

Specifications in their most phenomenal sense are covered 

and the logic behind the specifications is explained briefly. 

Production experience is summarized with facts on selections 

of specific devices produced to specific specifications. 

Conclusions indicate that Fluid Amplifiers have selection 

criteria similar to other control components.    Other 

conclusions are drawn. 
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I_NTRjDDUCTION 

During the period of time when the basic phenomena of pure fluid devices, as 

they are known today,   were under investigation at the Diamond Ordnance Fuze 

Laboratories,   there was considerable concern that the emergence of this new 

technology from a laboratory curiosity to an established product might be 

substantially delayed by the lack of effective manufacturing methods.     Because 

this was truly a new technology,  vastly different from any then in existtnce, 

there were no comparable products in volume production anywhere in the 

world,   and as a result of this fact,  there was no sound basip for predicting 

costs,   selections,   required capital equipment,   or actually whether or not they 

could be made at all at high selection to reasonable specifications. 

The potential value of these "no moving parts" control and sensing devices 

rapidly became appa; ent,  to the degree that many organizations,   both military 

and industrial,   undertook the development of devices and circuits confident that 

fabrication techniques could be developed.    In the relatively short period of 

three years,   both of these objectives have been accomplished to the degree that 

functional pure fluid control circuits are being used effectively in a truly 

amazing variety of applications. 

However,   although many organizations do not publicize their work in this field, 

and their degree of accomplishment is not generally known,   there are very few 

cases where either devices,   or circuits,   have been reproduced in quantity, 

and no information has been made public regarding the fabrication of a rela- 

tively large number of devices of widely varying function and degree of 
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complexity. 

Public acceptance uf the concept of fluid logic has increased to the point that 

it is now not only possible,   but necessary,   to fabricate devices,  and  rela- 

tively bimple circuits,   in quantities of thousands or more.   This is not signifi- 

cant in terms of numbers as  such because these are still small numbers,   but 

it is significant in terms of product when the quantities required become 

great enough to preclude the exclusive use of experienced engineering and 

technical personnel in the manufacturing area. 

Although many different types of fluid amplifiers,   and almost as many manu- 

facturing techniques,   have been developed in the 'ast two years,   some concern 

is still evident.     It is generally accepted that these devices can be made 

functional,   in limited quantities,   but it has yet to be proven that an increase 

in demand can result in the improved performance and the decreased costs 

which must be achieved before pure fluid circuits can approach their full 

potential. 

As a result of demand for breadboard components,   and a decision by the 

Corning Glass Works to offer fluid devices as a standard product line,   the 

step from laboratory curiosity to product has been tauen and the responsibility 

for manufacturing has been transferred at Corning from the technical staff, 

which was organized around fluid amplifiers,   to plant personnel,   the majority 

of whom,   as recently as three months ago,   were aware of the existence of this 

product only because of a sign on the door of the development laboratory. 
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S1G Nl FIC AN T_ DEC 1SION S 

Of the multitude of basic decisions which were required before this step could 

be taken,   there are several which are felt to be of more than passing sig- 

nificance to the ever increasing number of organizations exhibiting interest 

in this technology. 

Primary,   of course,   is the decision to manufacture.   Although progressive 

organizations routinely invest Research & Development funds in promising 

new products and processes,which either threaten to obsolete existing prod ict 

lines or show sufficient potential as new items,  the decision to divert profit- 

able manufacturing effort and equipment to an,   as yet,   inproven market,   it 

substantially more complex.     Accepting the fact that the ability to fabricate 

the product to some high quality level has been established,   the most 

important considerations are market size and unit cost.     These two factors 

exhibit a complex interrelationship which could not adequately be developed 

within the scope of this discussion. 

Further evidence of the growing industrial confidence in the future of fluid 

devices and circuits can be seen in the decision by the Imperial Eastman 

Corporation to market fluid products in their established distribution net- 

work.     This decision was also based on careful market and product analysis, 

and lends further credence to the fact that there is a future for these devices 

in the military and industrial world. 

In a more practical vein,   accepting the decision to manufacture,   it became 

necessary to choose the correct course of action relative to the establishment 
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of a non-technical,  line-level operation.    It was reasoned that the immediate 

establishment of a manufacturing group using only plant people would result 

in the best long-term efficiency,   since development people are not usually 

production oriented,  and to divert their efforts in that direction would result 

in a substantial decrease in the rate of product development and improve- 

ment     Among other things,  this forces the development of specification 

concepts and quality detail frequently overlooked by development operations. 

Although the latter course of action has resulted in many short-term problems, 

it is significant to the Fluid Amplifier Industry in that it has been proven that 

these devices and circuits   can be made by non-technical people,   who,  being 

subjected to seniority regulations,   change jobs with production level variations. 

Specifically,   Fluid Amplifiers are out of the laboratory and into the factory, 

in the strictist sense of the word.    They are in production at increasing rates 

and at high levels of quality. 

PROCESS 

The process used by Corning to fabricate these devices is that developed for 

the manufacture of Fotoform glass and Fotoceram glass ceramics.     This 

process was discussed in detail in a paper del-vered at the  1963 OOFL 

Symposium,  and these details need not be repeated at this time.   Fabrication 

steps consist of artwork preparation,   optical exposure,   thermal development, 

chemical machining,   and thermal diffusion bonding.    Each one of these 

operations is critical,  to some degree,  in some cases more so on one type 

of product than on another,   and in almost every cafe,   substantially more so 

as the sice is decreased. 
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PRODUCTS 

The primary reason that it was felt that this dibcussion might be of interest 

to the Fluid Amplifier industry as a whole lies in the fact that,  although all 

of the design« are basically HDL configurations,  a rather broad range of 

product function ha« been covered,   and some data are available relating 

selections ana performance to product type and size. 

The product types to be discussed are as fohows: 

A) Digital 

1) Bistable 

a) Load sensitive (. 010 x . 040,   and . 020 x . 080 power 

nozzle). 

b) Load insensitive (. 010 x . 040,  and . 020 x . 080 power 

nozzle). 

2) MonosUble 

a) AND Gate (. 010 x . 040 power nozzle). 

b) NOR Gate (. 010 x . 040,   and . 020 x . 080 power nozzle). 

3) Bistable fc Monostable 

a)      Binary Counter (. 010 x . 040 power nozzle). 

B) P ropo rt tonal 

1) Without Center Dump (. 010 x . 02S,   and . 020 x . 050 

power nozzle). 

2) With Center Dump (. 010 x . 023,  and . 020 x . 050 

power nozzle). 
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TEST PROCEDURE^ 

In every case above,   it waa necessary to establish several basic performance 

criteria before nrianufacturing operations could be initiated.    Specifically,   it 

is a relatively sinple matter to define each of these devices in general terms, 

for the sake ot discussion.     For example,   a two-input NORgate could be 

defined as a device in which a relatively high energy fluid stream is diverted 

from one of two outputs tc the other by the presence of either or both of two 

relatively low energy fluid  streams,   and remains in the diverted position as 

long as,   and only as long as,   either or both of the relatively low energy 

fluid streams are present. 

However, definition of a two-input NORgate for quality control purposes be- 

comes substantially more complicated,  in that such terms as relatively and 

diverted must be expressed numerically,  and an effective set of test conditlois 

under which these numbers apply must be establisned.   This situation is 

further complicated when a number of different kinds of devices are included 

in the product line,   and each must be functionally compatible with the others. 

In addition,  these performance criteria must be carefully established in a 

manner which will not preclude,   or even complicate,   the development of new 

products and their inclusion in the overall product line. 

Taking the NORgate (. 010" x .040" Power Jet) as an example,  the following 

are sone of the variables which must be defined. 

A)     Power Jet 

1)     Operating range - ail devices must function in a satisfactory 
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manner at any power jet pressure between 1. 5 psig 

and 1 5. 0 psig. 

Z) Size - the size of the power nozzle shall be such that, 

when subjected to a 1. 5-psig pressure diiferential, it 

will pass between , 070 SC FM and . 07^ SCFM. Since 

power nozzle width is fixed by the negative, this is a 

direct control over depth and etch ratio. 

There is a basic significance to the choice of 1. 5-psig power jet pressure 

for the above test.   Digital devices of this desig^which are fabricated in 

the previously defined manner,   continue to function as digital devices at 

power jet pressure levels substantially in excess of the 15. 0-psig maximum 

indicated.     The  I. 5-psig minimum is,however,   approaching a functional limit. 

In the early stages of manufacturing,  it was deemed necessary to establish 

the performance of each device fabricated,  on a 100% basis,   using definitive, 

meaningful tests.    It was decided tnat such tests for a digital device 

would establish the relationship between the controls and the outputs,   at a 

given power jet pressure*     1, 5 psig was chosen because it had previously 

been proven that marginal devices were more apt to malfunction at the lower 

power jet pressures.     Specificallyjif a digital device of a given design will 

switch sharply and completely at a power jet presture of 1. 5 psig,   it will 

continue to do so at pressures up to,  and substantially beyond,  the 15. 0 psig 

specified as maximum. 
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B) Control Jeta 

1)      Switching range - the switching range of all devices was 

again defined in terms of pressure,   as follows: 

a) Level -  with one control open to ambient,  the power 

jet fixed at 1. 5 psig,   and the outputs loaded in a 

manner to be defined in a later section,  the other 

control must cause the device to switch,   and per- 

mit it to return while the pressure level in that 

control is in the range of . 010 »0.05 psig. 

b) Rate of ch 'nge -  since momenuim is a factor in the 

performance of these devices,   and since the effects 

of volume must be fixed so that a fixed pressure 

relationship exists between the nozzle under te^t and 

the point of read-out,   the length and diameter of ill 

interconnections are specified,   and the maximum rate 

of change of control jet pressure has been established 

at 0. 06 psig per second. 

C) Outputs 

1)      Loading - in all devices,   including those described as load 

insensitive,  the output flow pressure relationship,   and 

therefore   the amount of pressure recovered in the output, 

is a function    f the amount of resistance encountered by 

the stream.     For this test the outputs are loaded with the 

equivalent of the sum of the areas of three of its control 

nozzles. 
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2) Recovery -  when loaded a« defined above,  the outputs must 

recover a minimum of 0. ib psig when activated,   and a 

maximum of /• 02 psig ?nd a minimum of -. 02 psig when 

not activated. 

3) Hysteresis -  within the limits of switch pressure previoutly 

specified,  the hysteresis band must be at least 0. 01-5 psig 

^3 Pc in the positive direction,   and the maximum pressure 

change permitted in the output just prior to switching in 

either direction is 0. 04 psig. 

As indicated,   these numbers and procedures apply specifically to the smaller 

of the two NORgates,   but they are,   in general,   used for all digital devices,   of 

both sizes.   There are exceptions to this rule of course,   as with the ANOgate 

in which case the fixed control must be held at a pressure slightly in excess 

of the maximum acceptable switch pressure.     Also,   the binary counter 

operates at a 3-psig minimum power jet level    and must receive a pulse 

input to function properly. 

Proportional devices do not have a critical minimum power jet press ire,   and 

5 psig was arbitrarily chosen as the fixed value Icr that variable.   Loading was 

fixed at an area equivalent to one control nozzle,   and the test bias level was 

• et at  ' 0% of the power jet pressure.     Limits were set on minimum pressure 

gain,   linearity,   stability,   and zero balance. 

PERFORMANCE 

Although actual selection figures are gener.llv proprietary,   some extremely 
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interesting relatiunship* were developed during the course of this manu- 

facturing effort,   and it is felt that a dircussion using some actual numbers 

might be of more than passing interest to device designers. 

Information presented here was obtained from routine test data taken on 

over 15,000 devices,  made from six basic designs,   five of which were 

fabricateu in the two power nozzle widths listed previously. 

The average of the selections of the eleven groups represented was 50%. 

Although this is not a number which is particularly impressive to manu- 

facturing oriented people,   't was felt to be reasonable for early stages of 

production.     Of the total made,   less than 10% did not function in the in- 

tended manner,   and the majority of those were from one design.     As an 

example,   the .010" power nozzle load sensitive flip-flop selection was 50% 

for a first order quantity of 400.    Of the 800 devices made to select the 400 

required,   only i (0. ^5%) did not switch as intended,  the remaining 398 

being rejected about evenly for low recovery (low fan-out),   high switch 

point (low fan-in) and low switch point (too sensitive).     All of these devices, 

except the two which were set,   would function in a satisfactory manner in 

any multi-component circuit in which the fan-out was held to a maximum of 

two. 

The case of the 0. 010" power nozzle NORgate will help to emphasize what is 

felt to be an extremely importait point.    A low selection figure necessitated 

the fabrication of large numbers of devices to recover the required number 
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of acceptable units.   At first glance it would seem that this, design could 

never be used in a multi-component circuit and yet ten experimental 

binary to decimal converters were fabricated,   and fusion sealed with 17 

NORgates of this design in each unit,   and all ten performed in a satisfactory 

manner.     The reason for this can be seen in an analysis of the rejects which 

showed the average switch pressure of the upper control of this design to 

fall almost exactly on the upper limit.   Because of this,  half of the devices 

fabricated were  rejected for high switch pressure (low fan-in).     The 

majority of the remaining rejects exhibited a negative hysteresis (Oscillation 

at the switch point)    or tended to proportion    within the specified switchi ig 

range.   Again,   leas than i% of these devices failed to perform the NOR 

function,   and these were jet to the OR side.    With the exception of the set 

devices,   the only rejects which would cause a multi-component circuit to 

malfunction were those which switched high,   and then only if the device 

feeding that control were fanned out excessively. 

The significance of this is that the circuit designer who know» the limitations 

of hi« components and designs away from these limitations    can expect a 

reasonaoly complex (25 component) circuit to function in an acceptable 

manner. 

The effect of size was quite noticeable also,   in that designs fabricated with 

power nozzles . 020" wide averaged high selections,   while the same designs 

reduced to one-half that size averaged 50% lower selections.    The fact that 

the larger device* performed more consistently is to be expected,   since 
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some of the process variables are relatively independent of size,   but the 

amount of the difference is somewhat surprising.    This would seem to 

indicate that further reduction to . 005" power nozzles would result in 

excessively low selections,   and data available from small lot testing tend 

to verify this indication.     There are,  however,   instances where designs have 

been reduced to . 005" power nozzle size and have functioned well,   so it 

would appear that mini iturization to that degree will p'-ove difficult    but 

not impossible. 

In addition to the effect just discussed,   size can have a profound effect on 

devices of marginal design,   as attested by the fact that the highest selec- 

tion rate was obtained with the .020" load insensitive flip-flop,   whereas the 

lowest selection rate was obtained with the exact same device optically 

reduced to one-half that size.   Althoug'   the large size device performed 

beyond expectations,   the small devices did not perform the intended function 

at all.    In every other case,   all but about 1% of the devices were useablo 

(soi^e under restricted conditions),   whereas,   in this case,   the rejects wer«- 

either set to one side,   or they were not bistable.     This admittedly is only 

one eise in five,   but it does prove that a device which performs well at 

one size and set of conditions may actually be marginal to the degree that 

it cannot be directly miniaturized. 

Toth proportional designr. proved to be substantially less sensitive to the 

effects of size reduction than any oi the digital designs. The non-center 

dump design for example,   selected at a rate of 45% for the . 020" power 
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nozzle size,   and 42% for the . 010" power nozzle size.    As in must of the 

other cases,   the rejects were functional devices which performed the 

proportional function in an adequate manner,  but which were not quite 

up to the capability of the design.    Small lot experience indicated that a 

gain (pressure) of 7.0 was reasonable for this design,   if a 30% selection 

level were acceptable.    Under the assumption that performance would 

improve as people and procedures were deve. >ped,  a pressure gain 

minimum limit was established at 7. 0.    Obviously, the difference between 

a device with a gain of 7. b (acceptable) and one with a gain of 6. 5 

(rejectable) it  simply one of degree,  and in most cases the difference is 

negligible. 

In general,  the transition from small quantities fabricated by skilled 

technical people to relatively large quantities manufactured by production 

oriented people with no prior fluid amplifier experience    was successful. 

The average selection for all designs of 50% in early stages of production 

is encouraging. 

Selections of *>()% or less do not preclude the use of designs in multi- 

component circuits,   because,   in almost every case,  the percentage of 

devices that do not perform the intended function    is less than 1%. 

In every case,  the variation in performance was greater in the smaller 

sizes,  although must less so in proportional designs. 
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It is possible for a design to perform well at one sice    and not perform 

at all at one-half that sice. 
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